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To
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IMMEDIATELY,

advance.

Year in
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CO.,

Exchange St., Portland.

At 109

_WANTS._
apr21tfPortland,
Wanted.
experienced shoemaker.

e

published every Thursday Morning
in advance, at $2.00 a year.

$2.50

at

a

Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.**
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
afler; three insertions, or less. $1.00; continuing

every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents;
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.

tion to

geueraliy useful.

MANUFACTURERS OF

MARINE. STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Alcolt’s Turbine Water Wheel,
elevators. Derricks. Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard's
Patent Boiler.
INJECIOB

315 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOB SALS—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse
power, built to order.

___t_

Apply

SI TUATION by a young man acquainted with
the millinery and dry goods business. Address
A. P. HALE.
*ap!9dlw223 Middle St.

A

to

0. P. BABCOCK.

American

myl9

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

PAINTER,

“^^mNcHCMACHEH.

A.
CARD,
I take great pleasure in recommending Mr. Wm.
the
best house decorators ever
one
of
as
Bchumacher
Wm. Schun Portland, and have no doubt that Mr.
work
entrusted to him duraall
execute
will
macher
bly, tastily and «atis.actorily. ^
SCHUMACHER,
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
no'iltf

Wanted Immediately.

_Freeport,

aprHdtf

fnr

Travelling

SQUARE,

and

or

snv

Hampshire.

Law,

STREET,

BOOT
A

THItEE

Congress Street, between Dow & Casco Sts., a
The finder
chain of graduated JET BEADS.
be suitably rewarded on leaving it at No 6 Free

ON

will
St.

A

land
apr21

d3t*

To Let with Board.
good rooms, connected, furnished

unfurnished front

and side
FREE ST.

room

with board *at
PLEASANT
marlOdtt

75

room

Board.
three boarders can be accommodated with
Rooms newly fura private family.
Inquire at 44 St. Lawrence street.

or

TWOboard in
nished.

at 223* Cumberland
Also table board.

st.,

K0011S

Water Closets. Wash Bowls, Brass and Silver Plated Cocks, &c. Jobbing in town and country promptly attended

to._ap&Iltn*
W. C. CLARK,
103 FEDERAL STREET,

8

WATER

AND

PIPING.
_tf

apn

H. L. GREGG & CO.,
SHIP1

CORRESPONDENT,!

Office 166 Fore Street,
fel>4

Photograph Gallery.
The only place in the city which yon

<ny

to Lease.

or

dug
fice of

JACKSON & EATON,
Head of High St. Wharf, toot of High St.
Portland, Aptli 13th, 1875.dtf

I

to inform my friends and the public
1 have fitted up some"elegant rooms in the old

pleased

am

hat

A11 Styles of Pictures in the Art

To Rent.

Photography,

5

inquire

_at

LET !

TO

Room in the Second Story ot the

Primers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THEKSTO* A CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

JaKT.

3 Floors fitted up for

a

First-class

Jobbing House,

My prices will be such as will be snlt the times.
Great inducement offered to clubs.

117__ja20tf

s.—I shall open my

day, April 5lli,

John’s and Hickory Coals!

NEVER FAIUS TO SUIT.
We give special attention to the preparation of our
Coals, and will soil at the lowest cash prices.

Randall&McAllister
00 COMMERCIAL ST.,

Nearly 0pp.

New Custom House

ASSORTMENT

Photograph
—

Sizes,

Rooms,

SQUARE.

iini.-hed in the very best manner, plain
COPIES MADE.

subscriber would call tho attention of tho

Tlie

public

ALL AT

or

life,
in colors,

J. U.P. BURNHAM
eodty

dec 15

~forTsae&T~
Will be sold by order of Bishop Healy the
AND

PLANTS,

ALSO DRAPERY AXD Y1XES
of the late Bishop Bacon.

aprl7

Enquire

on

the

premises.

•
_

Carpet

Beating,

CLEAN ISO andjobb.ng done by M.
YY C MARS. Order Slate at t«e Daily Kress
attended to. Residence
(Hfl e nil orders promptly
al',MI
St.
at NO. 15 Washington
n- iv BOW

VS'.KY LOW

to

Orate Barr,

bo seen at

yard.

per

STRIPED SILKS ?
In

Office 123 Commercial Street.
This Barr is so constructed that it will never warp,
and hence its durability is unquestionable, and by
arrangement tor introducing the air tbrougli the
fire to unite with the gases on the top of the coal
perfect combustion, thereby saving at least

an

produces

and is

PRICES.

169 MIDDLE STREET.
*3in

New Photograph Rooms,

We also offer

a

Splendid Assortment

AND

—

TUKESBURY &

CO.,

so

to clenn yoar tires withthe Furnace doors.

contrived

opening

Please call at the above named Office and
see for yourselves.

PARASOLS!

Cost is Mriteri!

deep flues.
preventing

The
and centres are heavy, so
any
warping. The broiling door is one of the most imand
is
so
in
modern
features
arranged
stoves,
portant
in THE CLARION that broiling cau be carried on
successfully without auy odor coming into the room.
The illuminated fire box presents a cheerful appearance, and shows at all times the condition of the fire
without opening the door. The skeleton slide in hot
closet bottom keeps any dish enveloped with warm
air. The sifter is vibrated by a handle through the
front plate, and allows no dust to escape.
tested in every
This Range has been
particular, and every disinterested person and dealers will admit it to be the best Cooking Range ever
offered to the public. Please call and examine it and
we can give you testimonials and references that will
be satislactory to you.
Manufactured and for sale by
and extra

thoroughly

BROS.

NUTTER

CO.

&

dl«r

DEANE_ BROS.
Spring Opening
-O'-

FURNITURE !
full line ot

a

Parlor, Hall, Library

—

THE

AT

OF

—

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE
—

COGIA IASI ST01,

We

are

AT

—

also Agents for the best

BED

SPRING

the market. Three month's trial given, and if no
satisfactory will be removed free of expense.
Old Furniture Repaired

AND

at

short

notice

given.

and satisfaction
—

—

REMEMBER THE NUMBER,

Exchange Street,

6 TEMPLESTREETS 51
apl7

BEANE BROS.

OPEN

SHALL

WE

Retail
in

—

DAY
«

Department

where

wo nronoac

our

Business,

Wholesale
to

Cotton

keen a full line of

Hosiery.

Large Assortment of
Cotton Hosiery for Ladies’, Gents’ and
Children’s Spring and Summer wear. We
Invite especial attention to our 25, 37
and 50 cent lots of above goods, as they
are mncli under market price.,
offer

We

A—

connection with

eod2m

mli 19

Opening.

An

Offer
—

BY

THE

—

very

a

N. B.—Collars and Cult’s sent to
Look like uew. Cost only 3c each.

Troy Laundry.

all in want of

Five

percent.

than any Boston dealer

or

manufacturer will sell iu

or

Trucking

Pay,

to

and having your furniture delivered to your house
all cleaned up ready for use, with the privilege of exchanging or returning if not satisfactory, and will
guarantee to give

Better Furniture & Better Finish.
There is no firm in New England that has a larger
or better stock of furniture than we can chow.

Geo. A. Whitney & Co.
feb9

apr7

Vermont

Choice

MOLASSES !
Choice Grocery, Ponce, Porto Rico anti
Sasua Molasses, now landing
at Central Wharf,
and tor Bale by

€©

D,

French System oi
but a tew days
Hotel, room 56. Ladies wish-

B. RICKEK & CO.,

Brushes
—

BARGAINS

GOOD

SAFE

our

salesroom,

188 FORE STREET.

Henry T. Carter & Co.,
FORMERLY C VETER, WHITE & CO.
<ltf

ieb26

SCABIES
COME

YORK

NEW

Opposite Lincoln Park, Portland, Me.
formed
association with some of tho
best buyers of horses in tbe country, whereby
HAVING
the
shall receive
fresh

Also

a

AND

SEE

!
OCR

GOODS!

Latest

The most

SALE.

quantity of
Pilinsr, Spars and Haebmatac Knees, by

SIMONTON & LADD,
CJoiymercinl Hi. Hilfoke’a Whmf.
deodtf

jal2

PHINTING of every dcseriptiuo ueaily
executed at Ibb OlUce,

RETAIL

Portland Earthenware ManufactoryFlowerpots and Earthenware of all descriptions man
ufacturcd and for sale low at tbe pottery of

13.

our

No. 3 Free Street Block.

M

Book Store in the World

lit) exchange street.

Between Brattle & Green St.

100,000 ISooIcn without regard to coat.
<>ood Clock*, NV ate hr* and Jewelry cheap
Repairing and Cleaning well done and

or

B5T*Have

Retail.

apr2

«

they

lmeod

will be

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
I’ubliHhcv* and JBa oksellers,
ag5tt

pleased

to

see

their friends

customers.

a

850.00

THE

aplOdlw

GOOD

PRESSED

HAY

Iii largo or small quantities.
FOK SALE BY

WurrnateJ.

hand some damaged flowerpots
which will be sold cheap.

now on

and earthenware

WIIARF,
PORTLAND,

Herman S. Kaler & Co

FACTORY POTTER’S I.ANE,
Chnin. for IlaniEinK Plant, by Wholesale

where

established a store at

UNION

1

NO.

until

(J^We respectfully invite the public to call and
examine our goods.

them in their

opposition to the German ecclesiastical
system.
The second complaint is in reference to an
alleged conspiracy to assassinate Bismarck in
1873, formed by religious zealots in Belgium.
The third is of an address to the bishop of
Paderborn last December, expressing sympathy for him in his persecution—an address
purporting to be from Belgic ecclesiastical
authorities. These complaints were promptly replied to by the Belgian government.
.The ground was taken that the civil authorities had uo supervision over the pastorals of
the bishops, and that the liberty of the
not

he

abridged

even

to

gratify Germany. Proof was given that the
alleged conspiracy to assassinate the German
premier was a hoax. Finally it was pointed
out that the address to the bishop of Paderborn was repudiated by the religious society
to which its authorship
was attributed.
Certain strictures in the German note in
regard to the obligations of neutrals were
replied to with great spirit. The German
rejoinder is remarkable for the impudent suggestion that Belgium shall change her laws
in order to preserve the friendship of the

GEORGE 1).
lebl2

BECK,

Cumberland Mouse.

i'll

ANNUM, IN ADVANCE,

Tue Repnblicans are making active preparations for opening tbe political campaign In
Ohio, and the prospects are very encouragng for a Republican victory in October. Two
years of Democratic misrule have disgusted
the people of the state, and they are bent
upon a change. If a full vote is gotten out
the Western Reserve the Republicans can.

on

easily

roll up

a

majority

of

25,000.

Current Notes.
Gov. Tilden weighs 180 pounds; but the
Canal Ring entertain the view of him that
the boy did of the mule. “How much did ho
weigh, eh ?” said the boy. “Well, I only
weighted one of his bind legs, and I calculated that weighted about 7,000 pound.”—
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle.
There never was a time when the Democratic party deserved less to be trusted than
it does now. In order to secure the permanence of the Union, and to
preserve the
integrity of the Government, the White
House and the United States Senate must
r,ot pass iuto the control of the men who
believed in the vindication of Southern rights
—must not be occupied, the one by a majority of Democrats, the other bv a man in
sympathy with them.—Philadelphia Press.
The half rebellious, shivering, shelterless
thousands at Concord and Lexington. Monday, echoed with all the earnestness of Major
Buttrick at the Old North Bridge fight, “For
God’s sake, fire.”—Lowell Times.
Democrats who think their party is growing harmonious ou the currency question will

paragraph
Enquirer: “We aro
just as much devoted to the greenback doctrine as ever. We are ready to fight specie
resumption and contraction inside the party
or out.
We stand by the Democratic party
because we know that it is a party of the people, and it will not see them crushed by the
money power. The hard money gentlemen
of the East haven’t captured the Democratic
party yet.”
We have always wanted to know what,
find food for meditatiou in this
from The

Cincinnati

sort of a fence it was behind which the run-

ning tights of Concord and Lexington

were

We trust that the descendants of
the patriots will not take offenee, if we suggest that, judging by yesterday’s freezing

carried

on.

experience

at

Concord,

it

was

probably

a

chevaux de frise.— Philadelphia Bulletin.

European Correspondence.
Brittany Peasant

Something
cious

than

about

Girls

on

false bair—‘

strike.—

n

more

pre-

One gold”.—A marriage by

Proxy.- Revival

ia

wonderful

of the

Geneva, and

the

Evangelist* in
London.—Interesting facts jast discovsuccess

ered relative to moat Blanc.

Empire.
Here the matter will probably rest, for Bismarck is not so unwise as to force a conflict
with Belgium when that country is almost
sure to be backed by the great powers.
France would eagerly join in an extensive alliance against her hated conqueror.
The
sympathies of Austria are all with Belgium,
and she would not be slow to embrace an opportunity to wipe out the defeat at Sadowa.
England is committed to the defense of the
independence of Belgium. She has fought
one great campaign on Belgic soil, and if necessary will not hesitate to fight another.
Russia and Italy certainly would not espouse
the Prussian quarrel.
It is not

improbable that Bismarck thought
Belgium and hoped to embroil
her authorities with the church party. Once
engaged in the ecclesiastical quarrel the absorption of Belgium into the Empire would
naturally follow. The scheme having failed
Bismarck will probably drop it with all possible dignity. Possibly he hoped that France,
thirsting for revenge, would be imprudent
enough to take the question up in defense of
Belgium. The Chancellor is convinced that
another war between Germany and France is
inevitable, and is desirous that it shall come
to intimidate

about while France is yet weak. He is anxito provoke a conflict as soon as possible
But the wise moderation of the French leaders bids fair to defeat this aim.
Tlie Judgeship.
While there is a very general regret expressed at the refusal of the executive council to confirm Hon. Artemas Libbey as a justice of the Supreme Court, it must be confessed that there were some strong reasons for
their action, prominent among which is the
fact that Mr. Libbey then a councillor, made
the preliminary motion in Gov. Wells’
Council for the removal of Judge Woodbury
Davis in 1856—a partisan outrage of the grossest kind. The opportunity now exists for
the Governor to make effective the admirable
views presented by him to the council as to
the propriety of nominating a Democrat by
presenting the name of Sewall C. Strout Esq.
of this city, a man against whom not one single objection of any kind can be brought.
It is not much a matter of surprise that
the Democrats in the Louisiana House of
Representatives have thus early violated
their solemn agreement to abide the award
Congressional Committee, when it is

of the

remembered that but

one

Democrat in Con-

gress, Mr. Stephens of Georgia, voted for
this measure of conciliation and peace, and
that the entire Democratic press has been
denouncing the proposition and award of the
Committee from the first until the present
time. The award of the Congressional Committee gave the Democrats a majority of the
House; but not satisfied with that, in violation of their solemn promise they now propose to unseat
tliorn

q

enough Republicans

mninriftr

nn

q

ininf

hqllaf

to
Tf

give
linrn.

after, there is trouble in Louisiana, if through
the uncertainty produced by political dissensions, business languishes and bloodshed results, the Democratic leaders, who have denounced the Republican plan and efforts for
peace, are responsible, and they alone—just
as they were in 1861.
Argus has discovered that
Connor is the candidate of what it is
pleased to call “the ring.” It is not necessary
to say that, as usual,the Argus is mistaken—
The Press cannot be classed as a “ring
organ”

in the

sense

in which our

neighbor

We don’t think the Bridgton News
or the Fairfield Chronicle con'd well be classified with what'the Argus calls “ring organs.”
As for Gen. Connor, he is no ring man; a
thorough Republican, he has never attached
himself to the fortunes of any ring or clique.
Two years since, hundreds of personal friends
were ready to bring him into the field, b'.t it
was deemed wise to wait. It is a spontaneous
and disinterested movement, such as moved
the Democracy when Charlie Roberts was
brought forward by that party. The trouble
is the Argus foresees a crushing defeat with
Gen. Connor at the head of the Republican
column.
uses

it.

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO. will pay
the above aiunuut for evidence that will convict
the man who steals tlicir bundles of the DAILY
PRESS from the baggage cars while they are being
transported from Portland to Waterville.Thoinaston,
Bath and Wiscasset. They will also pay 8*J5 OO
tor evidence t hat will convict a man who steals a pam Portland.
l>or from their subscribers door

Have

Evening*

brethren, encouraging

Washington despatches state that the Attorney General’s resignation is a certainty.
Mr. Williams has on several occasions during
the last few months intimated to the President his desire to return to the practice of his
profession, and liis retirement is voluntary.
It is said that Edwards Pierrepont of New
York is to succeed him.

Flour, Grain & Feed,

The Store will
further INotice.

Germany and Belgium.
At is not probable that the peace of Europe
is seriously menaced
by the interchange of
notes between Germany and
Belgium, but it
is very evident that the
curiosity of Europe is
greatly excited thereby. The attitude of
Germany is puzzling. Why that power
should choose this time to demaud redress for
alleged grievances of some years’ standing is
known only to Bismaick, aud Bismarck is
not given to the makings of
explanations.
Three complaints have been forwarded
from Berlin to Brussels. The first relates to

and

Flouring Co.,
dealers in

WHOLESALE^

reserve commu-

Great preparations are making lor the
meeting of the national encampment of the
Grand Army at Chicago on the 1-Uk of May.
The annual reunions of the Army of the Potomac, the Cavalry Association, the Army of
the Ohio, the Army of the Tennessee and the
Army of the Cumberland will be held at the
same time and place.
Thirty-seven great
tents, representing the States, are to be
pitched upon the lake shore for the encampment. There will be a parade duriug the
day and a national camp-fire in the evening.

ami Prices.

PRICES !

apl2

<ltf

in the

DEPARTMENT

be opcu

STREET.

apl6

Paris

stock

BUTLER,

MIDDLE

will bo sold at

Cheapest

DODGE,

of

B.

151

all the

Styles,Qualities

&c., &c.

SPREADS,

PA.

largo variety ol

in

iny

3UFUS RAND, Agent.
_cod3m

BEB

MARKET.

Untrimmed Goods

supply weekly throughout

a

former patrons
season, I feel confident m assuring
and the public that i can and will sell them horses
cheaper than they can be obtained at any other stable
in New England, having constantly on band heavy,
draft, cart, dray, coach and coupe horses, matched
pairs and gentlemen’s driving horses. My horses
are selected by ilie best judges with special care as
to temperament, disposition, soundness, with good
bones and muscle, and adaptation to the wants of
this market. Please give me a call before purchasing.
I hope to make t an object for dealers to buy of mo.

from the

or

Gen.

Table Linens. Napkins. Towels, Diaper,
Skirt Linens, Skirt Bosoms,
diiect

of good faith.
undertake to return
nications thr.it are not used.
We cannot

And now the

at

largo assortment of

Stables 28 Franklin St,

any

Spruce

a

orsejT

febll
dtt

FOR

first class storo

AKD

—

NEW

SAI-E BY

dec8

that the

longer
ing to learn must call soon. Ladies aremaking more
than men’s wage® selling lids gfreat French method,
tud Teaching, and Designing Trimmings. Agents
wanted lor Chicago and Portland. Headquarters
7^8 Broad .ay, N. Y.
Linings cut free Wednesday
lowest the system
apl9dlw

FOB

tS5 i'OKf STREET.

'12w

WANTED.

Butter.

10 Brls. New Orlcscns Molasses.
—

a

Superior

We shall open this Morning

an

85 TUBS

dim

apt 1

l.incn.

K. A. MARRETT,
VICKERY A- LtKillTO.V,
J. it. POKEY,
EASTMAN IIKOS.
dim

5th.

You can get

and all other goods usually kept in
of this kind.

WFM3m

FOR

For sale by

apr4

GKO. S. HUNT

from Pure

Painters and Housewives!

—

Wo can interest yon in

Slit Out in the Plaits.

or

SUCH AS

GLOVES.
HOSIERY,
HANDKERCHIEFS,
LACES,
SILKS,
RIBBONS,
FLOWERS,
FEATHERS,
CRAPES,
VELVETS,
OLD LADIES’ DRESS CAPS,

EXCHANGE STREET.

NO. 46

dtf

Manufactured

—

atf

jail

FANCY GOODS,

MANUFACTURERS,

THE PATENT

BIS

OI«l Picture* copied and linixlieil in Ink,
Oil or Water Color* in llie b«*l manner.

AND

Lower

this market, with additional advantages of having

and Manufacturer.

Proprietor
fe24

|)o not Crack

ROOMS,
On and after Monday, April

MILLINER! OWEN & MOORE,
CONGRESS ST. COR. BROWN.

Until further notice we Bhall sell all kinds of furniture

guaranty

ous

Prices that cannot be Beat in the State*

in

129 MIDDLE

—

T

<

RGAINS,

A

THIS

LARGE SALE

CO.’S,

BARGAINS!

eodfim*

OF

Ties*

Congress Street,

an

BARGAINS,

29 MARKET SQUARE.
aprlO

—

Just above the Preble House.

never

Come while you have

wnmiw.

Illuminated tire box; clinkerlcss shaking and
dumping grate; the best chance to broil without
odor; large ventilated oven; witli or without hot
closet; portable shelf with large top surface; the best
draft cut-off ever invented; reversible collar, pipe-top
or back; (lustless sifter and large asli pan; skeleton
all its six
grate in hot closet; heat thrown it under
holes; water front when ordered; has nickel plated
knobs and id splendidly fitted up; flues cleaned from
the outside.
In connection with the above we would merely add,
It has
that in design and finish, it is unsurpassed.

unusnal.y large oven.

OF

NELSON &
495

Bargains

were

as

prefaced.

an
covers

ASSORTMENT

Laoe

heard of before.

FOR WOOD OR COAIi.
Tlie nominated Clarion Range is one of the most
Elegant and Economical, as we warrant it to be the
most Compact and Convenient Cooking Apparatus
arc BUlUu u« iws

*

We are prepared to show

OUR NEW

MllMJWlfJg

Boston Prices.

ALSO

—

Buy before it is too late.

PORTABLE COOKING KANGE.

ever
XJttB

Goods,

Fine

apl9

offer

as a

individual could

CLARION.

SARGENT,

Z.

PHOTOGRAPHS AM) FERREOTYPES,

to know

$1.00 !

Store

opportunity.

537 Congress St.
aplO<12w

OR EXCHANGE

great
Dress Cutting will be taught
LADIES
at United States

our

is for sale at

such

—

SlIIKT BOSOM.

AT

Everything in

We

STRIPED CASHMERE

EMBROWN

happy

splendid Quality,

Elegant Shades, One Button,

Guipure Laces,

Black

--"Reinforced”—

Bee

Clocked,

Courroisier’s Kid Gloves,

they will bring !

of

St-, opp, U. S. Hotel,
to

for

We sell goods for what

Wholesale and Retail,

276 Middle

Silk

Great Variety of Styles at from

No Freight

CAFT. SAWYERS

Ruches,

jai2eodly

to

Improved

Cram’s

out

&

in

Balbriggan Hosiery,

HALF PRICE!

Manufacturer to tlie Con

COAL CONSUMERS.

—

Fringes, Trimmings

arc

indispensable, not necessarily lor publication

cases

letters, written in 1872 and
1873 by Belgian bishops to their German

LARGE

on Moncall and ex-

Twenty-live Per Cent of the Fuel,

IN-

Extraordinary Ratos offered to Clubs.

GLISS

AT

-stock t« go out of business.

—

L'

our

sumer.

NEW

from Card to

HOUSE

—

SWEETSIU& MERRILL’S

will bo

IN

MARKET
Ail

—

GrEQ.

iiljMIIAM’S

of

apr6dtf

now

WILL FIND A

OF

out

We do not read anonymous letters aud communications. The name and address of the writer are in

certain pastoral

prices from

$3.50

to

line

liVl*

NOVELTIES

are
We will warrant them to give satistactien: they
durable ami free trom slates. For parlor Stoves and
Furnaces, the

Harleigh Lehigh Coal

$1.00

our

public

rooms to the
are invited to

FOR

ONE

—

all

when

GOOD NEWS

half of a double Brick House, ten rooms
Pleasantly situated on Uanfortb Street. No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. 110 BINSON, Ileal Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
dtf
Portland, Sept., 30,1S74

FINE

put in another.

closing

are

out

FOR

.——-—

Below fhe Post-OfDcr.
Inquire of SHEPHERD &CCX, LAMB & FARNSWORTH, next door, or H. E. THOMPSON, Lowell,

YOU
our

in

Ranging

480 1-2 Congress Street.
p.

WEEK

Fancy Hosiery

Sale.

SILKS !

—

Wholesale Fancy Goods,

use.

closing

not

Our Fixtures

Goods !

BLACK

McKENYEY,

M.

To Let

For Cooking Stoves and RangeB, try

FUSTE DISPLAY

For sale in Portland by
has

A.

THIS

from 37 cents upwards.

BANGOR.

amine them.

ABOUT

that are mined for Winter

OUT

—

wood, bishop & co.

My rooms are pronounced be every one that
examined them, the best in the State of Maine, anu
equal to any in the United Stales.
The best light, and, in fact, rooms that cannot bo

8HEPHESO A CO.,

OVER

JB U

VERY BEST COAES

AND

—

Best Manner.

__dtf
TO

ocl2

in the

beaten.

February first, the Stores anil Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Calilwell &
Hodsdon, anil Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
ST. JOHN SMITH.
jalldtf

We have with
great deal of care and expense, selected and have on hand a large stock of the

reach by

%

of

NEW hoa60 rents at Woodiord’s Corner, 5, to
Handy
9, rooms, will he ready last of March.
to cars. In a good neighborhood and splendid locaT. H. MANSFIELD,
ot
tion,
Woodfoid’s Comer.
jna4tt

Mass,, Box

a

can

ONE FLIGHT OF STAIRS.

KOS. 121-123 MIDDLE STREET,

_

PORTLAND.
dlmcodl1m&w6w

on

Office**

febs

wTMUNGER,

JOHN

of High Street Wharf, with Dock
BEETHOVEN HALL.
Docks
Wharf.
ONE-HALF
privileges- Railroad track
at
ofout. For further information apply
well

Petroleum, Grain and other Charters,
Negotiated. Ft eight Engagement* made
for all part* of the world.
flnrine Insurance efflected in reliable

108 WALNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

BAYS

PAID IS THIRTY
AFTER PROOF.

J. D. JONES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t.
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary,

Let.

apr!7__dlw*

BROKERS.

Commission & Forwarding Merchants

MARKET STREET.
dim

convenient for housekeeping
376 CUMBERLAND ST.

rooms

at

5 Door* East of Temple St.,

GAS

Policy holders in this Company obtain perfect security, costing less than to insure in any other Company.
LOSSES

OPEN

—

We

BARGAINS

percent OTTOMAN SHAWLS

_

To Let

ME.

In-

To Let.
to let. Inquire

FURNISHED

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

POB1LAHD,

Village in Yarmouth.

BRICK Store

NELSON & CO.

IMMEDIATELY.
stock to

new

apl4tf

BE

CLOSED

are

entirely

1875

F.verv regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned
by Stanley T.
Pulle'n, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
will
confer
a
favor
managers
upon us by demanding
crtxlentials of every person claiming to represent our
as
we
have information that several bumjournal,
mers** are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even passively, a part# to such frauds.

but

May 3, Oliver Boud Byron.

scenery.

OUR STOCK

one

75 cents to $1.25 per yard.

Jii w

Upper
F. W. SEABURY,
A
quire of
feh24eoiltfor GUSTUS STOKER.

To

Stairs,

Only

—

$16,003,584.74

comer
oc5tf

can

Monday next. Little Emily,

with

press.

FRIDAY MORNING. APRIL 23.

all

SARATOGA.

We

ANNOUNCE FOB

We invite attention to

To Let.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

No. 21 Union Street, Up

TUKESBURY&Ca

HALL.

Bone. Nickel and Horn Handles,

accft^

TO LIvl

apr20

PLUMBER,

ON

CITY

THE

This Friday Evening,
by urgent request, the great Society Comedy

NEW SPRING

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels
by the year or y issagc.

samo

place.ma2tt

architect,

Plans, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every dcdec28tf
cription of building._

—

unfur-

or

A.

(Boyd Bloclc,)

Marine Risks

portlaniTmuseum.
OPPOSITE

-OF-

Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums terminating in 1874,

rooms

Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor. Oscar L.
Billings, B A. Rector. Send lor circular. oclOtf

OF NEW YORK,

to let with board at203 Cumberland St.,
-^=0
TWOnished,
to let at
Franklin, also single

corner

Wilmot,
Boarding

STREET,

ST^KgT.

Picked up Adrift.
DORY marked J. H. G. The owner can have
the same by applying to the Engine 3r of PortDry Dock Co. and payittg charges.

School

WILL

GEO. L. BAILEY.

Dress

apr21*3t

Block._

Frnnkliv Family
TopnliHia, ITKe,

to

jWIJST

order.

or

EDW. SMALL.

ATLANTCI

FOUNDS

Lost.

Removed

ADMISSION lO CUNTS.
S. T. Pullen, Esq., will give out the words, and
Clarence Hale, Esq,, will act as umpire.
ap23dlt

MANUFACTURE OF BLANK BOOKS

INSURE AGAINST

Wanted.
ladies of energy and ability to fill vacancies in our subscription department.
Apply to
SK1LL1N & NOWELL,
226 Federal St., Portland.
aprl2dtf

the

Monday, April 12 th,

Marine Insurance!

SPELLING HATCH
Vestry on Pearl Street,
FRIDAY EVENING, April 23d.

OUAND

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,
Particular attention will be given to the

_eod3w

MAYO ST.

25

at

on

a

at their

Book Binding Business

General Agents for Maine. GREAT
apr21

Orders Idi nt 156 Exchange Wired.
dtf

the

D_PARISH.

Tlie Second Parish Society will have

_Qpr20

of

for the purpose of carrying

apr6‘3w

Board.

MIDDLE

STREET,

PORTLAND, ME..

S E G O N

copartnership under

BAIEEY,

&

SHALL

BARNEST BROS.,
a8 EXCHANGE

name

NO. 35 PLUM

WILLIAM DALTON. President.
JOSEPH B. WRIGHT, Secretary.

apr!3dtfDuxton,
Wanted.
SITUATION as housekeeper or Nurse. Apply

or a

1-2

the firm

a

$222,732.91

...

Me.

EDGAR S. BROWN,
Gentleman and his Wite
Gentlemen
with first class Board and
TWObeataccommodated
mylOdtf
Counsellor at Caw. Booms
No. 20 Brown Street.

180

The undersigned have formed

H. STOCKBKIDGE,
TEACHER Or SINGING.

Time is Precious.

apr22___att
Copartnership Notice.

tern

56.993 07

Regards Police

as

Holders,

CYRUS GREENE.

recommend.

of any desired style oi Binding or Ruling. Music,
Magazines and Periodicals of the day bound to pat-

course

Surplus

I have this day sold out to Messrs- Perry & Foss,
who will continue the Produce Commission Business
at the old stand. No. 9 Moulton Street, Head Doug
Wharf. In retiring I hereby return my thanks to
tlie public for their patronage, and ask a continuance
of the same to my successors, whom 1 can cheer* uiiy

WAATLW.

Boarding:.

80 MIDDLE 8T.
my9__A*'*
CHARLES H. KIMBALL,

98

AND SHOE makers wanted. Add ress
N. M. CAME,

ja!3__**wtf

All collections promptly attended to by E.
LEIGHTON, Constable and Bill Collector.

$279,725
of settlement.. $10,625 61
Re-insurance Reserve, N. Y.
Standard.
46,367 46

Ageuts for Maine and N. H.,
Congress St- next to U. S. Hotel.

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

00
00
00
58
17
23

LIABILITIES.
Losses in

Gvn’l

Mo.

at

1,060
6,060
33,735
6,118
6,804
26,174

New

Booms TO Let.

Jyl7_tf_
O’Donnell & Sylvester,

81 MIDDLE

the Light

Canvasser,
LOCAL
parr of Maine
Running Domestic iri
Address
CARLETON BROS.,

BOARD.

Residence Cor. Congress & Vauglin St

Counsellors

Albany and Susquehanna First Mortgage
Bonds.
Erie R. R. Bonds.
Loans Secured by Collaterals.
Accrued Interest.
Net Premiums Due from Agents.
Cash on hand.

Cf;part-

Me.

Wanted.

KEELER,

Portland

279,725,98

Loans on Bonds and Mortgages, (first liens)$174,229 00
U. S. Bonds, (Market Value.).
10,635 00
Stock—United K. R. of N. J., (Market
Value,). 12,950 00
Elizabeth City Bonds, (Market Value)....
1,960 00

to do House

FIRST class milliner. To the right person a
good situation is otfered. Address, giving refM. D. DILLINGHAM,
erences,

FRESCO PAINTER,
X0. 16 MARKET

woman

A

LOST AND

Sromptly

L.

$200,000.00

Assets,

mail.__aprldArwlm

BLOCK.

I respectfully inform the public that I have taken
the business of Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
1 shall ento all jobs entrusted to me.
eavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
ha* held for so

W.

!

Cash Capital,

standard

I

Office at Schumacher Brothers,
DEEBIKIi

a

G.,

WANT 1,000 agents to canvass
PLETE HERBALIST, and The Growing
Would. I will give such terms and furnish such
advertising facilities that no man need make loss
than $200 per month and all expenses—no matter
whether he ever canvassed before or not. Address
DR. O. PHELPS BROWN, No. 21 Grand street,
Jersey City, N. J., aud full particulars will be sent
by return

d&wly

3

introduce

AGED
A MIDDLE
Work. Call at. 196 Spring St.
«ap!9dlw
Employment.
for the COM-

OF

Watch and Chronometer Maker*’ Tool*,
Mathematical, Optical and l’hilowophieal Instrument*, School
Apparatu*, Ac.,
30 Market Ntreet. Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, ME.

FRESCO

himself

to

Wanted.

JOBBER,

MANUFACTBHEB

situa-

PORTLAND TEA STORE.
apr20*lw75 Middle St.

apr!4tf410

BABCOCK,

MODEL MAKER &

a

Wanted.

Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

C. V.

A

Jan. 1, 1875.

ANNEX’S.
would like
and make

man of experience
take care of horses

Portland and

Engineers,

aptt

(1868.)

statement!

Wanted.
YOUNG

apr!9dlw*W.

MACHINEWORKS

HUE’S

land P. O.apr2Uillw

vicinity
in every family. Address
FORand popular article
Press Office.
J.

PORTLAND-

FOR

A

TRENTON, N. J.

Experienced Canvasser Wanted.

BUSINESS CARDS.

AOENTM

Wanted.
FIRST class salesman, acquainted with the
Flour and Grocerv trade, to travel in Maine.
Address in own liaudwritiug, LOCKBOX 1497, Port-

one

Special Notices, ono third addi'ional.
Under head of “Amusements.” and “Auction
Sales,*’ $2.00 per square per wock; three inseitiouB
r less $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press’* (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square lor each gubsequeut nsertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING Co.

No ether oral apply.
GEORGE IZATT,
Spring St., Portland, Me.

221

apr2I*lw

ear, if paid

undersigned have this day formed a
nership under the lirm name of! rEKB*
FOSS for tlie purpose of carrying on the produce
Commission Business at 9 Moulton Street, HeadDong
EBENN. PERRY,
Wharf, Portland, Mo.
MAYHEW F. hOSS.
1875.
21,
April
Portland,

No. 3 Free St. Block,
Me.

AN Inquire of

THE MAINE STATE TRESS

W.

Copartnership Notice.

THE

ENTERTAINMENTS.

_EDUCATIONAL.

COPARTNERSHIP.

INSURANCE.

TERMS $8.00 PER

1875.______

Governor Tilden is having pet names
applied to him,—uot however by the canal
people. He is now called “Samuel the Ringbreaker,” a name by which he bids fail to go
into American political history.

Geneva, April 1st, 1873.
American ladies,

more

particularly peihaps,

those of the upper ten thousand, are not interested in “strikes,” unless the “strike or the effects of it come directly to the family hearthf
and cause their dear husbands to hold with a

tighter grip their pocket books, and deal out
sparingly the ducats to the feminine side of the
house. But a “strike” has come to my notice
which if not interesting to American ladies, is
of interest to none. The peasant girls of Brittany and Auvergne have assembled in mass convention and deliberately passed the following
resolution.
“Resolved, that we will neither
off nor sell any more of our hair so long as
that
the present ruinous prices continue.”
sounds businesslike.
These girls are really
owned by the Parisian coiffeurs, or at least their
heads are, and they have been in the habit of
cut

in each girl’s crop of hair ia just such a
the Wall street magnates deal ia mining stock. They fix the price to be paid
'for a kilo of hair, and let it fluctuate to suit
themselves, and whenever they so wish, they
get up a “corner,” as they have had the
whole business in their own hands, and the

dealing
way

as

of Brittany, Aubergne and Alsace are the
one’s who make a business of “raising”
hair for the Parisian market.
But the girls

girls
only

havo now come to the wise conclusion that|hair
is worth something and that they will not sell
at such "ruinous prices," It seems there is a
ripnlnraltlrt rliminnt.inn in the

markt-t.

nriftA

of

their capillary adornments, or at least so the
coiffures say, and 1 guess they tell the truth;
still one good healthy peasant girl supplied
with all the natural and artificial necessaries to
make her hair “grow,” has made a fortune for
Parisian hair dealers. The
somu of these gay
prices have been on the decline ever since 1870.
In 1873 feminine hair was exported according
to Custom House returns, and they never err,
at 96 fr. the kilo; but previous to the war prices
Tanged considerably higher. It is interesting
to note that in 1852 girl’s hair brought 20 fr. a
kilo; that in 1865 it had doubled and 40 fr.
was eagerly paid; in 1868 the price was 70 fr.!
At the commencement ol 1870, before the out-

break of the Franco-Prussiau war, female hair
worked up, that is, manipulated by the coiffeur,
was valued at from 125 to 160 fr. ger kilo, at
wholesale. Of courso ladies paid a good deal
more.
Capillary luxuriance of a blonde
description, clear and pure, was often
kilo,
fr.
2000
at
sold
($400!)
per
to the consumer. Some girls are said tc be
worth their weight in gold, but there are a
good many not worth their weight in hair, taking the last quotations as a basis. Why I

put money enough (or its equivalent)
into my vest pocket to pay all expenses of the
Centennial Exhibition and then have enough
left to fit out an expedition to explore the
North Pole. .Just imagine the simplici'y of a
youth asking for a lock of his partner’s lia r
during the excitement of a mazy waltz. He
could not possibly have the slightest idea that
really he was asking for twenty or thirty dol-

could

lars. One of the reasons for the decliDe iu the
trade of late years has been the extensive manufacture of imitation feminine hair from wool,
silk etc., which, when properly worked np, is
warranted to deceive evqu the most practised
Then there is a cheaper grade got up
quite especially for the American trade. This
eye.
l.ri

« n

aS.i

Ko elr

nlrl

luiAl J

and shoes, iu fact most any kind of old rubbish
be used to make what is worn by our
can
American women, who can’t afford the gen
uiue article or the best imitations. There is
oue coijf'eur in Paris w ho has in his possession
a very extensive lock of bair as black as a coal
and as tiDe aud smouth as a swan’s back. He
says it was Mother Eve’s, and consequently,
owing to its great antiquity, no price is set
his
upou it. He has no reliable vouchers for
statement however, aud there is no barm in
If the
not taking his assertion as strictly true.
re-alt of this competition ofjfalse hair with false
have
who
sisierbood
the
hair could persuade
so magnanimously consented to live with ns in
this same planet to be content with their
natural advautages, mankind would be the
gainers, hut hairdressers would certainly lose
1 can’t say that I pity the
on account of it.
Brittany peasant girls who have “struck” so
nobly for higher pay. Many of them will not
have to work, but may easily retire on their
income, for it don’t cost much to be "up in
the world” where they have a habitation and
abiding place. It is the hairdressers and dealers who are responsible for the low prices, and
If they had
now for the Brittany “strike”
not placed an inflated, ficticious value on tho
such comno
be
stuff years ago, there would
aud
petition uow, and the girls cf Brittanywit—
Auvergue would he on a peace footing
tho dealers iu hair.
The latest thing in tho way of representation by proxy comes to me from up in the
Grisous. It is about a matrimouial ceremouv,
aud ao extraordinary one too. A damsel iu
that district wished to love, honor and obey a
compatriot who had emigrated to the country
“where one man is as good as another;” hut
as there were difficulties in the way of his re.
turning and she hid not wish to go out to join
him before the knot was tied, she applied to
the local cure to help her out of the dilemma.
The civil code ef the cauten renders the presence of both contraetiug parlies to a marriage
ludispeusable, but the worthy old priest, with
visious ot oue more five Iranc piece ever before
him, concluded that the bridegroom could he
represented by proxy. He accordingly got a
frieud of the fiance to act as a substitute, and
after having sworn that he bad authority fiom
the swain in the Uuited States the proxy, a
married man himself, went through the cereThe municipal aumony with the damsel.
thorities are now looking into the matter,
he “slopped
pointing out to tho priest where
over
to the proxy where he made a fool of
himself aud has got in a bad box, and to the
innocent and hasty little girl where she was
i 11 too great a rush to be launched upon the
sea of matrimonial bliss, aud got aboard tho
wrong ship, wiiich has left her farther from
her sweetheart than she was before.
A religious revival is in prugiess in Genrva,
and judging from appearances it will not he
unproductive of good. A great number of
Swiss pastors from all parts of the Confederation lake part, atul so far the meetings have
M. Theodore
lieen crowded to suffocation.
Monod ot Paris Is the leader and he pleads
avtmost eloquently tor the *ause of the I,'Til.
inost dor ctly under a notice ot these rcvivul
teat me
I
read
meet ugs, iu a Geuevase paper

—
—

■--

are a splendid peBalls at the Opera Comiqne
out a magnificent
cuniary success, and bring
The salles are
fashion.
disnlav of tho stars of
the
animated.
and
dancing
crowded each night,
and at fwe
The last one was a signal triumph
o'clock on Sunday morning the orchestra performed the closing traditional galop, and the
which perfete was ended.” “The moral tone
Dr. L ingrades Genevans good,” says the Rev.
but
don Rector of the Am. Episcopal church,
not
a
lias
very exalted
the Rev. gentleman
opinion of “the tlieologie type of Geneva Christo
tiauity.” Speaking of revivals, it is wellthe
mention the remarkable success attecdiug
tlio
and
Sankey
efforts of Messrs Moody
American evangelists who are now iu London.

Agricultural Hall, Islington,
brst
last week and 18,000 persons attended tbe are
The noonday prayer meetings
service.
imholden at Exeter Hall and are attended by tue
A Paris paper’s report says
mens c-owds.

They opeueil

at

Sunday
scene without Agricultural Hall on
Thousands upon
night baffles description.
Die setthousauds could not gain admittance.
w
vice was for men only and fully -0.00
present, and the rush was so
ha
overflow meeting was held in an adjoining alter
Dr. Davis opened the service with ptayer,
a.
which the vast congregation sung
Guide mt,U
voice, the well known hymn,
thou Great Jehovah.” Ihe vednme
Mr.
y
was exceedingly grand.
O
51st Psalm, “Have mercy upon me, The audicording to thy loving kindness.
now popular liymu lell
ence then sang the
wilh great fervor. Mr.
mo ti e old. old story”
“Jesus of Nazareth
Sankey afterward sang
Mr.
Moody preached from
riassetb by,” and
where art thou?
the words in Geucsis, “Adam,
next after*
At a meeting: for women liold tbe
This correhall.
in
the
noon about 17,000 were
common
“Mr.
simple
Moody’s
spondent says
was exactly
seuse, and practical Christianity
what was wanted as a set-off to the sentimenness of
tality of one school and to the cold dead
another amongst professing Christians.
1 hope your bad weather in Maine has ceased
don t
We are having delightful days but we
time of the singpray like the Pharisee. Tbe
of the—no,
ing of birds lias come, ami the voice
Gewhen I think of it, turtles can’t sojourn m
The advance guard of summer tourists
neva.
who
has arrived. 1 mean tbe Loudon cockney
ile
always gets along early in the season. shoes
aud
wears a tight fitting suit of flannel,
vuirii iticrli mns. nnri irreat uirlv spikes in them;
ana
be comes early, so to piacii.-e you know,
later in
be ready for mighty pedestrian efforts
to
aPPla““
the season, when the crowd is here

o^sonml
God,^ac

higher than tno
These chaps generally get
on
practis
top of a stage coach but they keep
some pering nevertheless, to have a look as if
The
cockney s
ilous feat was comiug soon.
over the
“practise” now,consists in daily walks the
glas*
fashionable thoroughfares, a pull oyer
no

of the lake io a paper shell, ana a
m
little exercise for the arms io the evening
wiln
the way of a game of billiards, or a waltz
met
Mollie Arabella at the Hear ltiroye. 1
morning.
cockney ou the long bridge the other
most
a
graceful
He was leaning on the rail in
attitude, and as X approached he accosted me,
in
witli “X say, friend has Mount Blanch been
eruption lately?” If he had not been perfectly
1
should
of
information,
innocent and desirous
as it
not have stopped to bother with him, hut
io which 1 gave
was, I spent some ten miuutes
“monarch
him a very reliable history of the
of mountains,” the dates of her several eruptions, and the number of villages that had been
destroyed by her uphoaviDgs of lire, aud also an
approximation of the number of humau beings
who bad passed io their checks at short notice
Blanch. The
on account ol this same Mount
incockney thanked me, and noted down my
he
was
corresponding with
formation. He said
I lett him humming Xtule Brita newspaper.
annia” while I was thinking what the editor of
that sheet would think of Cockney’s glowing
H.
description of Mont Blanc,
sy waters

_

Sews and Other Items.
of
George W. Woodward, ex-chief justice

the exwas so captivated with
cavations of I’ompeii duriug a recent visit that
he literally camped ou the ground, having slept
at the Hotel Diomede that he might
all

Pennsylvania,
night

rise early the next day.
The experiment of transferring blood has
who lias
just been applied to Gen. Frank Plair,
for some time been prostrated with paralysis,
Six ounces of blood
at his home at St. Louis.
into his veins, and the result is
were

injected

said to be favorable.

expected that all the stone work of the
Brooklyn bridge will he finished this year.

It is
new

The work on the cables can go ou independently of the work on the piers and anchorages,
and it is possib'e that the bridge may ho ready
for use by the summer of 1877.
In a recent case in Scotland, in which a verdict was given against the London Atheuteum,
ehven of the jury favored damages hnt could
not agree on the sum, so each one wrote down
privately his own idea of the sum. They add-

eil all these

sums

together,

divided

oy

eleven

and gave the result as the amount of damages.
Mr. Withers, the u,ew Virginia senator, was a
Afte r
physician at the hreabiug out of the war.
as eolouel he was so severethree
years
serving
wonnded that he had to leave the army.

ly

1866 to 1809 he edited the Lynchburg
News; from 1869 to 1873 the Richmond Enqnir.
He has eleven living children, of whom
cr.

From

ten are daughters.
The Shanghai Gazette, alluding to the death
in
of the late Emperor of China, couveys the
formation that shortly before his decease a giwas
gantic image, the goddess of small-pox,
in solemn
paraded around the city o( Pekin
aud then taken into the very bed-

procession

of the dyiDg youth, where it was worshipped and honored with many propitiatory
continued
offerings. As, however, the goddess
subjected to a severe thrashshe
room

obdurate,

ing

was

and other insults, aud finally burned.
MINOR XEl.KtiKAMS.

Wednesday night a mau was killed at Patto leap from a
terson, N. J., in attempting
freight traiu. From letters his name appears
to be Peter F. Curren, formerly of Brauwell’s
Feriy, Boston, aud more recently of Tompkins

Cove.’New York.

The steamer Veutura, from San Prancisco to
southern California, was wrecked Wednesday
miles below
night at Point Sur, twenty-five loss but the
The vessel is a total
Monterey.

saved.
passengers
the burnNothing definite has been heard fromCalifornia.
ing steamer seen oil Santa Rarbara,
A schooner has gone to her relief.
It is reported that ths Sioux Indians are lyin'-in wait for any bodies of miners who may
Hills.
attempt to locate on the Black
arSeveral merchants of Williamsburg were
rested on an affidavit of a mau who charged
He
him.
proved
them witbjan attempt to kill
to be iesane.
,,
in Brooklyn
arrest
under
is
Hilbert
Martiu
who was
for setting a bloodhound on his wife
the
fleeing from his cruelty. The bound tore savlife was barely
woman shockingly, and her
ed by the neighbors.
in
Charles Thompson and C. R. Imtnan arei
the Tombs, awaiting trial for forgery of a fcoOOO
atcheck on Colgate & Co-, with which they
tempted to purchase $4500 worth of gold Wednesdav of Hawley & Co.
At the reception to Congressman Lawson in
Eew York, Wednesday night, he recommended
the Republican parly to nominate Roseoe Conklmg for the next President.
The steamer W. A. Schulten, at hew York
Her
from Rotterdam, had a rough passage.
aud
propeller Is damaged, starboard how stove enwith
filled
having
water,
fare compartment
countered several fields of ice an : icebergs. At
surroufided by
one time she was completely
were

_

icebergs.

_

T

......

A 1 ondon despatch says the hearing in the
and
case of the seat-owners to restrain Moody
has been
Saukey from usiDg the opera house
postponed agalu to the 31stoninsfc.
the two DemoNotice has been served
_,

i,_a.**lant rtf

S4on.hrnnk. N. H..

that tbeir seats will be contested.
The C'oniancbe chiefs. Mawway, Long Hunsurrendered with 36
gry and Wibl Horse have
braves, 140 women and children and 700 ponies.
It is declared that the election of several
Catholic Democratic Representatives in Manchester, N. H.,aud elsewhere will be contestthat Reped, as tb state constitution provides
resentatives must be of the Protestant rel igrefused
times
several
iou, and the people have
to repeal this.
,,
Fisk & Sayles woolen null in Pascao-, It. 1.,
Loss $8000.
was partly burned yesterday.
and
Steamer Stouington, of the New \nrk
sunk at the
Boston line, filb-d with water and
uu
foot of Ninth street Pier yesterday, while
were tifty men at
dergoing repairs. There hut
all
escapthe
they
time,
work upon tier at
ed. The accident is not serious aud will have
line.
no effect on the trips of the
A committee of the New York Legislature is
on grain at
terminal
the
charges
investigalin
New York.
Charles B. Nash of Hudson, N. T., proprietor of Columbia Springs, committed suicide

yesterday.

Francis Schwartz is under arrest in Millville,
N .1 for tne murder of Joseph Abert,
A fire at Sing Sing yesterday destroyed a
number of lime sheds and a large quantity of
lime. Loss $13 000.
The following are the Treasury balances to

to-day:—Curreucy, $2.363,202.00;special deposit
of
of legal teuders for redemption of certificates
00 including
deposit $10,080,000;coin.$88,801,488
coin certificates, $23,449,800; outstanding legal
tenders. $379,226,900.
ice
From Old Mackinac to Duncan Light the
is solid,
it
of
board
At a meeting of the Centennial
finance yesterday it was announced that to fully complete the work and hear the expenses to
the end 83,500,000 will be needed.
that Augustus
Boston pa{>ers annouuce
Heard & Co. of China, have allowed their pato
to
go
protest.
per
State Treasurer Mackey of Pennsylvania, is
walling that as members of the Legislature,
the committee appointed 10 investigate his accounts should examine them, but denies their
right as a committee and will not allow a party
designated by the committee to make an examination.
The 21st annual examination of the State
Reform School of New Hampshire took place

yesterday.

byIelegrIST
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Rockland, April 25.—In the city council
for the
veiling the lower hoard voted $83,305
[Special

(

II.

in MAINE.

MATTERS

unual

to the

appropriations.

The aldermen tabled

_

t.

Last evening Oliver Philbrick was assaulted
was se( y one Ryan,armed with a knife, hut he
t ured and locked up before doing any damage,
] fined $10 this morning.

The

Judgeship.

Hr. Libbey’s Nomination
by the Council.

Moulton Further

Rejected

Impeached.

M. CLEVELAND ON

THE STAND.

Brooklyn, April 22.—The changed appear-

of the Brooklyn City Court to-day
indicated the popular feeling that the most
teresting point of the trial had been reached
and passed, and matters are not expected now
to vary much until on the home stretch, when
Beach and Evarts will each put forth his best
effort in summing up this memorable case.
Then will come the most important question
of all—will the jury return a verdict, and it
inso which side will be consigned to public
famy? Many spectators, no way Interested
in the trial, think there will be no other disof the
posal of the case than a disagreement
jury. The immediate friends of the parties
look forward confidently to a verdict for their
in-

ance

side.

At 11.20, H. O. Armour was sworn anil
testified in answer to Mr. Evarts. He lives
in this city, and is a packer of beef and pork,
[To the Associated Prcss.l
has refused
having a place of business on Broad street,
Augusta, April 22—The Council
of Artemas Libbey,
New York, He is acquainted with E. 1).
;o confirm the nomination
'Woodhull
Moulton. At the time of the
The Council inis Associate Justice—4 p 3.
scandal publication, in November, he met
to any
be
should
opposed
that
they
licated
Moulton, was invited by him to his residence
will be made
Democrat. Another nomination
to look over the papers he held in the case,
to-day or to-morrow.
and show that his position was correct.
GrinWitness declined to go, saying he did
[It is understood that Messrs. Buffum,
not care about the matter. Moulton insisted
lie and Perkins voted to confirm, aud Messrs.
and finally witness
Mason, Richards, Warren and Williamson on bringing his papers
told him he wouldn’t believe him under oath.
voted against. ]
Moulton than said he would make it hotter
»<irc iu Eailporl.
than hell for him or any one else who should
Eastport, April 22.—Fire broke out yesterMoulton then asked
testify against him.
Johns)
Masonic
old
(St.
iu
the
afternoon
day
witness whether he believed he had blackThe
Honor.
of
the
Temple
Hall, occupied by
mailed Beecher, and witness answered that
roof was burned off; no insurance. The Temhe thought Moulton and Tilton got money
from Beecher. Moulton also inquired what
ple of Honor had $400 insurance.
Vnril
was the opinion of the produce exchange.
damage nt Ihc Klllerj- Navy
Webster
Henry M. Cleveland testified that his resiPortsmouth, April 22.—Walter A.
Iron
is in Brookline, Conn., but that he
dence
Master
been
has
appointed
of Concord,
in Brooklyn, and is in the paper
boarded
D.
John
of
in
place
Plater at the navy yard,
business in Beckman street, New Y'orlc. He
lias been in tlie Connecticut. Legislature, has
of York.
Death of a Prominent Citizen
been a member of the Plymouth church since
noted money
of
Capt. John McIntyre ot York, a
18G0, and was formerly business manager
leuder, and considered the richest man in town, the Christian Union, but his connection with
died suddenly yesterday, aged about 05 years. it terminated in 1874. On the 2d of June,
1873, Beecher called to his office in the
Appointment of a Collector at Fnsiport.
Christian Union, about 11 o’clock, and reWashington, April 22.—The President has
of Cusmained about forty minutes. During the inappoined Joseph M. Livermore Survey
Beecher requested him to send on all
terview
Passaof
district
for
the
and
toms at Eastport
his letters to the care of Bigelow, Kennard &
maquoddy.
Co., Boston. The same evening witness came
Accident*—Postmaster Appointed at Farevening paper,
over to Brooklyn, bought an
Eiiintston, rtc.
the Eagle, from which he cut slips and sent
of
Augusta, April 22.—Leigh, a little son
of
the Eagle of
A
it to Connecticut.
copy
Mr. T. A. Chick of this city, niue years old,
that date was shown the witness, who identifell to-day while playing in the school-house
fied the slip in question.
He will
Mr. Beach objected to putting in any poryard, running a stick into his eye.
tion of the article in which the slip occurs, as
lose the sigh; of one eye.
He
far as editorial remarks were concerned.
It is hoped to get the workshp in the Kennedid not want an editorial article to be marked
bec jail in operation by the first of next week.
made part of the record and published in
William Palmer of Gardiner, was appointed
this CttSG.
of
that
city,
Judge
Governor.
Municipal
by the
Judge Neilson ruled out the editorial reaud not William C. Palmer, as was stated yesni&rkSa
terday.
Witness said he next saw Beecher at the
Speaker Blaine arrived home on this even- Friday night prayer meeting of the following
week. Witness was in the habit of seeing
ing’s train.
Beecher frequently, but did not see him in
Frank Kipley of this city, was probably fathe interval and Beecher was not at church
tally iojured by a fall yesterday at Sturgess’
Boston
on Sunday, ltev. W. H. H. Murray of
mill in Wise Asset.
that day. Witness sent on letters
preached
J.
Edward
has
The Fresident
re-appoiute<l
Witfor Beecher to Bigelow and Kennard.
Merrill postmaster at Farmington.
ness had an interview with Beecher on the
25th of June, 1873, in reference to the card
of June 30th, published by Beecher. WitNEW YORK.
ness suggested the publication of that card.
The production of the newspaper, Mr.
•ladgmeut Suit Against a Rnilroad.
Shearman stated, was merely for the purNew York, April 22.—Judgment has been
of Beecher’s visit to
rendered in the Supreme Court on tlio order of
pose of fixing the date
of
witness.
Judge Barrett, sequestering the property
and
the property of the New York, Boston
On cross-examination by ex-Judge Morris,
The suit was
Montreal Railroad Company.
witness was asked whether, while he was
as judgment
H.
Patrick
Shields,
brought by
examined at his house, he did not testify that
creditor on a judgment for $047.10, but no deBeecher’s visit was between 11 and 12 o’clock.
fet ce put in. The complaint in the suit, after
He did not recollect. It would take twenty
stating the judgment, sets out that the compaand is the owner of
to forty minutes to go from Beecher’s house
ny has a capital stock,
the
of
railroad
It deequity of redemption in the
to the office of the Christian Union.
The court appoints ButterfieM
same name.
on the boats. If, he said, at the house
pended
on
£10,000
its
all
of
giving
receiver
property
it
might be done in twenty minutes
bonds.
desired
to
he
or
sometimes shorter,
National Board of Underwriters.
to
meant
He
it.
correct
say
National
the
of
convention
annual
niith
The
twenty minutes or longer. He became acBoard of Fire Underwriters commenced to-day,
quainted with Frank Carpenter in 1873. It
Henry A. Caking presiding. Fifty companies
showwas 3 or 4 o’clock in the afternoon of May
weie represented. The treasurer’s repett
ed recei' ts from all sources to be £100,004; ex25th, when he left Brooklyn with Beecher’s
horse and carriage, at Beecher’s request, to
penditures £102,101. leaving a balance of 8218B.
Beecher
President Oakley then delivered hie annual: dbring
Carpenter over to Moulton’s.
are
comnauies
1 .1 1.
( ’n
tnr (Vii*
Tt
represented
dress. Among the
HartsEina.
the following:
Atlas,Connecticut;
was to go with other gentlemen to see Bowen.
ford National Orient and Phoenix. Hanford;
It was to confer with Bowen about reports
Fairfield of South Norwalk; Meriden of West
l.'lll„tt nf
Itnsrmi: Fanueil Hall,
relating to Beecher. He did not say what
Be tber,
these reports were.
Neptune, North American, Shoe and
Washington and Fire and Marine of Boston;
Judge Morris said he offered to prove BeechFirst National of Worcester, and Springfield
er’s object was to send a message to Bowen
Mass.
Fire and Marine of Springfield.
that if he adhered to his stories the tripartite
The following resolution was adopted:
agreement, would be published.
Kesolved, That the executive committee be
the
Judge—Yerywell; go on.
empowered hereafter to offer rewards for
Witness continued,—He said to Carpenter
whether the auapprehension of incendiaries
if Bowen was
thorities should see fit to do so or not. Various
reviving his stories the
tbe conreports were received and adopted and
tripartite would be published. The stories
vention adjourned.
were about the scandal affecting Beecher. He
Death of John Harper*
did not know what the scandal was then. He
had no idea what it was. He knew it had
John Harper, senior member of the firm of
Harper Brothers, publishers, died this evening
been settled, and that Bow’en violated it.
his
of
the
in
79th
year
after a prolonged illuess,
Q.—What matters ?
age.
A—All matters between Beecher and
The Traffic iu Italian Children.
Bowen, and that is all I can say.
the movement
Capt. Moreno, who institutedstates
Q.—When you were conversing with Carthat notagainst the Italian padrones,
of the matter
withstanding the law agaiust the traffic, during penter, had you no knowledge
which had been settled ?
March there were 2U0 children smuggled into
this country from Italy and sold into slavery.
A.—No, except the scan'dal effecting his
moral character. I had an idea that scandals
I was on
were circulated against Beecher.
WASHINGTON.
I
Beecher.
with
terms
intimate
had no knowledge of the scandal in detail. I
Delano’s Designation Positively Dcnict!.
simply knew there were reports in the air as
Washington, April 22.—Tbe report that the
affecting Beecher set afloat by Bowen, and
President lias requested tbe resignation of SecIn conversathat they w'ere settled in 1872.
is to-day
retary Delano, e.veu by intimation,
Mansion.
with Carpenter I referred to the scandals
tion
Executive
tbo
at
denied
positively
afloat and circulated by Bowen, and relating
Secretary Delano returned to Washington
this evening and received the cabs ot many
to criminal intercourse with women. Witlearn
prominent friends, who were aoxious to
ness said he was not at the interview with
whether there was any foundation for the reBowen. The covenant was published on the
him to
port that tbe President had requested
30th of May. It was published from the manof
corrupaccount
on
alleged
his
office
resign
uscript in the hands of Samuel Wilkeson. Up
tion in or concerning the Department of tbe
never
Interior. He stated iu conversation with a
up to that time Bowen’s stories were
representative of the associated press to-Digbt, referred to by Beecher except in general
that last fall be notified the President that it
He did not take the tripartite to the
terms.
was bis iutention to retire from the cabinet as
Times office, May 29th, to get it published
affairs
be desired to devote himself to private
He went there in the middle of that day. He
in Ohio, but that the Presideut requested him
took the covenant with him. Its publication
to remain in tbe cabinet as long as lie could
of his going there. He gave
conveniently do so. Iu accordance witii this was the occasion
the paper and letter to Mr. Jones, the editor.
expressed desire of the President, Mr. Delano
relinquished bis purpose of immediately retir- He explained to Jones the misapprehensions
of the Times concerning the allusion in one
ing from the Department, having merely deferred his resignation until the first of this
to
the Tweed
sermons
Beecher’s
of
of
the
close
the
after
special
month. Shortly
in
ihe
was
There
nothing
ring.
session of the Senate be went to Ohio for tbe
sermon.
Beecher’s
about
affairs pretripartite
his
of
private
arranging
purpose
was not to clear up that misapprehension
liminary to tendering bis resignation, and did It
he left it there. He knew the Times was unnot return here till Wednesday evening of last
der a misapprehension, and that Wilkeson
week, but had no opportunity to converse with
covenant that night to all
the. President prior to liis departure for Conwas to send the
The
Secretary New York papers.. He wanted to say to
cord the loliottiDg morning.
Thursiu
was detained
Washington.throughout
Jones, now there is going to be a newspaper
day hearing the arguments in the quadruplex war, and we want Beecher to get unprejudiced
teiegraphc.se, but joined tire presidential partreatment, and he took the covenant there.
to have
ty iu New York the next day,expecting
As a means of opening the interview he
a private opportunity duriog the trip to Bostou
recovenant at the
to converse with the President and again
presumes he left the
office, and he knew it would be pubquest to lie relieved of his position as Secretary
afwas
No
such
of the Interior.
opportunity
lished. If he testified at his house that he
forded, the President’s time beiug occupied
to
Jones
to
covenant
took the
get
with committees of arrangement and others.
it published, he desired to correct it. He did
While ill New England tbe President, and
not say to Jones that Beecher wanted it pubmembers of the cabinet became separated, and
lished. He did not testify at his house that
it was not until the party were returning from
he went to the Times office with Ford or
Boston to New York that the subject was
Howard that evening to correct proofs What
brought up by the Postmaster General handing
a
statea
to Mr. Delano
newspaper containing
he said very likely was that he went to the
ment that the President had requested his resoffice with one of these gentlemen, who was
ignation. Tile President expressed surprise
going to correct proofs. Possibly he said to
LI L CUVU.V.
UJ
luao SUUI1 a. P Ll»
Carpenter on the 29th if he would look in
marked to another member of bis cabinet that
the paper next morning he would see
he never made any such request, directly or insince
the
sensation
the
biggest
directly.
the
Presithat
asserts
not
at
Mr, Delano positively
did
He
war.
testify
dent lias not, either in writiuR or verbally, rehis house that his purpose in going to the
or given him any reason
bis
resignation
the
quested
Times office was to disabuse Jones about
to suppose any complaints or charges have been
Tweed King. Carpenter frequently called at
made affecting the integrity of tte Interior
his office about that time, but witness has no
afof
its
administration
his
or
Department
recollection of the particular occasion. He
fairs.
has conversed since he testified at the house
In response to a question whether lie now intended to carry out bis original purpn-e of rewith the defendant’s counsel. They spoke
He conabout his testimony in general.
signing, Mr. Delano made no definite reply.
The President was also interrogated to-day
versed with them four or five times in referthat
ho
had
statement
as to the truth of the
ence to his coming here; also what the tesrequested Delano to resign, aud gave to it an timony he was to give here, also about their
contradiction.
emphatic
reasons for omitting curtain
topics at the
New York, April 22.—Gen. Babcock stated
house. The hour of day when he saw Beechin ibis city yesterday that there was not ihe
er at the office was not the subject of conleast shadow of truth in any of the statements
versation.
made (hat Score'ary Delano had been asked to
Q,—Were you not asked at the house,
resign by the President, or that the Secretary
had any inteutiou of so doing, or .that any
“Did you on that evening take manuscripts
his
resignacause existed whicti would lead to
to Jones and tell him it was Beecher’s wish
tion.
to publish it?” and didn’t you answer, “I did
W
ilflrocral
KcMignnlioii of Atioruey
not?”
a

__

ov

mam

_

Hhiiim.

Washington, April 22.—Attorney General
Williams to-day tendered his resignation, to
The resignation
take effect the 15ih of May.
is not yet accented. The friends of Williams
say he designs returning to Oregon aud entering iuto the contest for United States Senator.
Supreme Court CnacM.
Case of United States vs. Farragut involving
question of the right of the officers of Admiral
F;irragut’s fleet iu the capture of New Orleans
to prize and military salvage ia respect to the
captured vessels which had been taken from the
loyal owners by the confederates and were restored to such owuers after capture, will be ar-

gued

to-morrow.

It is the general impression that no opinion
in the Grant Parish case, involving the constitutionality of the Enforcement Act will not be
decided at this term, but the same authority
of the court think
asserts that a largo majority
the act is unconstitutional.
been argued
have
AH the other cases which
tins term will be decided before adjournment.
Well *ncKiimor that Hrcrelnry BriMow
cc€*il WillinniM.
It is believed (lint Secretary Ilristow will be
appointed Attorney General in the p.ace of

Prof. Donaldson was quite badly hurt in his j
balloon aaventure.
More Mexican incursions into Texas are reWilliams, resigned.
ported. Two men, George Hill and Dr. Lovell,
VitrioiiK Jlnltcra.
have been murdered and many cattle driven
The internal revenue receipts to day were
oil. The troops arc after the raiiers.
in the U. S District Court at Baltimore in
$224 455.
The custom receipts for tlio week ending
the case of the steamer Edgar Stuart, Judge
vesthe
April 17tb were as follows: New York, $2,Giles rendered a decision condemning
sel and decreeing her forleited to the Uuited
228,027; Boston, $382,2(71; Philadelphia, $120,Slavs i.u the ground that while enrolled ic the
010; Baltimore, $153,254.
Bv order of the Postmaster General John B.
coasting trade sin- left New London fully equipa
lor
Ford, a second class clerk iu the inspection diforeign port.
ped and destined
vision of the contract ofliceof the Post Office
The officers of the N. 10. Agricultural Society
New Hampshire
are corresponding with the
Department, was to-day discharged upon the
Society with reference to holding the lair in I discovery of eviaeuce implicating him iu the
recent frauds iu that bureau.
Mai Chester.

A.—That is correct.

(j.—And when you made
you thing it was technically
that because you took

day?

A.—It

was

there to get it

it

that answer did
correct

there

correct, because I

to

during

never

published.

say
the

took it

object to publishing

it?

Q—Didn’t

Jones

Q.—Didn’t

you tell him Bficcher wished to

A.—He did
have it

not.

published?

A.—I did not.
(J.—Had you any conversation with Jones
about

publishing

the covenant in his

paper?

A.—I had.
(1.—Will you say. that you didn’t say to
Jones that5 Beecher wanted to have it published ?
Shearman—We have had that about fourteen times already, and we ought not to have
it any more, (laughter).
Witness—I do not recollect anything of the

kind.
Q.—Were your recollections on the subject
clearer w'hen you testified at your house than
now

?

Shcaman—Now I must protest against
having this up any more.
Witness stated that on the 26th of June,
1873, he called on Beecher, who nnmed to
him several persons whom he intended to apand he
point on the investigating committeeseven or
He named
named the witness.
and Shearamong them Sage, Claflin

eight
man.

Q._I put this question again:
pi*

name

“Did Beech

committee at that
you as one of the

interview?”

ISTHMUS CANAL.

A.—He did.

THE SCANDAL.

Counsel here read from witness’ testimony
it his house, similar questions and the answer, “He did not.”
Witness.—“Then I desire to correct it.”
Court then took a recess.
Hou. S. S. McCarthy of Pulaski, Oswego
•ounty. New York, and Hon. Francis Way land
>f New Haven, Ct., ex president of Brown
University were on the bench to-day.
After the recess, just as this morning, there
was some delay about taking up the business,
luring which Mr. Evarts stoid beside the
“Constant read
judge conversing with him.
ers” of the scandal reports need to be informed
testimony
as
to Beecher’s
Cleveland’s
lhat
visit to Him the morning of June 2d previous to
was
to rebut Mrs.
his departure to Boston
Moulton’s statement about Mr. Beecher's “con
fessimial” interview with lier on the 2nd of
June.
Witness stated that he saw Mr. Beecher
June 20th, 1874, in a horse car about 4 o’clock
liis house on invitation by
p in. and went to
He may have testified on a former
gesture.
occasion that lie did not see Beecher that day
belore the meeting at the house, but he meant
that be did not see him to converse with him,
reMr. Shearman—This canuot be correctly

1,0JIr

Beach—It is correctly reported. It is
the official report by the stenographer.
Mr. Morris—And I say it is correctly reportC

'to

witness—Is it true that you had not seen
at
Beecher that day before y ou bad visited him
liis house?
A—it is not true.
Q—Name the members of the committee
Beecher suggested that afternoon.
Mr. Evarts—Witness testified to this before.
This is a repetition..
Witness—My recollection is clearer than
He
when f was examined in my sick room.
named Storrs, Olatliu, Sage, Judge Benedict,
was
I
think
name
Garbeth.
my
Hawkins aud
About the same
not mentioned until evening.
him in the eveuiug as
named
were
by
persons
There was a conference in
iu the afternoon.
the evening as to who were to be on the comIt is true that lleeeher named them
mittee.
all except one. The exception was Winslow-,
.I ,mu
was
suggested bv somebody. I
think I suggested it.
Q—Now huvn’t you sworn jou didn’t suggest
any one?
Shearman—I object; witness must be shown
his testimony.
Witness—It is true in fact that Beecher
named all the leading meu who were named
and he made up his miud whom to select.
q—WUo first suggested the names of this investigating committee except Winslow?
Wituess—In the afternoon Beecher named
all aud the others were suggested in the evening by other gentlemen.
Morris again pressed the question, saying he
wanted to know who first named those who
actually served on the committee except Wius-

Tracy (sotto ’.voce)—Sam
question again.

Morris wilTwk that

Morris wheeled around and retorted bitterly*
“1 don’t notice such an insult coming from a
quarter as a mau standing iu your position.will
Shearman—A mau iu a position you
never occupy.
Morris—it was a gross insult to make such a
remark.
Tracy here laughed and Shearman laughed
ami blushed at the laugh himself had made.
The cross-examination then went on slowlv,
and Mr.
Shearman objecting lo questions
Witness said lie inEvarts yawning heavily.
house
to
Beecher’s
aud
vited Shearmau
Tracy
Beecher wanted
on the 26th of Juue, 1874, as
to take legal advice about the investigation.
When w tness was appointed on the committee
he had never heard what wire the difficulties
He had read the Woodhull
to be investigated.
publication. He had not had auy conversation
with Tilton about Beecher’s relations with his
wTiie. Wituess was and still is on the examining committee. He knew of the West charges
and of Mrs. Bradshaw as the witness mentionHo cannot
ed iu connection with the charges.
recollect whether it was before or after June
26th he saw the West charges
Q_\\ras West’s third charge the subject of
general conversation iu the congregation?
Objected to aud ruled out.
Wanes said the first meeting of the commitIt was informal.
tee was at Augustus Storrs’.
The first regular meeting was July 10th.
Wituess said he could’t recollect who attended the meetiug Tuesday night or the following
The committee of five metatOvington s.
one.
They met
That was the regular committee.
Elwoo<i, the stenographer, was
July 6th.
there aud Tracy as counsel. Mrs. Tilton made
Thinks the reporter took it
a statement.
down. Witness still thinks the first formal
was on
meeting of the investigating committee
Tilton’s statement that uiglit has
the 10th.
bewhat
know
I)on’t
never been published.
came of the
stenographer’s minutes. They
were turned over to the examining committee.
They were given 10 Shearman, clerk of the
Lliuibu

m

nuu

That is

examining committee.

only

an im-

pression.

The meeting of July 10 was heal at Siorrs
On that occasion
Tilton was before them.
witness received a cote from Mrs. Ovington.
Q—Give us the purport of that note.
The witness said it was an inquiry whether
Tilton was before the committee and he replied
in the affirmative. He believed Mrs. Tilton
left home next day and the names of the committee were published.
Q —Before tho publication of the appointment of tho committee wasn’t the silence of
Beecher a matter of public inquiry and anx-

iety?

Xi.ton
Witness thought quite likely it was.
statewas not present except when making His
Tilton was the person
ment to the committee.
were
investigating.
who made the charges they
He won’t swear
Hill and Tracy were there.
Mrs. Bradshaw
Boweu was not summoned.
Mr. Richards was not exwas not examined.
Witness
amined. He gave no testimony.
could not tell why he did not examine Rich-

ar\Vitners—My recollectionthe iscase.that

Richards

knew nothing bearing
to be exQ— Did he not absolutely decline
amined?
recollection
My
A.—Not to my knowledge.
is that he had no knowledge hearing on the
on

case.

Q.—Who told you that?
A—I can’t recollect the details of that long

investigation.

q.—Wg

are

asking you hut

one

particular

fact.
A.—I don’t know how I learned it.
Q.—Were counsel there when Richards was
before the Committee?
A. —I think Tracy was there.
In reply to further questions witness said he
was at the White Mountains in September last.
Beecher was there. Witness went from there
to Boston lor the purpose of seeing Mr. Redfrom
path, in response mainly to a telegram Clalhn
him, and a joint telegram from Gov. was
goand Mr. Kenuard. Beecher knew he
with
ing to Boston. Before going he conversedknew
Beecher
and
his
object,
Beecher about
what it was for. A bundle of despatches were
tell
handed{witness and he said he couldn’t
whether Beecher sent those telegrams to Red-

path.

Evarts objected that these were copies, and
that was not a correct mode of proof.
went to Boston at
Witness testified he
Beechei’s request.
Q—Did you go in ihe language of this teleact conclugram, “With full documentary to
sively in his behalf”?
Witness said he had written power from
Beecher and conld produce it. (Paper! read.)
ft was dated Sept. 4, 1874, and motifies all
whom it may coucern that Cleveland lias_ been
all
appointed in himself to hear and determine
matters connected with the scandal, and with
draw
and
up
power to sign Beecher’s name
aud Beecher w:U abide by his de-

documents,

cisioD.

there referred tor
A—It referred to Moulton’s connection with
the scandal.

Q—What scandal
Q—The

one

was

investigating?
participation in tne scandal.

we

are

now

I
A—Moulton’s
say I don’t know what it referred to.
1 had no idea parties in Boston had anything
I was to hear
to say. I was to hear them.
Red path. That was my authority to hear.
Q—To hear what?
A—About anything.
Q—And you weru’t sent for any specific
mean to

purpose?

A—I was requesteu to goto Dosuram ■«and
sponse to the telegram from Gov. Clafiiu
ottiers to bear what Redpath had to say arising
Beecher.
out of telegraph correspondence with
The examination of Cleveland was hero suspended and a “short witness” as Shearman
said, was called to the chair.
James Lttlemd testified to seeing Tilton riding in the Communist procession with a woman
who was pointed out to him as Miss Clafiiu.

Adjourned.

_

LIBOR TROUBLES.
Condition ol Affair" at Lowell.

Lowell, April 22.—Preparatory to their
Saturday night pow-wow, the strlrers are ex
ertiug every effort to contaminate other operatives and induce a more general strike.
They
stake all their hopes on that meeting. Should
they fail in inducing a more extensive strike
they can only strike their colors. It is believed
they will succeed, hut should they, the agents,
still affirm that the total shutting down of the

year would not make the manufacThe- strikers have made themobnoxious within a few days, by intruding into boarding houses and tampering
with the mill help, that agent Hussey of the
Lawrence Company, has invoked the aid of
more of the city police to eject them as tresCorporation detective Sargent will
passers.
also he very vigilant aud active iu such cases iu
future.
Pennsylvania miners Vote to Continue
III" sfirilte.
Pottsville, Pa., April 22.—There was a full
attendance oj delegates to the meeting of the
executive hoard of the Minors and Laborers
There was alAssociation held acre to-day.
most a unanimous vote to continue the strike.
The vote was a surprise as it was the prevailing opinion that the miners were auxious to
resume work. The prospects of resumption are
not encouraging and the stagnation of business
in the region will lie more seriously felt than
mills for

a

turers

budge.

selves

so

ever.

_

LOUISIANA.
Yr»tcriluy’" Hesoion of the Legislature.
New Orleans, Anril 22—In the Legislature to-day the Senate resolved itself into a
court of impeachment to impeach Chas. Clinton of higli crimes and misdemeanors iu office,
aud notified the House of their action. A committee was appointed to prepare rules to govern the Senate when silting as a court of impeachment, and a joint resolution was passed
suspending Auditor Clinton from office pending

impeachment.

A communication was received from Clinton
praying for further examination of his hooks
by experts. No aciion was taken. The vote
on taking up the Clinton impeachment resolution iu tiie Senate was yeas 22, nays 10. Gov.
Kellogg was on the Hoor again, endeavoring to
Iu the House a joint resolution
save Clinton.
was passed to extend the session to May.

V Strong Argument in Favor of the Panama Koutc bv a Maine Man.
Washington, April 22.—Francis W. nice,
:ormerly IJ. B. Consul at Aspinwall and Aeapilco, lias addressed a letter from his residence
relait Saco, Maine, to Secretary Robeson in
tion to the report that Commander Lull seems
to favor the Nicaragua to the Panama route for
canal to connect the AllautiG and Pacific
Mr. Rice says that alter a residence of
oceans.
-ighteeu years on the Isthmus, eight of which
were passed as U. S. Consul, he can speak of
Panama as more healthy than Nicaragua, ami
adds with as favorable conditions for living.
Either country is as healthy as Vermont or
New Hampshire. Mr. Rice concludes bis letter by saying: “The Panama route would he
I5()0 or 700 miles nearer than the proposed. Nicaragua route to the great cities and the rich
trade of the South Pacific, comprising Ecuador,
Peru, Bolivia and Chili, while the facilities
that the caual at Panama would give,$to tlio
immense Magdalena trade and the Columbian
coast trade ou both oceans that would centre at
Panama and Aspinwall for all parts of the
world would more than overbalance the opening up of a small portion of Nicaragua and the
little gain in distance to and from the ports of
Guatemala, Honduras and Sau Salvador, for
Costa Rica would not be much affected by
The Panama *oute
choice of either route.
would have deep safe harbors on both sides by
at Aspinwall. The
a
breakwater
placing slight
Panama Railroad immediately alongside of
which the canal would he cut, would immediately add to the facility with which the work
could be constructed. It would not take half
the time to complete it that the Nicaragua
route would require. There!would be only 41
miles of towage for sailing vessels ou the Panama against 182 miles over the Nicaragua
Besides these advantages there is an
route.
immense advantage iu cost iu favor of the
Panama route.
JlKT£OttOUM;i€AL

PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT

TW ENTY-FOUR

HOURS.

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
>
Officer,- Washington, D. C.,
April 23, |1 A. M.) ?
For New England,
middle and lower lake region, generally clear,
cool weather with southwest to northwest
winds and light changes iu the barometer.
bureaus were formed at

Loan and emigration
Sau Eraucisco this week._

t O It ill 1 It IN
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FINANCIAL. ANI» COMMERCIAL
Portland

Wholesale Market*.

grocery market shows
Pork and lard are still very tirm and
is
firm
with fair sales. SuFlour
the stock is light.
gars remain lirin with a good demand. Molasses is
steady and the supply very light. Grain shows no
change. Potatoes are coming iu quite freely.

Thursday, April 22.—The
change.

Ifuily Domestic Receipt*.
Trunk Railroad—Josselyn & Co
452 bbls flour, G A Hunt 50 bbls and 100 naif bbls of
100
bbls flour, C B Varney 200 bbls
&
Co
Alden
flour,
flour, Cobb & Wriglit 100 do do, D W Cooliuge 100 do
20u
do
C
do, J S Crockett 100 do do, J
do,
Hayward
B Donnell 1U0 do do, Hawes, H & Tarbox 200 do do,
do
Milliken
100
Messrs
do, J F Randall 100 dodo,
Marr & True 100 do do, Hathaway & Wood 15 cars
car oats and 1 do corn, J F
Tabor
l
Kensell
«&
oats,
Faxon 100 bbls peas, Waldron & True l do corn,
2
do
corn.
«2fc
Norton
Wright
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
True & Co.

Receipts by Grand

_

Bouton tltock LiM.
at. the Brokers* Board. April

22.
ISaies
Maine State
.103$
Union Pacific Sinking Funds 8s.92$
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R.105
Eastern Railroad..

Second Call.
Eastern Railroad.59$ @ 60
l»w York fttock

aud

JloncT Market*

New York. April 22—Evcnine.—The speculation
in railway and miscellaneous shares exhibiied considerable activity at intervals, and on the whole a
firmer feeling prevailed. Union Pacific was the most
conspicuous stock m dealings, and rose from 74$ @
76$ on a large business; the closing transactions were
at 76$ @70$. Panama sold at 141 @ 142, and was
afterwards bid for at 1444. Lake Shore rose from 71$
@ 72$, and re icted 4 per cent, towards the close.
Wabash rose from 16 @ 163,*and closed at 16$. Kansas Pacific advanced from 24$ @ 25$, against 22$ at
the close yesterday. Ohios had au advance in early
dealings to 28$ on reports that competition with rival lines had been settled; at the close the improvement was lost. North Western common advanced to
42g@423. Erie was exceptionally weak and declined
from 31 $ @ 30* with the tipal sales at 30$. Missouri
Pacific advanced from 48$
49$. The other changes
were not important.
Money was easy at 2$ @ 3 per cent, on call. Foreign Exchange was tirm sit 487$ for bankers 60 days
sterling and 490 for demand. Tbe specie engagements for Saturday steamers are $500,000 iu gold
coin. Gold opened sit 1143 and closed at 116, all the
transactions of tbo day having been at those figures;
the rates paid for borrowing were 2, 1 @ 1-64; loans
Tbe assistant Treasurer paid
were also made fiat.
out to-day $381,000 on account of interest and $340.450 in redemption ot bonds. Tbe steamship Suevia
took S36G.000 in specie to Europe ot which $300,000
was in gold coin and the remainder in silver ba#B.
The customs receipts to-day were $137,000. The following are the operations at the Gold Exchange
Bank—gold balances $1,735,862; currency balances
$1,305,005; gold cleared $33,179,000. The following
is the Clearing House statement: currency exchanges
$77,129,138; currencv balances $3,056,776; gold exchanges $10,112,358;'gold balances $1,835,364. Governments were firm. State bends dull. Railroad
bonds strong on a large business. The greatest activity was Union Pacific issues, which were taken in
round lots at au advance; firsts rose to 1003 @ 191,
Sinking Funds sold at 93$ @ 93$. A sale of Boston,
Hartford & Erie firsts was reported at 28$.
A published statement says the land account of the
Union Pacific Company stands as followr:—Total
lunil (rran.l
10 1X0 000: total iLCreS Bold. 1.115,268; remain on hand, acres, 11,064,732. Tho 1,115,268
acres sold are represented as follows:—Land grant
bonds actually retired and cancelled $2,730,000; land
notes ami cash on band, $2,8G2,nu0; total amount realized $5,502,000. The remaining 11,064,732 acres of
laud are represented as sutiicient to pay the bonded
ot the company. Tile transactions at the Stock Exliange aggregated 220.000 shares, including Erin 39,300
shares. Lake Shore 46,000 shares, Northwestern 12,000
shares, Ilock Island 900 shares, Pacilic Mail 29.500
shares, St Paul 1500 shares, Ohio Ns Mississippi 13,shares, Western Union 11,000 shares, Toledo Ns Wabash 13,350 shares, Union l’aciflc 43,700 shares, PanThe following are the highest arid
ama 1200 shares.
808;
lowest prices:N6w York Cential 102J; Erie311
Lake Shore 72J @ 71J; Chicago Ns North Western 423
liock Island 1033 40
(at 42i; do preferred 551 fa 55;
103j; Pacific Maill 45j ® 44J; St
_

Paul^i @_37S;

the closing quotations of Gov
The
ernment securities:
122$
Uuited States eoup«n 6’s, 1881.
United States 5-20’s. 1802.1189
120$
United States 5-20’s 1804.
Uuited States 5-20’s, 1805, old.122$
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new, cx-div.-.121$
United States 5 20’s, 1SG7, ex-div.122
United States 5-20’s, 1808, ex-div...122
United States new 5’s.116£
United States 10-40 coupon.1165
124$
Curreuev 6’s ex in.
Tho lollowing were tho closing quotations ol

following’were

Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co—ex div.77?
Pacific Mail.41$

N ¥ Central and Hudson K. consolidated.102$
Erie.30|
Erie preferred.43

Michigan

Central....

74

..

Union Pacific Stock.76$
Lake Shore. 72$
102$
Illinois Central, ex-div.

Wabash.1<>9
Chicago & Northwestern. 4:*$
55
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.
1U3J
Chicago & Kock Island.
The following were the quotations tor Pacilic Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.101$
Union Pacific.
...1003
Union Pacific land grants, ex-int.07
93J
Sinking Funds.
Chicago 4'ntllc ITIarkn.
•Chicago, April 22.—Cattle are firm and active;
receipts 4000 head; shipping steers 5 75 @ 7 OOjchoice
G 10 ^ 0 32J; good at 5 85 (g) G 00; shipments ot 30UC
bead.
Live Ilhogs steady and active;receipts 14,000 head;
bacon grades at 7 50 @ 7 90; poor to choice at 7 75 Qt
9 00; shipments 8000 litad.
Sheep active: leceipts 2000 head; choice at 3 50(g
5 75; YYooied Sheep 5 00 @ 6 75.
JISoHlon Root rind Shoe Uniiu

1
Freights to Liverpool—the market is
Corn per steam at 4| @ 5d; Corn per sail
do sail 5d.
per steam at 5 @

5|d;

*Tlie

°Totnl shipments from Haverhill for the

week have

been 2844 cases, against 3128 coses tor the corresponding week last year.
There appears to be a steady demand for goods,
and the New York dealers have been quite liberal
purchasers iu this market for the past week. There

heavy and

4Jd;

W heat

Chicago, April 22—Flour quiet and unchanged.
Wheat excited and higher; No 1 Spring 108; No2
1 04|
Spring fresh at 1 04| for regular; 1 03g on spot;
seller for May; 106| for seller June; No 3 Spring 98
new at
(® 984c. Corn is active and higher; No2 Mixed
754 bid seller
71J (go 72c or spot; 74£c bid seller
for June; hi,h Mixed 744c;rejected 71e. Oats advanced and in fair demand; No 2 fresh at 62c bid

Ar 21st. tirlg Clytie, Dow, Cardenas, lor orders.
BALTIMORE—A* 19th, seh Clara Fletcher, Sargent. Sagua.
Cld 19th, sch Adelina. HtrAtfey, St Stephen, NB.

Ar 2lst. Bhip Imperial# Crosby, fm New fork; sch
Hattie N Fuller. Hart, Savannah; Wm H Rowe,
Whitmore, Boston.
Cld 22d, ship 1 tanka,Cotton, San Francisco.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 29th, sch Geo E Prescott,
Ouptill. Rockland.
Cld 29i b barque Onnus, Shack ford, Cardenas.
Cld 21st*schs M E Rankin, Fuller. Caibarien; Annie Freeman, Harris, Baracoa.
sch Wm Connors,
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 21st,

SOtb, bri?8 Sarah & Emma, CarFNFW ?OKK-*Ar
43 flavs; L Warren. Leach. Gardena* 10

BUUli, UsiftU

Ul'l

RU

nouw

V,

Messina
Kha A

ter

W Faikor, Newman, Maya*oez 20da;
days#
Emerson, Emerson. Ponce 16
Got Coney, Ridley,
wood. Bryant. Baracoa 9 days;
.,ii,l Trenton Wall, Providence.
Laura
sibs Altavela, Joy. Cape Haytien;Haskell,
Cld
Storm Petrel,
A Webb. Sawyer, Baracoa;
A P

A"dCS

Cardena,;
brl*a Acalia Tlmrlow
sch Adrian. Hunt, lor
Ossipee, Haak, Fort Natal;
B
NEWPORT- -Ar 21st, seb Kate Newman, Newman,

Gallon

f'^voiston

BCld

brig
21st. barque Tremont, Carlisle. Matanzas;
Shannon. Sawyer, Caibarien.
Ar 22d, schs Parallel, Allen. 1m Lubee; Hcf,Pf™s’
dames
Wooster. Sullivan; Arcade. Cooi>er. Camden,
Garcelon. Ney, Camden; S Sawyer, Smith, DumarC
S
iranon,
iseotta; Belle, Dunton, from Westport;
Weeks. Bath; N M Power, Low, Vork
Cld 22d, sch Addle L Cutler. Smith, Charleston.
Sid 22d, brig Hattie M Bain.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fm Singapore Mch 9, ship P Pendleton, Nichols,
from
Jn port Mch 11, ship Kendrick Fish, Watts,
Liverpool, ar Feb 2. for Burmali.
Sid fm Genoa Mob 26, barque Elmaranda, Staples,

,-

..

_

Receipts—21,U00

ease

DIaek, Stripe ami Fancy Silks.

Shipments—0,00 bbls flour, 2,000 bush Wheat, 14,001
bush Corn, 3,000 bush Oats.
Detroit. April 22.—Flour is quiet and unchanged
1

204 (a
Wheat is Arm and in fair demand; extra at
1 27; No 1 at 1 24J @ 1 25. Corn Arm and in fair de
manil; No 1 Mixed at 75jc. Oats are quiet unchanged. Clover Seed 7 40.
Receipts—1000 bbls flour, 14,000 bush wheat, 3,00<
bush com, 4000 bush oats.
Shipments —2000 hills flour, 9,000 bush wheat, 000(
qush corn, 0000 do oats.
Cincinnati, April 22.—Provisions—Pork quiet al
Lard quiet for steam atl5|@15}
22 50 tor prime.
Bulk Meats quiet and firm; shoulders at 8c; clear rit
sides at 11} @ lljc; clear sides at 123c; sales 60,00t
lbs shoulders on spot at 85c; lOO.nOO lb clear rib sides
at country points buver May at 124c; 100,000 lb do foi
seller April at 11c. Bacon is Arm; shoulders at 9| (a
9ic;clear rib Bides at 12|c; clear sides 13[o, jobbinj
sales. Wbiskev is in good demand at 113. LiveHogi
are dull at 7 50 @ 8 85; no choice ottering; receipt;
2400 head.
Charleston, April 22.-Cotton Is quiet; Middlini
....

33

yard, actually worlb 3S ccul*.

cent,

One Case
new

TOWN; OVK (KltC
—

Our

up!andsl6c.

Mobile, April 22.—Cotton is quiet; Middling up
lunds 15.» c.
New ORLEANS, April 22.—Cotton quiet; Middlini

Bclail Price* 70 cent* Doira.

We have this day opened

al Low

Much Under Price.

90 Bozen Bellingham Hose.
21 ceatM pair.
73 Dozen English do,
14 cent* worth 33 cent*.

Base
Full Line Misses’ and Children’
at Equally Low Price*.
HOUSE KEEPING GOODS
Way Oowa Price*.

at

E. T. ELDEN & CO.
STREET, PORTLAND,
Hntt
ja28____

5 FREE

■

of
The Book. Card and Job Printing Business
continued, as heretofore,

late David Tucker, will be
at the Stand,

115 EXCHANGE STREET.
orders, eithe personal or by mail, Will'
tyjmtfw
promut
All

attention__

LUNGWORT.
Extract from
*

*

ftyrup
*

*

*

bad

‘’Cromwell Steamship Line.”
—

S

7.5 O

good

»o

FIRST CLASS CABIN PASSAGE

U, 13 and J5 Moulton street.
March 30,1875.
corner
C. WAV A CO., Apothecaries,
ma22sn3m
Myrtle and Cumberland S»L.

_

_

__

How often we hear these words
On, my back.
that pain in your back nine times out of ten arise;
from kidney disease. Hunt’s Remedy used as direct
ed will cure all diseases of the kidneys, bladder anc
urinary organs. Try it.apr23eodawlw

MARRIED.
In this city, April 20, by Rev. U. F. Dole, Wm. A
Jackman and Miss Leola I. Lovejoy.
Ill Calais. April 10. Benjamin Miller and Miss Eli
zabeth Sprague.
In Belfast, J. W. Lang of Brooks and Miss Myrs
Whitaker of Belfast.
In Searsport, April 18, Capt. Eben Curtis and Mis;

Clara Trundy.

—

ORCHESTRA.
H. CHANDLER, LEADER.

D.

Ofllec 27 Market Square.
H. Chandler, C. M. Kicliardson, F. W. Buxton
Prompters.
sneod6m!Vi WF.
OC29

D.

PURE OPAL GLOBE.
THE most perfect Gas Globe in use. We put
Burner,
McGnau’i* Economic Gn*
on
for
with or without the Globe and Expansion Holder, the
Among
unless
satisfactory.
trial and no charge
Small,
citizens of Portland now using them, are8. H.
L. < arleton,
11. G. Carter, M. B. Bourne, and S.
deceived by any
Esn., to whom we refer. Do not be but
*
xTIct.nnn
none
Try
worthless imitation.
Economic. Send orders to the Office. 5 Bojd’n
Middlehls.
and
ftuildinz,Corner Exchange
April

12,1875._apfiodiwsn*

POUT OV

Polite and eourteou*

un*

attention.

J. N. MAGNA, Agent.

Me filters of
tickets can do

at the 1. O. O. F. Hail this and tomorrow evening of the Committee for the Band am
ap23sn2i
Promenade Concert on the 26th of April.
so

DR, J. LIVERPOOL, Jr.OF

COST, OR LESS.

I

Now is the time to purchase cheap, for we mean
business and must close out tbe entire stock as soon
We will sell the stock and store fixtures
as possible.
to any who wish to take hold of a good trade in a
nrat-ciass aiore.
TEBJIS CAHH*

R.

R.

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
Sid fm Cardenas 20th, sch Grace Webster, Hume,
of
Hatteras.
North
_»
for PortAt Pernambuco Mch 30, sch J P Auger,
York.
or
New
land,
foi
York
New
Soli George Amos, Bunker, from
Portland, was run iulo below New York on Tuesday
and liqd jibboom and bead gear carried away.

IHE1IIOIIAIVDA.
Sell Cyrus Fossett, Pierce, from Cienluegos tor a
was lowed
port North ot Hatteras. with molasses,
been oil a
into Key West 20lb inst iu distress, having
reef.

F

f(tr

Desirable House
of

Corurr

1

P_

the late
Pension

a
Kebelliou, however slightly, can obtain
JACKSON, Late
by addressing Dr. E. B. No.
Chant4 New

$500.00

to

NATIONAL

BOARD

f

Executive Committee,
STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman.
17th, 1874.dec23antf

New York. Dec.

The copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm name and style of Gowell & Greenough, is this
day dissolved by mutual eonseut. S. B. Gowell assumes all liabilities of the late firm, and is authorized
to collect all debts due the samo, (which must be paid
____.

GOWELL & GREENOUGH.

apMdsnSw

April 13, 1875.

ROBERT THAYER WILDE,
THE NATURAL MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN,
He shall lay hands on them and tney shall be
ROOMS
mat

Sale.

healed
It & 14 ELIIE3T BLOCK.

»n3m»

_

BROS,

EASTMAN
OPEN

WIM<

SUFFERERS,
DON’T

FAIL

LARGE

A

SPRING-

OF

LOT

GARMENTS

MONDAY,

A IMS 13.

EASTMAN

12th.

BROS.,

534 CONGRESS STREET.
sntf

aplO

BALiSAM !

a

INCURABLE

Distinguished

CASE

Lawyer of Bouton

Mr. Frank Kinsman: Dear Sir—I desire to pay a
word in behalf of your Adamson’s Cough Balsam. I
have been a sutlercr from a very severe cough from
the first of last November, trying a great many proscriptions without any considerable or permanent
a
improvement, until the middle ot March, whenthe
friend brought this balsam to my notice. 1 tried
small sample l*ottle which Mr. Goodwin gave me,
and I hail no occasion to try any more, for within
twelve hours from taking the lirst dose the cough
entirely left me. Tue result seemed little less than
miraculous. I have sent more than a score of sufferers to Mr. Goodwin’s, No. 38 Hanover Ft., lor the
so far as L learn, in every Instance with

remedy, and,
marked success.

Respectfully

^ours,

Firm Nutter & Squire. Attorney
at-Law, 27 Tremout St.]

NDTTFR
and Counselors-

Alonzo S. Weed, publisher of Zion’s Herald
35 Bromfleld St., Boston.]
Several bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam liave been used in my family with ths moat gratifying results. We esteem it as one of the best of
medicines.

I From

FRANKLIN COAL.

LYKENS VALLEY

$5000

Just arrived by brig “Etta M. Tucker,”

ISEUAltE

of the celebrated

6nlc in lots tp suit purchasers at

BANDA LI. A tic *1.1,1 NT E K.

sntl

will bo strictly

CASH,
VERY

TTIE—

LOWEST.

S. B. GOAVELL
i\ow inriscN nil hi*
of

__

new ocseN lo

dry

old

look

sit

friend* nud loiw
his wtock et

°QOris-......

To Bo Let.
and afler Jan. 1,187S. tho chamber In second
story now occupied by F. M. Kaler & Co., on the
Apply to
corner of Cross and Middle Sts.
HENRY 1 JEERING,
No. 65 Excliange St.
de28Butf
Oe

high reputation gained by ADAMSON’S BO
TANiC COUGH BALSAM for the cure cl (nughs
( olds, Asthma, Bleeding of the Lungs and ('©nsnmntion, has given rise to spiniouscomp unds. The
genuine ADAMSON’S Bo PAN 1C COUGH BALSAM is prepared only by FRANK W. KINSMAN,
Sole Proprietor. To protect youraelvts from imposition, examine the bottle and see that the words “F.
W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta, Maine,,* are blown
in the glass of the bottle. $5000 for a better article
The

OCR TERMS HENCEFORTH

—AND

AND

IMITATIONS

GO COMMERCIAL STREET.
martin

OF

COENTEItFEITS

LYKENS VALLEY FRANKLIN COAL
tor

GOLD.

Special Notice,

TONS

391

George Washington

Dickinson. Bath.
T
RICHMOND—Ar 19th. sch Susan Stetson, Lewis
Portland (dan 27); S S Day, McFarland, Abacoa.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in 20th. brig Adolino Richardson, Drisko,Cardonas for Baltimore; das
Crosby, from Providence for do.
Passed iu 21st. sell Cumberland, Webber, from
Sagua for Baltimore.

$5000 FOR AN
Prom

York.
Mary J Ward, Ward, Ntw
WILMINGTON—Cld 21st, sch Bessie L Dickinson,
__

TRY

tion.

OlV

sells Carrie Walker, for Addison. Me
Mark Pendleton,
L*ztie Major, Gerrish, Millbridge;
Now York.
SM 14th. sch

TO

Only 35 cents’ An unfailing Remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness
of the Throa*, Chest and
Lungs, and all diseases
leading to Consump-

LADIES’

cid^Rd.

tor

FIRE

Hereby offers a reward of Five Hundred dollars for
tbe detection, conviction and punishment of the par
in
ty or parties charged with the crime of arson,
tiring the premises situate at No. 8 Bradford street,
Geo.lJ.
of
frame
the
dwelling
Portland. Me., being
1*71 ;
.Jost, on November 10th, and again on Deo. 9th.
said reward will be paid only on due proof being
furnished the executive committee of the conviction
and actual punishment of said oriminals, and expires
limitation in one year from this date unless other-

BOTANIC

13th, sch Alice Bell

Sl’l 16th, sch Louisa Walsh, Andrews, SagA Harbor
Power,
BRUNSWICK, GA— Ar 21st, brig Mary

OF

UNDERWRITERS

City Building.

PENSACOLA—Ar 10th. barque Blnsk Eagle, Pliii

''nI'Av'sMYRNA, FLA^SAVANNAH—cid 20th, sch
Roif Baracoa

reward!-

ADAMSOSI’S

21st, sch Tarry Not. Timmons, from

Ar

snlm

EKMOIVAL NOTICE.—All officers, sailori
and soldiers, wounded, rui»tured or injured in

Brackett anil IVcal Wired.,
WOT. J4. OTOKBIS,

DOAIEMTIH PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 20th, ship Merom, Lowell

L'mOiTlE—Ar

CO.

&

YORK

Yarmouth Falls March 24, 1875.

immediately.

BOSTON, MISS,,

United States Hotel April 26, 27, 28, Monday, Tue-day, Wednesday, where he will treat patients troubled with all forms of chronic diseases
Examination and prescription
Consultation free.
for medicine SI. All those wishing treatment by tht
month will do well to cotne prepared. Charges moderate. Thousands, thousands can testily to his success as a medical practitioner,apr23d3tsn
Will l>e at

POKTEASiD,

Fox.
Sch Gipsy, Gamage, Bristol—master.
Sch Utica, Thorudike, Rockland—C A B Morsi
A Co.
SAILED—Barque Norton Stover, for Sagua; bri;
Prentiss Hobbs, tor Cardenas; sells J Nelson, foi
Baltimore; Gen Hall, for New York.

business,

the Order who have not procured theii

NEWS,

Thursday, April 24.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Chase. Bennett, Halifax, NS—passengers ami mdse to John Portous.
-Steamer City ot Portland, Pike, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
Steamship Cromwell, Bacon, New York—30 hours
Sch Carrie Nuuan, Nunan, Cane Porpoise.
!
Sch Village, Frve, harrington.
Sch Capitol, Farr, Bootlibay.
Sch Oregon, Duuton, Bootlibay.
Sch Arrival, Farnham. Bootlibay.
CLEARED.
Steamship EleaDora, Johnson, New York—Hcnrj

our

The stock
every article of goods in our line ol trade.
consists of
and
Cr«eri<»,H»,»,
Hood,
Dryand Fancy
Cap., Boot., Bhor. and Rubber., CarpetI.1BM
lug.. Paocr Hanging.. Crockery,
and Hardware, Flour, Cora Meal, etc.

Sun

MARINE

NOTICE.

SPECIAL

Having decided to make a change in
we shall sell out at

Dissolution ol' Copartnership.

Table

nnd tidy Stateroom.

months._

JlminMrc Ahnauac. April 23.
rises.5.07 I High water.1.30 PM
Sunsets....G.50 I Moon rises.10.15 PM

—

i. o. o. F.

Clean

equaled.

apr21enlw»

In this city, April 22d, Mrs. Dorothy Swett, agec
80 years and 8 months.
[Funeral services Saturday afternoon at2J o clock
from her late residence. 21 Hanover street. Relative:
and trienils are invited to attend.
In Gorham, April 21, Mrs. Mary H., widow of the
late Augustus Johnson, aged 70 years and 5 months
[Eastern and Western papers please copy.l
111 Buxton. April 21, Mr. Alvah Leavitt, aged «
years 4 months.
[Funeral services Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock
at his late resldenee.
In Kiugfield, April 5. Mrs. Dorothy, wile of Reubei
B. Darrell, aged 71 years 8 months.
In Hernden. Va., Capt. John Soule, formerly oi
Phillips, aged 82 years 10

AND

grgp’Seo Advertisement.apr23dtfsn

TIIK

IN

FINEST STEAMSHIP EVER ON THE
KOITE.

Apply
DIED.

BA N D

€11 AXDLEH’S

EULGH
EUROPEAN
CLARKE’S
REMEDY.—This well-known remedy is still tbe
best remedy known for the core of obstinate and long
standing coughs, and Pulmonary diseases in generaMony persons, who for months had been emaciated
by coughing, night sweats and raising of blow], have
been speedily cured by the European Cough Remedy
For sale by druggists generally; $1.00 per bottle, six
de21deod&weow52tf*n
or $3.00.

—

@

Bnropran Market*.
London, April 22—12.30 P. M.—American securl
ties—Erie Railway at 271 @ 29J.
Liverpool, April 22—12.30 P. M.—Cot-tcn marke
is quiet: Middling uplands at 7J @ Sd; do Orleans a
8Jd; sales 12.000 bales, including 2WJJ for specula
tion and export.

before^

Cough

wise ordered.
By order of the

_

Havana Market.
Havana. April 22.—Sugar is nominal.
Spanish gold 221 @222; American gold at 22!
@230; Exchange quiet and steady; on United State;
80 days currency at 90 @ 92 prem: short sight 95 (a
90 prem; 80 days gold at 120 @ 12t prem; short sigh
125 prem; on London 148 @ 150 prem; on Pari;
124

a

by

can secure a

you

Letter.

*
A friend recommended me*to try your
of Lungwort and said it would cure me*
it has done all he taid it wou.d, and 1 never

*

tub:

by the

FOR

I'Kinam**

TUCKEIJS

WAY

FROM AND TO NEW YORK,

ALSO

Price*.

370 Parasols and Sun Umbrellas,

—

CAN RECEIVE AND SHIP FREIGHT,

—

full lino of

a

Surgeon in United States Navy,
Communications prompters St., New York City.
oc29snly
ly auswered.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

uplands at 15Jc.
New York, April 22.—Cotton is quiet; Middllnj
uplands 168c.
Savannah, April 22.—Cotton quiet; Middling up
lands 15|c.
4

ALSO

DRESS BUTTONS, BRAIDS AN
TRIMMINGS,

..

is

look,

—

190 Doz. of Clark’s 0. N. T, Thread, on
White Spools, best Thread ever made.

Hatter as
Arat Cardenas 2d inst, brig Ernestine, Knight,
Matanzas.
Ski 20tli, lirigs H H Wright. Meyers, anil Hypenon,
Clark, North of flattens; sobs Mary E Long, Park,
anil Whitney Long. Hayes, do.
At Harbor Island 11th inst, sch Speedwell, Spauld*
ing, for New York 7 days.
Ar at St John. PK, Mch 30th, brig Amelia Emma,
York.
New
Field,
Ar at St John. NB. 19tb, sch J W Coffin, Chisholm,
Machias; 21st, brig John Good, Portland.

YOU

1-3,jo.i

13

ibeui.

nt

„T

—

(Juilts

each,

cent*

styles Percales anti Prints,

.,

CHEAPEST

Price*.

Bates

marked 4-4, don’t uieu»ure but T-S yard
“"
me ... are retailing (or 39 rt« HO ISO

Arroyo.
In port 10th, sell Bowdoin, Randall, for Newburyport, ready; and others.
Arat Matanzas 20th inst. sch Laura Bridgman,
Clark, New York.
Sid 20th, sch Hattie E Sampson, Bunker, North of

THE

more

93

....

Please tell the people that you saw theii
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000,

Black Goods

oar

very Low

ut

Onecase

shades Dress Goods

new

All of

Matanzas.
....
Sid fm Mayaguez 1st inst, sch Aldine, Dennison,
Baltimore.
Ski fm do Mch 27, brig James Davis, Partridge, for
Knwhnrvnnrt.: fifh inst. Annie Gardiner, Brown, tor

_

decided bargain*.

»t

67 pieces
for

Jobber*’ Price*.

Lm than

hi

One

increases.

000 busli Oats.

a

BETA1L.

Oli

WHOLESALE

Waterhouse, Callao.
-*
*
Sid fm Port Spain Mch 28, brig Qui Vive, tor Portland, or Lockport, NS.
fm
Ar at Sagua 19th, sch Hattie E King, Crowley,

..s

offer to the trade, either

now

One Case Arlington Poplins, all colors,
Kctuil price 31 ccn«».
10 pcs Lyons Poplins, all the new shades,

_

Louis, April22.—Flour
Superfine and low; extras are unchanged; Superfine
Winter at 4 75 @ 5 00; extra at 5 10 @ 5 25; double
Winter
[Latest by Europe mjsteamers.l
extra at,5 50; treble extra 5 65 ® 5 85; family
Ar at Deal 8th, Gen Sbepley. Hutchins, Savannah
0 00 @ 6 50. Wheat is higher; No 2 Red Winter at
tor Reval.
1 331; No 3 Red Winter at 1 24; No 2 Spring at 1 03
72£@74£c
Off Falmouth 8th. P G Blanchard, McIntyre, from
@105. Corn is higher; No 2 Mixed atseller
Juue.
Antwerp tor Valparaiso.
cash; 75 @ 75£c seller April; 77 @ 77£c
is
unBarley
Ar at Cardiff loth, Franconia. Otis, Liverpool.
2
at
Oats are higher; No
62£ @ 64£e.
at 1 13.
Sid 10th, Tarifa, Brown, Gibara.
changed. Kye unchanged. Whiskey active
are
Meats
salted
no
sales.
Dry
Ar at Adelaide Feb 10, Canada, Herrjman, Bnrrard
Pork firm at 22 50;
clea sides
Inlet*
firm; shoulders 8£c ;;clear rib aides at 12£c;
a
with
only
and
firm
unchanged
Calcutta—Sid fm Saogor Mch 12, Daniel Draper,
Bacon is
at 12§c.
limited jobbing demand ;sboulders 9f @ 9£c; clear rib
Rogers, Boston.
is
Lard
at
sides
Passed Aniier Feb 27, Goodell, Crockett, Amster13g @ 13£c.
sides at 13 @ 13£c; clear
dam for Batavia.
nominal at 15£.
at
low
on
shippers
Sid fm Bombay Mch 15. Cbandos, Ross, Havre.
grades;
Live Hogs are declining
Ar at Antwerp 6th, Clara Eaton, Merriman, from
6 75 @ 7 40; bacon at 7 50 @9 00; good to choice at
choice
and
demand
strong;
River Platte.
8 00 @ 8 75. Cattle in good
Ar at Goole 8th inst, Cla*a. Nichols, Portland. O.
native steers at 6 75; good to prime shippers 6 12£ @
Sid fm Cuxhaxen 5th, Clialmctte, Waite, Gotten6 37 £; fair to choice butchers 5 25 @ C ('0; mixed stock !
stock at 4 00 @ 5 65; fair to good corn fed Texas at
burg.
450 @ 5 75.
SPOKElf.
Receipts—4000 hbls flour, 17,000 bush wheat, 20,000
hush corn, 25.000 hush oats, 4,000 hush barley, 1,000
March 30. lat 50 N. Ion 15 W, ship Orpheus, from
do rye, 1,400 hogs 1,000 head cattle.
Ardrossan for San Francisco.
MILWAUKEE, April 22.—Flour is firm and steady.
April 3. lat 40 45 N, Ion 0 10 W. barque John ZitWheat firmer; No"l Milwaukee at 1 07; No 2 Milwautlosen, from Cardiff’ for Montevideo.
kee 1 Oil: 1 01J for seller May; 1 OOJ for seller June.
Oats searee and higher; No 2 in store at 62c. Corn
A Sclf-Advertiaioif Remedy.
buoyant and higher; No 2 Mixed in store a» 72c; for
seller May at 73c. Kye is firm; No 1 in store at 1 16.
There are certain proprietary articles that adver1
18.
Provisions
2
No
firm
aud
higher;
Spring
Barley
tise themselves. Among these are Hostetter’s StomMess Pork at 22 00 cash and seller for
are nominal.
11 <§
ach Bitters. It may be truly said of this celebrated
May; 22 25 seller June. Sweet pickled haras at mid12c; dry salted meats strong; shoulders atsjc;
remedy for disorders of the stomach, liver and bowdles 111® l2Jc losse. Lard dull; prime steam at 155 i
els, and antidote to malaria, that the contents of evkettle at 16.
since its good eftecis
ery bottle is an advertisement,
Receipts—5,000 hbls flour. 43,000 hush wheat.
wheat.
so decidedly and promptly eviDce themselves as inShipments-8.000 Mils flour. 17.000 bush
to elicit favorable comment from those whe
variably
it
Wheat
Toledo, April 22.—Flour is unchanged.
This is particularly true in rural neighboruse it.
excited and higher; No 2 White Wahasli 1 28; No i
hoods invaded by chills and fever, and other types ol
do 1 22; No 1 White Michigan at 1 25; Amber MichSuch
malaria, for which it is a recognized specific.
1 30 foi
igan at 1 23 seller for June; 1 27 seller 1July;
disorders being epidemic, the question “What is the
A ugust; opened at 1 16 and closed at 23 bul i No 1
itand
safeguard?’*
presents
naturally
best remedy
Nc
Red 1 25£; No 2 Red on spot 1 23; seller June 1 2t;
salf to everybody in this vicinity, and is made the
3do 1 25; No2 Amber Illinois 1 23J. Corn is hrir
A
benefited
af
by
family
general inquiry.
subject
sellei
anil a shade better; high Mixed on spot at76c;
the Bitters communicates the fact to the neighbors,
June 77c; low Mixed 75Jc; White 7tsc; nogrado75c
who in turn become patrons of the great remedy, and
firm
and
demand
in
are
Oats
70c.
good
damaged
xt„
imi„. nn,:»o of fi'iir- Miphiim.n ftUn:
reiectet
proclaim its efficacy. This explains why it has become the most popular of American household medi61c. Clover seed 7 25.
and wny its popularity is continually on the
cines,
bu6h
Coru,14,bush Wheat, 35,000

@ 120 prem

received and

TT

__

VARIATION t

E. T. ELDEN & CO.
Have

Boston via Vera Cruz.
At Genoa 2d inst. barque Lincoln, Thorn, tor New
York, (to load cargo of barque March!.)
Ar at Buenos Ayres Mch 16, barque Sam B Halo,
Ma'thews. Portland, (Jan 19).
Sid fm Havre 19th, barque Homeward Bound, Mcrriman. United States.
Sid fm Ardrossau 20th, brig Anita Owen, Upton,
tor Cuba.
Sid Mch 4, barque Adelaide Norris, for Havre.
At Montevideo Mch 17, barque Nonpareil, Flinn,
ffom Portland, ar 9th.
Sid fm Rio Grande Mch 4, brig Ennis, Dyer, for
New York.
Cld at Rio Janeiro Mch 24th, ship Iranquchar,

firm at 1124.
un the call of the Board In the afternoon—Wheat
Jc lower. Corn weak and Jc lower. Pork is active,
firm and unchanged.
Receipts—8,000 hbls flour, 40,000 bush wheat, 147.000 bash corn, 23,000 hush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 10.000
bush of barley.
Shipments—9,000 bills flour, 19,000 bush wheat 8,700 busli corn, 17,000 husu oats, 2,000 bush rye,10,000
Dust barley.
in good demand for
St.

120

ONE

Ida I-HowVINKYARD-HAVEN-Ar 20tb.
Mayo,
ard. Mosbier, Kondout for Cortland; Florence

Hall, do for Portsmouth.
WoKK Tlpor
BOSTON—Ar 21st, sells Annio Le*
Wolston,
Isle; Mary Frances, Jordac, do; Albas,

NOTICES^

MICE AND SO

B

Barley is in
Kye is in good demand; No 2 sit 1 05.
good demand at 1 20 @ 1 22 ou spot; 114 seller May.
Pork dull and drooping at 22 00 on spot; 2185 seller
May; 22 10 ® 22 124 seller for Juue. Lard advanced
and in fair demand at 15 55 on the spot and seller for
May; 15 75 for seller June. Bulk Meats in fair demand and firm: shoulders atSJc; short rib middles
Whiskey scarce and
at 12c; short clear middles 12J.

•>

SPECIAL

davsT

May;

t.

Boston, Wednesday, April 21.
The shipments of Iwol.s and shoes from this market
to places outside ot New England for the past week
have been 25,831 eases, and 154 cases rubbers, against
2 308 cases lor the same week last year.
shipments from Lvnu tor the week have been
5427 cases, against 6108 cases for the same week last
^

Dosiicuftlc mnrbelN.
New York. April 25$-Evening.-Cotton market
Is quiet and unchanged; sales 1120bales;Middling uplands at 16j[c; forward deliveries opened at 1-32 @
1-16 advance which was afterwards lost With A slight
further decline. Flour—receipts 6294 bbls; demand
quite moderate and prices without decided change;
sales 10,400 bbl«; Superfine Western and State at 4 GO
@ 4 85;extra Western and State at 5 00 @ 5 23; choice
Western and State at 5 30 @ 5 GO; While Wheat Western extra at 5 60 @ 6 25; extra Ohio at 5 05 @ 0 85 i
extra St Louis at 5 25 @ 8 20, including 10U0 bbls of
shipping extras at 5 00 @ 5 30; market closing quiet;
Southern tfour at 5 05 @8 25; Kye Hour firm at 4 35
@ 5 35. Corumeal firm at 4 00 @ 1 75. Wheat—reh
ceipts 50,880 bush; the market is 12 @ 12 better wit
a very moderate export and home trade demand;
1
19
1
(ffi
1
14
at
18;
@
sales 103,000 hush; No 3 Spring
1 21 for No 2 Chicago; 1 19 @122 for No 2 Northwestern ; 1 19 @ 1 24 for No 2 Milwaukee; old do in store
1 26] 1 25 (fay l 99 lor No 1 Spring; 1 14 @ 1 26 1()f untor
graded Iowa and iviiutiesota Spring: 1 27 @ 1 30
Winter Bed Western; 1 30 @ 1 35 for Amber Wesat
nrhi
is
Western.
Rye
tern ; 1 35@ 141 for White
1 00 lor Canadain bond; 1 08 @ 1 10 tor State. Feas
arrive
to
by
in
bond
firmer; sales 5000 bush Canada
the 12th of May at 1 20. Barley is more active; <alcs
45.000 busli D.tuubian at l 30. Barley Malt quiet amt
unchanged. Corn—receipts 17,400 bush; the market
is le better With a fair business doing for export and
home use; sales ot 128,000 bush at 924 @ 93c for Western Mixed afloat ;93 @ 93$c for high Mixed and Yellow Western; 90 @ 904c for Western Mixed in store;
also 10.000 bosh Western Mixed liist half May at 90c.
Oats—the market is more active and tinnej; sales oi
@ 77c
94.000 bush at 73 @ 75Jc for Mixed Western; 75 to
ai~
for White do; also 12,000 bush Mixed Western
at
Kio
rive at 75c. Coffee firm; sales 4000 hags
lb] @
194c golrl. Sugar steady at 81*16@8 5-16c lor fair
to good refining; 8 7-16c for prime; GOO birds ot scant
good Muscovado at 84c; refined dull at 9g@10o; log
Molasses is firm; grocery
lOJc for hard grades.
is
grades scarce and in rleamnd at 44c for test, nice
3000
quiet and unchanged. Petroleum is firmer; sales
bbls crude at 7c; refined quoted at 13ji @ 14c. Tallow
firm at 9 1-16 @ 9Je. Naval Stores—ltosin is dull at
2 074 @ 2 124 for strained. Turpentine is dull at 37
25 for
@ 374c for Spirits. Pork lower at 22 10 @ 22bbls ot
new mess; 100 bbls prime mess at 22 20; 2500
dull.
Beef
55.
40
22
@
new moss seller for Julv at 2*2
Lard lower and quiet; sales 1300 tes prime steam on
1G
5-16
lGScjeeller
@
spot at 16c; 1250 do seller July at
for April a id seller May at lGe. Butter is unchanged;
22c
12 00 15c for Western;‘15 @ 22c for State; 16®
at
for “Western; new State 22 @ 27c. Whiskey quiet

Cm

Cnrdinal Manning Dying.
New Youk, April 22 —The Commercial
Advertiser slates that a cable despatch to hirh
church authority received this morning says
that Archbishop Mauning of Eugland, recently promoted to cardinal.is at the point of death,
His sadden sickness was
aud failing rap dlv.
which he
probably caused by the hard weather
Ironi Rome
experienced when coming hack at
the hands
recently, where be went to receive
of tile Pope the cardinal hat.
The Cuhull iVur-Sbnrkry’* Cn»c,
Cuba letters state that several engagements
recently o curred with the patriots, all of which
Three large
are claimed as Spanish victories.
sugar estates near Cieufuegos were burned the
lltir inst.
There are rumors afloat that »hosllle expedition to Cuba is expected, and men-of-war aro
ordered out to guard tbe coast.
Sbarkey is still at the police headquarters
He will not be sent to the United States immediately. it appears that the Governor General
is not at Havana, and the officials will not give
It
so.
up Sharkey until be orders them to do
is believed, however, that if lie is released
determined
Dawes, who is known to be of as
aud fearless nature as Sbarkey himself, will
make an effort to kidnap him, aod it is stated
that for this service a number persons have
been enlisted, aud tbe convicted murderer will
be hurried ahoad a steamer bound for New
York before the Spanish authorities have an
opportunity of interfering.
Foreign [Voles.
The Irish societies of Montreal, St'-uben and
Ottawa have made arrangements for a great
celebration of O’Connell’s Centenary.
It is rumored that Roncelti, the papal legato
on his visit to this country to confer the beretta
Canada
on Archbishop McCIoskey, will visit
and eoufer the beretta ou Mousignoi llouchet,
Minister of the Montreal diocese.
Father Chniquy, the Canadian Protestant
diviue, is soon to publish a work upon tbe
mysteries of tbe confessional.
The French geographical society has presented a gold inedal to the family of Capt. Hall
the Arctic explorer.
In the House of Commons last evening, Mr.
Sullivan announced that for the purpose of
terminating tbe anomalous relations between
tbe press and House he would nightly call atTbis will
tention to the presence of strangers.
have the effect of coaipeliiog tbe withdrawal
of all persons except members.
The examination of Duchesne, the alleged
conspirator against Bismarck, begun at Brussels yesterday. He refused to give the names

now

have also been reprerentativesof several large hotJsOH
in Cincinnati amt St Louis here looking after orders
and prospecting for thick boots.

•

DON’T
FAIL TO TRY IT.
The following are a lew of the names of those who
have used this remedy: Mrs.Gov.
Cony, Mis. Hon.
dames W. Bradbury, Anson P. Morrill, ei-Governor
of Maine, Mrs. Col. Thomas Lam bard. Mrs. Col.
'ihouias Lang, Hon. J. J. Eveleth, Mayor of
Augusta; Rev. l>r. Ricker, Rev. E. E. Martin, Rev. C. F.
Penny, Rev. Wm. A. Drew, Rev. H. F. Wood, Col.
F. M. Drew, Secretary of State; Hon. J. T. Woodward, State Librarian; Col. Geo. W. Stanley, President First National Bank: lion. B. H. Cushman,
President Granite National Bank; S. W. Lane. Secretary ol Senate; Warren L Alden, Bangor; Charles
C. Nutter, Esq., 27 Tremont St., Boston; Wm. H.
Taylor. Beacon St., Boston; Emory Cook and many
others in Providence: W. F. Morrell, Esq., Portland,
and fifty thousand others too numerous to mention.
Mold

dec!

by nil Druggist*.
sneodaeowGm
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SPELUNO

BURGLARS’ WORK.

A House

on

Deering

Robbed of

a

Street

Entered find

Large Amount.

FesM«» k. nhtftfiw'd «t tbe Periodical Depots
Brunei* & Co., Andrews
tor.cndrn K
and
Chisholm
Kendrick,
Wentworth.
ot tbe city.
Bros., on all trains that run out
At Biddeiord, ot PillBbury.
ot

i'i"

;ioses,:i.B.

At Sax o of L. Bodgdou,
At VVai erville, ol J. h. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewis! on, of French Bros, and

it

~C1TY~AND
New

Stevens & Co.

VICINITY.

Advcrtigemeut* To-Day.

tired.
About six o’clock yesterday morning the
family were aroused by one of the servants who
informed them that the house had been broken
into and a large number of valuables were miss'
ing. The oldest nephew quickly dressed him-

PRESID-

ING.

Simeon W.
Knight. This is an action of slander. Damages
claimed ten thousand doLars. Verdict for tbe plaintiff for two hundred 'dollars. Motion for a new trial
filed.
N. S. Littleheld for plaintiff.
Strout & Gage for defendant.
Henry W. Ellis vs. John M. Fuent. Action to recover for eight weeks services in superintending the
altevation ot Fluent Hall into wliat is now known as
the Portland Museum at $100 per week. On trial.
Thursday.—Kicbard W.

Long

ts.

Loud—Cliffords for plaintiff’.
Howard & Cleaves for defendant.
Municipal
BEFORE

Court.

JUDGE KNIGHT.

Thursday.—John F. Leonard, Michael H. Horrigan, Joseph McGuire, Charles McCigny and John
Donovan. Larceny. Sixty days each.
George H. Winn. Search and seizure. Fined $50
With costs. Paid.
Brief Jottings.
This is the season when the judicious woman
of the house has for dinner pancakes with maple syrup, and her husband praiseth her cook-

ery.—Belfast Journal.

There will be a union temperance meeting
Reformed
this evening at the Allen Mission.
men and others will address the people.
Mr. J. M. Peebles, the great Oriential traveler, will lecture at Arcana Hall on Sunday,before the Spiritual Fraternity, at 3 and 7 o’clock
I>. m.
The elegant parlor cars of the Boston &
Maine railroad having been thoroughly refitted
and newly furnished, will be put on the trains
again on Monday April 2fitb, leaving Boston at
8 a. m. and Portland at 2.15 p. m.
A large number of persons are going to Boston tbis week to see the “Sbaughraun” at the
Boston Theatre.
The Wolf Tone Association are making ar-

rangements for their ball.
Yesterday was a very comfortable day,
sidering what we have been getting.

con-

A delegation from Bosworth Post went to
Biddeford Wednesday night, to attend the anniversary exercises of Sheridan Post. They
had a splendid time.
It is said that the consecration of Bishop
Healy will take place the 11th or 12th of May.
Benjamin Small, mail route agent on the
Portland & Rochester railroad, has been transferred to the Portland & Ogdensburg.
Every member of the Portland Mechanic
Blues is requested to be at the armory this eve-

ning at 7J o’clock.
The Union Square Theatre Company of New
York will open at Music Hall April 29, 30 and
May 1st.
Steamer George Cromwell, from New York,
passed Highland Light, Cape Cod, at 2.30 yes-

terday afternoon.
The Grand Army sociable last evening was a
very pleasant affair.
Over 400 seats were sold yesterday by Stockbridge for the Cary May afternoon concert.
Tickets for secured seats are sold for 50 cents.

Don’t delay.
Wednesday morning

one

of

our

business

moved to give his opinion of “spring,
gentle spring,” in rhyme, which will be found
on the fourth page.
Mr. Winn says it was not his establishment
which was searched, nor his beer which was
seized, when the row took place near Franklin
men

was

street, Wednesday night.
The Fight at sea-—me toiiowing particulars Dave been received in regard to tbe murder of tbe mate of the Lije Houghton, by W.
8. Sheldon:
On the 24th of October last, while the Lije
Houghton, Capt. John Smith, of this port, was
in the North Adriatic, on a voyage from Philadelphia to Gibraltar, the first mate, Edward

Smith, and one of the sailors, named William
S. Sheldon, became engaged in a quarrel, during which the former received a stab wound in
the left shoulder, from which he subsequently
died. It appears that the trouble first arose
through the mate striking the other in the face.
Sheldon says he struck the mate back, and that
the latter beat him with a belaying pin, whereupon he drew a knife and stabbed him. Part
of the blade broke off in the shoulder, and an
was performed to remove it, after

operation

The vessel proceeded on
which Smith died.
her voyage, and sailed from Messina on her reSheldon was arturn voyage to New York.
rested Tuesday afternoon in that city, by DepUnited States Marshal Dubert, and United

uty

States Commissioner Osborn held him for ex-

amination._
Miss Cameron’s Benefit.—The house at
the Museum last evening was unmistakable
proof of the high esteem in which Miss Victoria Cameron is held by the people of Portland. Not only was every seat taken, but
chairs and benches were brought into requisition, and the lobby an! aisles were filled with
spectators who were obliged to stand.

The hearty and long-continued applause
which greeted Miss Cameron on her appearance must have been very gratifying to her as
She cerevincing tbe regard of her auditors.
tainly played even better than usual, idcited
undoubtedly by the liberal commendation of
In response to
house before her.
tbe

packed
repeated calls she came befoie the curtain aDd
expressed her thanks very neatly and with
much feeling.
There is no need to
cism of “Saratoga.”
are obvious enough.
taining play, and its

go into an extended critiIts merits and defects
It is certainly an enterextravagances are very
amusing. The character of “Efiio Remington”
the rather rapid young lady who is supposed to
the American watering-piace oene,
received
discriminating treatment at Miss
Cameron’s hands, aDd was a brilliant and vi.
Indeed, it was one of
vacious impersonation.
her happiest efforts, and for that reason pecuappropriate to her benefit eight. She is

represent

liarly

to be congratulated upon the selection made.
The support, which we have no space to dwell
main excellent.
upon to-night, was in the
The play will be repeated this evening, in
accordance with request, so as to give ail an
to see it.

opportunity

self and tried to arouse the other young man,
but he found it very difficult as he appeared to
be drugged, and the room had a strong order
about it At last he was aroused and the two
young men proceeded to look about the house.
The outside doors were still fastened as they
A back window in
were left the uight before.
the kitclieu was about half open and the front

parior window
house looked

overhauled,

Merrimac
He has

an

on

the Nashua and Rochester R. R.

excellent reputation in this business.
Notes.—The plans

Building
houses to be

for the block of

built by S. Rounds & Sons, on
marPearl street, and the job will be put in tbe
ket in a few days.
on
C. C. Chapman is to build a fine stable
The wa is will be of
bis lot on Spring street.
brick, with a French roof, slated. The buildbe
ing will front on Clifford street, and will
Mr. C.
of the finest stables in the city.
H. Kimball is drawing the plans. It will he
30x30 feet.

one

Alarm of Fire.—The alarm of fire yesterday afternoon at 2J o’clock from box 53 was
caused by a small house in West Commercial
street, takieg fire from the spark of a locomotive. The whole department was called out
but the fire was put out with one or two pails
of water long before the steamers arrived,
tVoodford’aCorucr.
W. C. D. C. The entertainment at Woodford’s Corner last evening was a deserved sucThe drama “Dowd by the Sea,” and the
cess.
farce “Dandelion’s Dodger," were presented in
By request, the
a very satisfastoiy manner.
eutcitaiumcnt will he repeated to-night, the
admission being reduced to fifteen cents.

The

unfastened.

though it

had

and

whole

been

generally

on

the floor
candle in

greese spots
showed that the burglars had used a
their work. When the young lady retired she
locked and bolted her door, and in the morning
when she was aroused by the servants the door
The only closet in
was still locked and bolted.
the room would not contain a man, and she is
in the
very certain that he was not concealed
It is thought tho man
room when she retired.
must have entered through the window, and
was
escaped the same way. All her wardrobe
overhauled and a lot of valuable jewelry and
$200 in money belonging to Mr. Fenn was

memento,

was

taken. A plain gold ring,
taken among other things.
The room occupied by tho young gentlemen
was on the front side of the house. The youngest one slept in a small room off from it.
The oldest one was relieved of a $150 gold
watch and chain, about $50 in money and a lot
a

of jewelry. A handsome scarf-pin was left, a
little platinum boat (of but small value intrinwas
sically hut a keepsake, aud an heirloom)
carried off. The younger nephew lost a most
valuable collection on silver coins, many of
in Kurope at great expense. He
them

gathered
lost a gold

watch and chain worth over
also
$100, and a sum of money aud considerable
in
jewelry. One of tho servant girls had $30
money taken from her bureau, and a gold ring.
A valuable gold watch and chain, and jewelry
to Mrs. Fenn wore taken. Tho re-

belonging

volver belonging to the youngest nephew was
taken from his coat pocket and left on a stand
at the bed side.
The burglars visited Mr. Fenn’s study, where
Here they fouud a
they made a good haul.
private desk where Mr. Fenn kept a number
of valuables. A new lock was on the door, and
it was with a great deal of difficulty that the
cracksmen forced the doors open. It is not
known how much property they got here, as no
A
one knew of its contents except Mr. Fenn.
bond holder was found on the floor acd it is
feared that the desk contained several thousand
dollars worth. Among the valuables that the
known to contain was the elegant
gold watch presented to Mr. Fenn by the High
street parish. It was valued at $400.
About $G000 worth of real silver ware was on
the table in the young lady’s room, but they
left it undisturbed. After rausaeking the upthe baseper part of the house they went into
ment aud made a good square meal on old
desk

ves-

auy clew to trace

the

but were unable to find
robbers by.
Later—X despatch received last evening from
Mr. Fenn, states that he deposited his bonds
and valuable watch in the Safety Deposit
Vault before he left home. This lessens the
loss considerably.
Portland Society el Natural History.
The regular meeting was held April 19th. the
President in the chair. The President reported
that in accordance with the vote of the society
he had acknowledged the donation of Hon.

John Mussey.
He also made a verbal communication in relation to the Canadian caterpillar that for some
years past has been making extensive ravages
in that region. Sir Hugh Allan showed the
clusters of eggs seeured near the tops of the
of the pear trees to Mr. J. L, Farmer of
this city and he upon his return home found
what appeared to be the same upon trees in his
garden, specimens of which are upon the table.

twigs

Through Mr. Farmer we have received twigs
also from Canada, bearing clusters of eggs, and
upon close comparison under the microscope
cannot detect any difference, certainly not so
between these and the clusters of the
common tent caterpillar that infests the wild
cherry and other trees by the roadside, or in
neglected orchards and gardens, a specimen of

great

as

which is furnished by Mr. Thomas Jones,
without doubt they belong to that class.
A colony of these caterpillars from Mr. Far-

but

that had been hatched in this
room, was on the table. Not having been able
to furnish them with their appropriate food,
after living about a week they had nearly all
died. Those under the microscope appear of a
mer’s

garden

nearly
black

VESTRY.

well

The vestryjof the Plymouth church was
filled and the audience evinced unusual interest in the exercises. The words were rather
but the

difficult,

displayed

younger ones

a

good degree of orthographical alertness before
they retired. The contest between Messrs.
Neal, Payson, Waite, Waldron and a few
others Was Very’spirited. Mr. Waite was the
champion of the first class,and only succumbed
of the hardest words had been
hurled at him. The second class was made up
Mr. Neal, the Register of
of volunteers.
Probate, was the victor, and as such he Challenged Mr. Waite and invited Messrs. Payson
when

score

a

and Waldron to take a hand. About fifty very
difficult words again cleared the seats, Mr.
Neal being the last, all fcur going out on simple words, “emanation” taxing Idr. Waite,
Mr.’Payson. while Mr. Neal met

firft
Prize Declamation at Colby.—The
prize at the Sophomore declmaation Wednesday
to

evening at Colby Uuiversity, was awarded
M.
Edwin F. Lyford and the second to John
deservFoster, both of Waterville. Davis was

“dissyllable”

his fate in “satellite.”
FREE STREET LITERARY

SOOIETY.

an

ing of high praise, though disqualified by
the
impediment in his voice from attaining
well and
prize. Drummond and Looney spoke
effectively. Much interest was also manifested
The readin the piece declaimed by Smith.
were very
Coburn
Miss
Mann
and
Miss
ings by
well
finely done. Both have pleasing voices,
cultivated, with much facility in expression.

The members of the Free Street Literary
Society had their first spell last evening at the
The attendance was
vestry of the church.
large and oyer §20 was taken at the door.
Geo. F.
esq., gave out the words and

Emery,

X). D. Patten acted as umpire. The words
given out were unusually puzzling, but the
spellers stood up well. Deacon Curtis was the
Mr.
first to go dowu, and received a chromo.
was the winner of the first

The exhibition as a whole was very satisfacmusic,
tory. The Waterville band afforded the
one of its members belonging to the class,and
-Hthree others beiog from the college.

Edgar Deering

The entera copy of Whittier’s poems.
tainment was in every way a success.

prize,

STATE NEWS.

CASCO STREET CHURCH.

Casco street vestry was crowded last evening
by the friends of the parish, who were bent
Rev. Mr. Perkin3 proupon having a spell.
nounced the words and L. M. Webb, esq., was
umpire. In the;first class Miss Stront bore off
the honors, and received as a prize a copy of

FBANKLIN COUNTY
two
The Farmington Chronicle says tint
of the
young men at Jerusalem, employes
Franklin Laud and Lumber Company, one
named Perkins from Oxford county, the other
from Penobscot county, named Maryfield, got
into a quarrel the other day about an axe.
Maryfield heat Perkins until he cru d enough,
■when the? parted and went about their work.
Soon after another combat took place; they
oame together, Perkios armed with a canthook, and Maryfield with an axe. They both
struck the same time; or rather Perkins struck
and Marvfield threw the axe, cutting three
boles in P.’s bat and one in his head near the
temple. Perkin’s blow took effect on Maryfield’s head, felliug him to the ground, where
It is
he received another of the same slice.
said Maryfield hears well out of one ear.

Tennyson’s poems. Miss Strout is an excellent
speller. The next class spelled words from the
Transcript, in the Josh Billings style.Tbis way
of spelling was not a success and it was nearly
impossible to tell who did spell the worst, although the prize, a bag of pea nuts, was given
to Mrs. Perkins. At the close of this spell a
class was formed to try some of the real hard
words. The result was that the class was soon
all seated. Weasel was too much for Lawyer
Miss Ella
Webb and he yielded his place.

Pbinney

was

rv A

the fortunate person iu the class.

be brought to the notice of the

{public:

A short walk, gives me good Excsise.
Its A healthy and good. Moral prise.
It fills ones lungs, with new fresh Air.
And Makes the Body. Robust and fair.

KENNEBEC

Gorham.

spelling

match in

was an

old fashioned

Congregational vestry. Judge

Waterman was a right royal school master,
and Prof. Wilson an efficient umpire. There
were twenty on a side; and the fact that the
ladies who haven’t been to school for twenty
the contest
years or more, long maintained
alone, will cause the younger ones to look after
tkeir spelling-books.

uniform brown color, the head being
nearly so, the body sparsely covered

or

with long hairs of a tawny or dirty grayish
white color standing in threes upon conical
shaped black spiracles. It has eight feet upon
each side, three upon the anterior segments of
a pointed form, four upon the middle segments
of au elephant foot shape and one of a similar

form upon the hind segment.
It remains to be seen whether it will prove
to be a new comer that is about to present its
claim to a share in the ravages that have been
going on for a few years past iu our ornamental shade and fruit trees. They correspond
very well to the description of the Clisiocarpa
Sylvatica of Harris, but it will be necessary
wait for the full grown larva before coming to
to a decision.
Upon Sir Hugh Allan’s
ago, they literally
a grove of several
acres of oaks, maples and beeches near his
residence, causing great destruction among the
A lady who was preseut informs me
trees.

grounds, about eight years
stripped all the leaves from

that in the evening the noiBe made by the
movements of their jaws was very audible, and
after committing these ravages, they came
down the trunks of the trees in such dense
masses that it was easy to imagino that they
had been robod in sable furs. They spread oat
over all the grounds, invading the walls and

steps of the house in compact columns and
though swept up and disposed of by numerous
basketsful yet in a short time their places were
filled by others. A sharp frost that occurred
soon after the hatching of the caterpillars four
five years ago seemed to have the effect of

thinning their numbers and though present
every year they have not again committed such
S'r
wholesale destruction as above described.
Hugh had the impression that this caterpillar
Mr. Frothingwas a new comer but the Itev.
ham of that city ihlnks that ravages of a similar character were committed by this same inseet some thirty years ago
Mr. C. Ii. Fuller exhibited the fully grown
shellof an echinus or sea urchin that had been
deeply aDd exteusively compressed, yet a
transverse section shew uo signs of fracture up
Ho also presented the
on the inner surface.
dead shell of mya trnncata found by him upon
the shore at Peaks Island aud from this hint he
expects to be able to obtain the living slioll this
With the ixception of a small one
season.
that he found at Jewcll’H Island some years ago
this is the first time that this shell has been
found in this region its nearest native place be-

ing Eastport.
Mr. L. Daniels, taxidermist, called attention
shot at
to a fine specimen of red necked grebe
Scarbcrough presented by Mr. Thus. Libby.
its deusity
Tlic beauty of tbe breast plumage,
to it,
aud softness giving a fur like appearance
bird for tbe purthis
for
demaud
a
has caused
and they are made into laposes of tbe furrier
sell at a high
dies’ muffs, collars etc., that
Other donaname of Grebe.
the
under
price
Mr. Geo. Kich,
from
announced
tions were
Mr. II. B. Siiurtleff and
Capt. I. S. Sturdivant,
Mr. A. L. Burothers as per donation book.
Ad
bank was elected an active member.

jourued.___

B.
Mechanic ; Association. —Mr. Johu
Thorndike lias been chosen superintendent of
the Maine Charitable Mechanic Association,
aud J. M. Peck, E. P. Banks aud A. H. Waite

library committee.

Notes from the State Tress.
What

oar

Contemporaries

Speaking of
Lodge of Good

arc

saying.

ing excursions.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Whig says that the steamer Cambridge
was badly injured by floating ice the other day
that she has gone into dry dock at Boston for
repairs.
The Whig says that it is understood that Mr.
Oak, who has been a trustee for eight years,
and whose term expires within a few days, posdone
itively declines a renomiuation. He lias and
most efficient service to the institution,
hard
be
will
it
in
should he persist
declining,
to fill the vacancy.
The directors of the Maine Central Railroad
while in Bangor on Tuesday, consulted with a
large number of the leading merchants and
shippers, with a view to learn as nearly as possible, the feeling concerning the rates of freight
and the direction in which changes seem most
largely

The Belfast Journal says that on Thursday
of last week a boy named John Nash, aged six
years, who with his mother was visiting Mrs.
Isaac Dunbar, living in the rear of Delano’s
barber shop, on Main street, accidentally discharged a shot gun in one of the back rooms.
The charge of buckshot with which the gun
was loaned, passed through tbe floor and lodged alarmingly Dear Frank Jordan, a candy
The recoil of the
maker, in a room beneath.
gun drove the breech through the lathings of
was
the
but
the wall,
boy
uninjured. The gun
had been a long time loaded and forgotten.
Mr. F. A. Euss has taken from a ledg on his
farm in the western part of Belfast, a specimen
which strongly resembles silver bearing rock.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.

There is a centenarian living in Trescott.
His name is Charles McCurdy, aged 101 years!
He is very smart. Walks one and a half mile
His sight
to attend'Catholic church Sunday.
is good, can read easily. He manufactured the
season’s stock of wood at tho .door during a

examine patients from nine‘O’clock in the
morning until five in the afternoon. To-day
and to-morrow are the last opportunities for
seeing him again for several mouths. Dr.
Howe is a regularly educated physician, and
has had most remarkable success In treating
diseases of the lungs, liver, kidneys, blood,
etc. \Ve were in another city a few months
since, when the Doctor was there, and his par-

literally jammed with patients, several of whom had been saved by his treatment.
He is frank with his patients, and does not profess to perform impossibilities. If he can do
lors

call attention to the advertisement of W.
B. Morris, relating to a house for sale.

■^B

Kendall & Whitney offer for the season of
1875 a choice stoek of Flower and Vegetable
Seeds. Seed catalogues free to all.

apr20WF&S
That substantial and successful company,the
Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United
States, so favorably represented in this city by

Wa200C

Jotham P. Clark, has just issued publications
exhibiting the actual results of its Tontine pol-

into

icies.

scythe factory.

Calculations have been made showing the
experience of the past seven years, which prove
that the accumulated surplus on policies of this
class is larger than the dividends heretofore declared by any company on any plan o( insurance on policies of the same age.
The following example exhibits the exact
issued July !), 1869, at the
condition of a

vesA crew is at work ou Mr. Stevens’ new
her oil
sel at Cutler. Mr. S. iuteuds to get
early in tbe season.
The Fairti,eld Chronicle says that the lumal
bermen of that village have recently sold

their New York lumber, aud a Portlaud sur
to shipment.
vevor is now surveying it prior
The starting up of tbe scytho shop and wool

new life to tbi
on mill at East Wilton gives
little village.
Business is said to he taking a little start a!
now
r.ockport, many of tbe lime kilns being
in operation and quite a number of vessels load

constipation, costiveuess, indigestion,
dyspepsia, biliousness, bilious fever, inflammation of the bowels, piles, aud all derangements
Warranted to effect a
of the internal viscera.
positive cure.
Price 23 cents per box. Sold by druggists.
W. F. Phillips & Co., wholesale agents.
ache,

Periodicals.—Scribner’s and the other
magazines for May have been received,
aud are for sale at Wentworth’s, No. 553
Congress Street, corner of Oak street, at
Hall L. Davis, Exchange Street, and Augustus Robinson’s, under the Falmouth Ho-

tel ; also at the book and periodical depot of
Messrs. Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall.
Also at the newspaper and periodical depot of
Geo. H. Marquis, No. 80 Exchange street, and
at the hook, periodical and newspaper establishments of C. R. Chisholm & Bro., in the
Eastern and Grand Trunk depots.

The Corticelli sewing silk cannot fail to become a universal favorite by those who delight
in neat aDd durable hand or machine sewing.
And, pray, who does not?
Economical New lood.—25 cents will buy
oss Panne,made from pure
of Sen
Irish moss, wbicn will make 50 kinds of dishes,
such as cakr =,pies, puddings, etc or 10 quarts
of custards, jellies,icreams, Charlotte Russe,
blanc mauge, etc. Sold by all Druggists and
a

premium,
■

Serious Accident in Baldwin.—Our Wes:
correspondent writes that Luthe

Baldwiu
from hi |
Pitch, Esq of Sebago, was thrown
down a hill, nea r
carriage Tuesday while riding
his hip
Valley Ledge, in Baldwin, fracturing
of his son-in
He was taken to the residence
about half a mile distant
law, John W. Flint,
l
attended by JJrs. Norton of Baldwin, am

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*
Salesroom 176 Fore Street,
(Office 13 Exchange Street.)

TwentyThousand

aprl6eod dawly*

(Jtoccrs.

Fragrant Sozodont hardens and invigorates
the gums, purities aud perfumes the breath,
cleanses, beautifies and preserves the teeth
from youth to old age. Sold by all druggists.

Dollars

First Grand Opening

All the New Designs

Streets,

Shapes and Colors.
NEWAND NOBBY,

ap23dtt

Me.

unfurnished.
furnished
BY rooms,
must be large and facing south

or

satisfactory.

^

Total amount paid in five years,
725.33
Accumulated Cash Surplus
Over 50 per cent, of the amount paid.
Further illustrations and explanations may
be obtaiued from the state manager of the
company at No. 05 Exchange street.
Now is the time to take those knives, orks,
tnem respoons, &c. into the platers and have
plated as good as new at half the cost.

“jf/te Flace,"
A. H. Atwood, 27 Market Square.
TTh &S-tf.

SATURDAY, Airil24th. at 2* o’clock p. m.,
at West side of Custom House Wharf, where
she now lies, we shall sell the tine and fast sailing
Yacht Ray, with her tackle, apparel and furniture.
She is 34 ions. 53 feet long, and 15 feet beam, aud
one of the finest Yachts on the New England Coast.
Terms cash or approved pa{»er.
K. O. BAILEY Sc Co.,, Auctioneer*.

ON

dtd

Valuable
ON

—

STREET

AT AUCTION.
.Ilondny, April -JOlh,

On

—

ns

3 o’clock P. Ilf.

shall sell the desirable Real Estate, No.!»
Spruce street. The House contains 14 rooms,
well arrange1 i, ample Closets, cemented cellar, brick
cistern, new furnace, perfect drainage, gas throughout. Lot 120 x 36 feet. A fine garden on the lot.
Terms at sale.
F.O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneers.

WE

ap20___dtd
Guardian’*) Sale oi Real Estate.

exhibited in this State

from

the Honorable Judge

to license from

of Rrobate witbin and for the county of CumPURSUANT
the premises to
sale
berland, I shall sell at

public

on

said county, on Wednesday, the
twenty-sixth day of May, A. D. 1875, at two o clock
in the afternoon, the following described real estate
to Charles A. Haskell and ADnie M. Haskell, minor children and heirs of l>exter V. Haskell,
Situated in said Westbrook and
deceased, viz:
bounded northerly by the county road leading from
Saccarappa village to Cumber and Mills village, and
land ot Adeline H. Haskell; easterly by said Adeline
H. Haskell’s land; southerly by land of Alonzo LibM.
by, ami westerly by land ot one Guilford, of Mrs.
A. Brigham, of G. & L. P. Warren, and the estate
of Charles Quinby; said premises being crossed by
the Portland and Rochester Kailr ad.
FAB1US M. Kay, Guardian of said minors.

Westbrook,

tho

in

belonging

BERLIN

PARIS,

AND

NEW

No effort has been spared to procure tho most

Choice, Fashionable and Desirable
Goods of all Grades,

Before the War.

api23d3w

April 22,1875.

MORGAN Sc CO.,

AUCTIONEERS

which will be Bold at

largest and best

Property

AND

—

as-

PRICES !

POPULAR

—

Commission Merchants,

sortment to be found in

No. 18 Exchange St., Portland.
We have secured tho services of some of the best
modistes in the country, and can confidently promise
to furnish anything in the

C. D. B. Fisk & Co, Millinery and Manteau

u

a aid

_

At Priy ate Sale.
agents for the sale of“Herring Sc Farrel’s champion Safes. “Wiegands” Patent Sect km &
Steam Boiler, “H»»kin»” Steam Engine*, ‘‘Blake*
Chemical
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Littlo Giant
Fire Engine.
M. & Co.

are

second to none, and at prices which cannot be
beaten in the Boston and New York markets. Our
experience has been extended and practical, and we
that we can
may modestly affirm that we believe
satisfaction in anything in our line at the most

line

ONE PRICE

give

0fflee,

Wanted.

REASONBALG

AGENTS to sell the Union Carnet Stretchevery
iUU cr and Tafk Hammer Combined, inUnited
city and town in Maine. Apply to Greeley 2
1
and
and
a.
m.
p. m.
7
States Hotel, between and.8
apr23

RATES.

./CCC

HOUSE

Statement of the Treasurer for the
Ending Dec. HI, 1874.

Year

expenses.£5
569,138 47

Operating

Interest account...
Leases, rents, etc.

°o,e»i

ou

§156,379 43

Net earnings.

Applications for Bonds may be made to the undersigned, to any Bankers and Brokers in the state, and
& CO., Boston.
to Messrs. 1UCHAKDSON, HILL

J. B. BROWN & SONS,
BANKERS. PORTLAND.
dlwt2awtt

apr3

_

BONDS
Portland

®!88

■

®

Bath
Belfast

:

■

&s
® 8

,

Bangor

O.,
Cleveland “
Toledo
Chicago

7 8

*

?,s

*

•
■

■

Cook County
Looisville K.v.,
Maine Central B. R.

‘,s

*

i.s

ARTS.

Schumacher
Will open to-day

a

Painting

Bros.

splendid line of

Grand

Opening

—AND—

ENGRAVINGS

—

just received from the Art Gallery ofM KnoedicrAVo. ofNrw York, embracing the latest
reproduction of all the celebrated Paintings which
have been on Exhibition at the well known Art
da llcr y of doupil Ac Co. at Pnri-, France.
All lovers of Fine Arts should improve this opportuon Exhibinity to inspect these goods as they will be
tion only for a short time. Ike prices are fixed to
suit.

6 s

FOB SALE BY

SCHUMACHER

I WILL EXHIBIT

apl9

H.M.Payson&Co.
Bankers & Brokers,

Manufactured by

CHIPMAN & AGER,

O

GREEN,
BL, PORTLAND.

MOULTON

aprU_ll3w

10K.

32EXCHANGEST.

is impossible to namo au tno arucies.
all the ladies, buying or not, to call and
goods and prices,
It

NO

PROPOSALS

quality

Per Order of Committee,

BRUNEL, Chairman.

<Uwis

DUNCAN, SHERMAN & CO.
BANKERS
NASSAU ST., NEW YORK
LETTERS OF
Issue CIRCULAR NOTES aart
CREDIT for TRAVELERS IN EUROPE AND THE
in
the
all
available
EAST,
principal cities; also for
TELEuse in tlie United States, West Indies, &c.
to LONDON, PARIS,
TRANSFERS
GRAPHIC
CALIFORNIA, HAVANA, MEXICO, CHINA, JAPAN, iStc. Accounts of banks, Bankers and others
jaleodly
received.
Non. 9 A II

~

MORE THAN EYEK.
Arc

we now

prepared

to suit al!

prepared lo turnisli

SPRINKLING TUBS.
5

us a call.

give:

Capacity 300 gallons.

Address

W. EL HALL.
deod&w4w

mar30

MOLASSJES.

I

shall close out within

LOW

VERY

A

AT

SMITH; GAGE & CO.

d3w

Lumber for Sale.
PINE LUMBER for ship building
railroads, factories, bridges, etc., furnished t<
order l»y tlie cargo. Mooring and step boards, plan!
tor sale, to arrive per barkentino L‘zzie
Heyer am
Elizabeth Ann from Savannah.
Will be sold lew
CURTIS & DAVIS,
Applvto
1
152 Commercial St.
apr2id2w

SOUTHERN

—

Peering Block.
dislm

FROM

—

WALSH BRO’S CONSERVATORY,
NOIVANTUM HILL, BB1GHTOX,
wiU take place

on

the

Cor. of Exchange and Middle Sts.,
—ON-

30

GRASS SEEDS.

(lays,

FIGURE,

EUREKA

BED I0UNGI

23
400

“
“

STYLES

Whitney,

l
the
The pant long cold winter faroring
cutting and storage of Jan uiinmally large
»toeIc ot Ice. we offer it to oar customer*
nt the following

—AND-

S E E D

Offices.
10 11.8.
20

from

SbCO

MONTHLY PRICES.
10 lbs.
20

dtt

GOODS.

daily,

per

(ltf

“BUTTER

We

we are now

VERMONT

BUTTER,
HAND PICKED PEA BEANS.

atest

GAGE

&

CO.

No. 7.

Extra Baldwin Apples.

PACKED

*

ALL

No. 11 Exchange Street.

Clapp's Block, Congress St,

■

r

Herds Grass, Clover and Red
—

ap20d2w

aprcUdtf

U. S. Hotel.

BY

Top,

—

143 Commercial Street.
mal8iadit
Portland, March 17, 1875.
FOR SALE,

Manufacturing Company

of cement pipes. Also contractors for constructing
Pipe
sewers, digging wells, cementing cellars, etc.
Works. Corner Fox and Cove Sts., Portland, Me.
J. L. SMITH,
Send all orders to

FOR SALE

HARRIS & LITTLEFIELD,

persons

Pierce

im

Press Office.

GRASS SEKh.

interested in drainage will find it to
their advantage to call on the

EVERGREEN CEMETERY.

ap22dl w

N. 4) CRAM.

istf____

DRAINAGE.

wee! t
up fresli on the Farm about a
ago, and for sale low by
WM. AthEK, JB,

ANY

BONNETS.

MBS. X. P. JOHNSON,
MISS E. D. CLARK.

having a lot, improved, or partly
k to
proved, iu Evergreen Cemetery, ttat
LVLKGKLEJn,
sale, please address

I C E

Fancy Goods, Hosiery, Gloves, &c.

200 BARBELS

apl3<listf

Furnished and Shipped by

Also Novelties in

apr3<13 w

one

AND

for the yeur

PURE

CARGOES OF

in

HATS

92 Coiumrrcinl St., (Thouian B’llt

apr21dlw

styles

month.-50
2.50

e^tomers

our

**«

ice;

that
friends and
line of the
prepared to exhibit a complete

would inform

Ml “U*l
four month*.

IV. h.—Customer* supplied
nl proportionate rate*.

JOHNSON & CLARK.

AN1) beans.

or

•“

A. R. BUTLER.
ap.o

June to October I,...*5.00

«

Utoullilr rale* apply lo

STORE,

NEW

worth double the money.

daily,

«

the whole UMWi

PORTLAND, ME.

fel>23

—

RATES:

REDUCED

Price, f.r 1ST*, f.r Fninilirii and

Henson

AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

—

25 CENTS PER YARD.
arc

“
“
“

Kendall &

DRESS GOODS
Many of them

Ohio Clover Seed.
Pen Vine Clover Seed.
ANike Clover Seed.
While Dutch Clorer Seed.
Milieu.
Hungarian Brass.
orchard Brass Seed.
Kenluckr Blue Brass Seed.

Also large assortment Vegetable and Flower Seeds.
For salo at the lowest cash price.

_dtf
We shall offer This Daj

AT

“

200

npld

—

400
200
200

400
400

HARLOW,

OF

I

Clover

Michigan Clover Seed.

300

230 Federal Street—New Number,

CHOICE

D. W.CLARK & CO.

Meed*

requires my whole attentiou to its manufacture.

J. B.

Jllh.

No* 17 Market Street.
2000 Bugs Herd Brass Seed
‘‘
Bed Top (Seed.
IOOO
“
Northern New Vork
OOO

Cotingtes, Knsy Chairs, l*H r I or Choirs
JPnrlor Hulls. Mirrors, Sofas, Chamber
sets, Hpriug Beds, Waitresses,. &c,
as tlie increasing demand for

THE

and

ap20__

My entire stock of

For sale by
apr5

Roses, Carnations, Calla Lilies,
Heliotropes, Ac., Ac.,

CARDS.

April add, 23d

"CLOSING OUT.

SMITH,

choice selection of

embracing all the different varieties of

Thursday» Friday and Saturday,

For sale by

INKIV SAGt \ MOLAJNSEN.
INK W I'BENFUGOM i?10LA«4»ES.
NEW PORTO RICO 'JIOhASMKftl.

and Flowers,

Plants

(Uf

apl2

second-hand Water Carts lot

sale Cheap.

apl3

OF

SALE

A SPECIAL

rates.

deod4w

aprl

No.4

ICE

—

ting.bcst looking and most service,
able boots ever made.
HI. O. PALMER.

Plants & Flowers

uivue

T. LOBENSTEIN,

by the quantity and for family uso, at reasonable

customers with the casict fit-

our

dte2m

respectfully,

Ho. 8 Cross-Street,
Are

Marrett,Bailey&Co.

examine

eo<1tf

will be received by the Committee on
Cemeteries and Public Grounds until 4 o’clock
all maP, M. SATURDAY, 24tli inst., for furnishing
terial and labor for painting the fenca amt outside of
CemeWestern
the
of
on
the
grounds
small building
to be
tery. The fence in all its parts, both sides,
and
lead
while
with
best
coats
painted two
best
oil; tbe external walls of the building with and qualtrimfor
walls
tinted
and
oil,
ity white lead
mings as the committee may designate. All imperThe work to be
fections in each to be well puttied.
completed to the satisfaction ot said committee on or
next.
of
fifteenth
May
before the
The committee reserve tlie right to 1 eject bids
which they consider not for the interest of the city.

apr20

CURTIS,

&

DYER

PORTLAND.
my27

Can be placed upon the wall forone (oarlh
the rout of Frevo Painting in Oil.

apt*

Gimps, Ornaments,
Fringes, New Braids.
Finest Jewelry in Garnet,
Buttons in all sizes,
Imported Back Combs,
Hosiery, Gloves,
Corsets, etc.

08 Commercial Street, Hoaton.
I have boon appointed Agent for the above named
at manyeast, and am prepared to supply the trade
uiaeturer’s prices.
No.

NO.

ranted permanent.

The finest Assortment of Goods,
in Quality as well as Quantity,
Hamburg Edgings and Insertions,
Worsted Work in all varieties,
Heal and Imitation Laces,

YE3AST,

CYRUS

Orenne or .oil of any kin.! can be rewater
moved from it by the u.e of soap mid
without affecting the color, which are war

the
Having been appointed agent, in Portland for
sale of the above, we respectfully Invite the attention
of the public to its extraordinary merits.

—

The 21st of April,

EXTRA DRY HOP

»eb!83od

ON

WEDNESDAY,

___

SUBPKISB

lOO MIDDLE STREET.
sep24

BROS.,

—

It Covers Defects In the Plastering
which no Oil Painting will do.

IS PEREECTLY WASHABLE.

—

Spring Fancy Goods.

DEEBING BLOCK.

5

SWAY X BARRETT,

A.

OF

in Oil.

by Dampness.

Is not Affected

CARBON PHOTOGRAPHS

STEEL

perfect Substitute for Freseo

A

French Photographs,

?,s
7 8

E. k N. American R. R. Gold
=

ram its

_,13m

■

■

Lewiston

8 TEMPLE STREET.

FINE

OIL PAINTED

dtf

ap!6

apl2

Something Mew.

H. F. GOLDEN.

AND

Agent._apr23dlw»

PRICE 95ASD ACCRUED I NT.

our

MIDDLE

233

lor Rent
No. 47 Wilmot Street, in brick block.
Contains ten rooms, in good order, gas and SeRent §3.25.
Apply toWM. H. JERwater.
bago
R1S, Real Estate

Maine Central 7 per cent. Conso's.

are respectfully invited to call and
stock before purchasing elsewhere.

(gg-Thc public
examine

__

A

$281.70
1,408.50

AUCTION.

SPRUCE

YORK MARKETS.

The

RAY

YACHT

Select Lines

COSTUMES

and to be sold at Prices

lief-

west,

presB

of the

—

AND

—

or

Address

one

MILLINERY

Bought Cheap,

Tenement Wanted.
from 3 to 6
gentleman and wife a tenement of Two
of the

rooms

IN

*Sc.

ap!7

occasion

most
—

this State.

THE

that

o’clock A. M.,
shall sell Par-

__d3t

—

on

»e

1SAII.EY Si CO., Auctioneer.-

O.

lishment of C. P. Kimball & Co.

and

Hiram.

lor, Dining
Crockery and Glass Ware, Stoves,

Under the Preble House—former Estab-

Nothing old or shopWe shall present
worn.
Every garment
Largest and

at 10

Furniture, Carpets.

_A_T

Cor. Congress and Preble

Carpets, &c.,
April

—

STORE,

dtd

21th,
ONatSATURDAY,
salesroom, 176 Fore street,
Room aud Kitchen
F.

AT

—

Auctioneers.

AT AUCTION.

Wednesday, April 21,

a man

Knox Stallions, LIGHTFOOT AND HI HAM,
will make the season of 1875 at the stable ot
LOVEITT & RECORDS, No. 10 Plum Street, Portland Me. For further particulars address JOS. W.
LOVElTr or EBEN G. PERRY, Box 1541, Portland,

—

OUR MEW

THAN

Liglitfoot

F. O. Bailey & C’o.j
apr20

ap22

to fit all sizes and ages.

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

Stallions,

ON

—

CLOTHING !

LOWER

Knox

ON

Furniture,

Boys’ and dins’

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

WANTED,

AUCTION.

Friday, April 23rd, at 10 o’clock a. m, at
House No. 12 Mechanic street, we shall sell tbo
Furniture, Crockery, Bedding, Stoves, &c.

Fashion !

ever

with small capital, to engage
in the manufacture and sale of an article for
elsethis state. The article is having a great sale
Address H.
where. A good chance tor a carpenter.
A. W., office of the Press, stating where an interview can be had.
apr23d3t*
Portland, Auril 19, 1875.

AT

OF

lens’

&c7,

urnTtube,

f

OF

WORTH

C. W. ALLEN.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday at salesroom, 17B Foro street,
commencing at 9 o’clock a. m.
oc3dtf
Consignments solicited.

Emporium

aprl9d&wlw

A Good Business Chauce.

». O. BAILEY.

GOLDEN’S

package

policy

age of 37, and on the fifteen-year term:
Policy No. 45,103, for $10,000, annual

aud clearing for southern ports.

Swasey of Cornish.

were

the patient no good he frankly tells him so.
Thus far the Dr. has been kept busy as usual,
whenever ho ha3 visited our city.

the

liver pills aro
perfectly tasteless, elegantly coated, for the
the
stomach, liver, bowcure of all disorders of
els, kidneys, bladder, nervous diseases, headArabian

S. D. Howe’s

Dr.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

S. D. Howe,
of New York, the celebrated discoverer of the
Arabian Milk Cure, by which thousands have
been cured of consumption, is still at the Falmouth Hotel, parlors 5 aDd 6, where he will

follows:
cation,
inBy the above it will bo seen that the act,
stead of being oppressive or arbitrary, is simowes
to
ply performing a duty which society or brutal
the unfortunate children of degraded
whatparents or guardians, as it has no bearing
to do their
ever upon those who are willing
heard
stout, ablechildren justire. We have
bodied men assert that they could not subsist
without the assistance of their boys of ten or
If they
twelve years during the entire year.
canuot spare them for at least three months
assistance be renout of each year, let such
dered as may be needful, but do not deprive
the poor boys of that which will be worth more
we
than gold to them in the years to come, and
heartily glad that measures have been
are
taken to secure this needful result.

diseases, diabetes, dropsy, nervous debility,
s Araetc., should at once try Dr. S. D. Howe
bian Tonic Blood Purifier. Sold by all drugW. F. Phillips & Co., wholesale
gists.
agents.
___
Catarrh Killing thousands.—-Yes, the
l>ot> t suffact is plain that such is the case.
fer from it any longer. Don’t go around with
a curse
a bad breath, heavy head, and feeling
to yourself and all around you,but at once purSnuff.
German
chase a box of Kinder's

AUCTION SALES'

MISCELLANEOUS^^

arriyedT

just

Catarrh affects the sight, but German Snuff
will cure
you._
Kidney Diseases, Dropsy, clc.
All persons afflicted with disease of the kidand all urinary
neys, pain in the back, gravel,

nash.

Dr.

as

and’

COUNTY.

The Belfast age says William Pitcher, Esq.,
whose hand was so terribly bruised last winter,
met with another accident on Friday, by falling among the heavy ice under his wharf, by
which his other hand was wrenched and his
head cut.
The barn of Andrew McCobb of Lincolnville,
burned last Thursday morning with one
was
horse, cow, calf, three tons of hey, carriages,
and all the farming tool3. Loss about $1000;
insured for $50. Tho bouse was injured some.
The Belfast Journal says that the Advents of
Searsport still proclaim tbe immediate coming
of the end of time. The 10th was the day last
fixed upon, but Gabriel went back on them.
Some thirteen persons were baptized within
They were
the week previous to that date.
dipped through holes in the ice. Some of these
converts have sold all their worldly effects at
sacrifices, preparing to be taken up when the
world shall be burned.
The Belfast Age says that navigation in that
harbor and bay has been closed 82 days the past
winter, tbe longest period ever known.

ahnrt: tirr»A

apr20WF&S

§1,937.701 22
Gross earnings. 2,094,080 55

season.

A. Farwell for the Republican nomination for
Governor. It says:
Mr. Farwell, ever since the formation of the
strong and inRepublican party, has been its war
of the refluential supporter. During tbe
bellion none wbo stood by the government were
his
efforts
more ready than he to contribute
and means to its support, aud such support was
When
quite as essential as services in the field.a
place
Senator Fessenden resigned to accept
Farwell
Mr.
Lincoln’s
cabinet,
m
President
few new
was appointed to fill the vacancy, and
members ever made so favorable impression
statesmanlike
upon that body. His practical
views were highly appreciated; .anil had not
Senator Fessenden desired te be his own sucMr. Farwell
cessor, it is quite probable that
would been chosen to fill the vacancy. In
is of large
Farwell
Mr.
personal appearance
his
figure, dignified and commanding, and bywith
force of character he impresses those
after
which
all, is
whom he comes in contact,
something in a governor.
The Fairfield Chroniole, which is not a partisan journal, claims that General Connor behim:
longs in that town, and thus endorses
It is with pleasure we announce the name of
Geu. Selden Connor of this town as the probable candidate of the Republican party for the
office of Governor of Maine. The general sentiment of the Republican press asserts the universal respect he enjoys wherever known, both
of unblem.as a brave soldier aud a citizen
ished character.
The Aroostook Pioneer endorses the so-called
act of tbe last Legislature for compulsory edu-

ing

rtquireu.
WALDO

Tho Belfast Journal says tbe building of summer residences at tbe Nortbport Camp Ground
has already commenced, and the prospect is
that a large number will be put up tbe present

Governor:
It is gratifying to observe among Republicans
in every section of the State, an evident purpose aiid desire to select the strongest possible
The election of
candidate for this occasion.
this year will be our last trial of strength in
Presidential
Maine before the
year, therefore it
is generally recognized as more than usually
important that it shall not be diminished by
unnecessary contentions aud unfortunate nominations. We cannot afford to stand udou the
These must be
claims of sections or of men.
subordinate for the time to success; and success
3uch as ought tj be accomplished can only be
attained with the strongest men to be found iu
as
any section of the state, without limitation,
standard bearer. It is to be borne in mind
will
fall
next
that the influence of our election
not be by any means confined to Maine, but
will reach to the remotest states of the Union,
to encourage or discourage the true and tried
friends of civil liberty and equality.
The Belfast Age urges the claims of Hon. N.

a

10 oe

MISCELLANEOUS

You

A Startling Truth.
Thousands die annually from neglected
coughs anu Crfld.i, which soou ripen into consumption or other equally fatal diseases of the
lungs; when by the timely use of a single bottle
of Dr. S. D. Howe’s Arabian Milk Curej relief
and a permanent cure is often effected, the
Milk Cure, while it possesses all the virtues or
Cod Liver Oil, can be retained, upon the
stomach without nauseating. !8old by all druggists, W. F. Phillips & Co., wholesale agents.

erences

Hon. Moses Webster of Vinalhaven, is hava few
ing a fine boat built for himselt and
friends, intended more especially for lake fish-

says:
The two days’ session of the Grand Lodge of
Good Templars iu this city was largely attended, and the proceedings throughout seem to
have been characterized by harmony and moderation. The reports of the various office rs
gave evidence of the flourishing condition of
the Order, and the delegates from different
sections bore testimony of the strength of the
temperance revival during the past year in all
The disposition of the
parts of the state.
members seems to have been to avoid the
championship of rash or extreme measures,
and to unite the friends of temperance in utilizing the means already provided foe its advancement and in strengthening public sentiA reference to our report
ment in its behalf.
nf ih.
will show that these Dromiuent advocates of the prohibitory system recognize the insidious and hostile character of the
movements to abolish the authorized agencies;
aud in this connection we may note the significant fact that on Tuesday evening the three
Democratic members of the Board of Alderthis city,
men voted to abolish the agency iu
while the three Republicans present voted to
continue it. The emphatic expression of the
Grand Lodge on the subject may suggest who
are the true friends of
temperance and who
Law into
are desirous of bringing the Maine
disfavor.
The Rockland Free Press says, respecting
the selection of a Republican candidate for

Use only the Feather-Fiber Duster.
will find them at Kendall & Whitney’s.

COUNTY.

KNOX COUNTY.

the recent session of the Grand
Templars in Bangor, the Whig

Business Notes.
Over 810,000 are paid out monthly by
for labor.
shops at West Waterville
The Dunn Edge Tool Company of West
terville, are behind their scythe orders
axe shop
dozen', aud have couverted their

AATTVTV

A workman in one of the axe shops at West
Waterville recently met with a singular accident. While holding an axe to grind, his two
thumbs got caught between the axe and stone
and were ground down pointed to the thumb
*
nails.
The Gardiner Journal remarketh thus’y:—
“One of our subscribers, who believes very
much as we do was in our office last week, and
complained of a certain neighbor who borrowed his paper. We told him that said evangelic
neighbor had stopped his paper because we
We are sorry
were not‘sound’on theology.
to have him trouble our friend, but still it will
do lum good to read the Journal even if he has
Even his narrow, bigoted, nigto borrow it.
gardly soul is capable of progress; at least our
belief so teaches us.”
The Kennebec Journal says that President
Coburn and Col. Alden of tb9 Maine Central
directors protested against the removal of Superintendent Lincoln, but they had but two
votes against eight sure for Eastern Railroad
interests on any question.

A walk in Early Morn. it. the wether proves fine.
Gives the lungs new vigor, and is quite Subline.
Rise Early iu the Morning. This A healthy Task,
follow This weel. and This, is All That 1 ask.

Wednesday night there

iTAAOir

A Castine correspondent says: The Normal
students had a spelling match Monday for two
The
prizes, copies of Worcester’s Dictionary. with
spelling was excellent, a three hours’ testdown
to
spell
the hardest words being required
the last man. There was a spelling match the
same evening in the vestry of the Congregational church for the benefit of the Sabbath
School. Mr. S.*N. Adams of the seuior class,
of the Normal School, won the first prize in
Miss Hughes of the Normal
both contests.
School, the second prize in the last trial.

Original Poetry.
It is not often that we care to publish home.
made poetry, for it is generally poor stuff. But
we think we know genuine merit when we see
it, and the following lines, brought to the office
by the author, a bright looking young man, deserve to

correspoodent

the machine says “they average twenty-one
bushels per acre,” and quotes the following.
acres
2
Nath’l Herring,Canaan.42 bush
Daniel Blake. Canaan.40
‘t
Joseph Higbt, Skowbegan.52J
«
if
Henry Springer, Skowbegan.424
«
James Fogg, Skowbegan.30
*
Thomas Blackwell.lt>4
3 b. seer
Charles Stratton, Skowbegan....374
for
This writer accords the honors to Maine
ot oowlieat raising. The risk, cost and labor
on me
taining the crop here are no more thantransporWestern farms. Freight charges and
a
make
tation from the Western farm will
more
bushel of wheat landed in Boston cost J>e
in
money than a bushel of wheat raised
left
England, to say nothing of the p'ltance
wheat.
Of
for the Western farmer for a bushel
to pay
Straw in New England sells for enough
is worm
for raising the crop—in the west it
nothing, and makes a good bonfire.

was

Madeira, beefsteak, bread and butter, etc, etc.
The whole thing was evidently done by men of
“long and varied experience” in the business.
As soon as possible after the robbery was discovered the police were notified, and Marshal
Parker and Deputy Williams visited the house

or

Bridge.—The Portland Bridge
has been oped to travel, and we trust we shall
hear no more of the “gridiron of death.” Before it was accepted, the bridge was carefully
inspected by the County Commissioners, City
Engircer and the Eastern Railroad officials,
and declared to he as good a bridge as can be
constructed of wood. It is b50 feet long,and cost
Mr.
nearly $15000,of which the city pays $1000.
W. H. Virgie of Damariscotta, the contractor,
across tl:e
has now gone to complete the bridge
Portland

was

as

PLYMOUTH

a

have rooms in the third stcry on the
Tuesday night the family
front of the house.
The doors and winretired about 11 o’clock.
dows were securely fastened before they re-

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Dr. S. D. Howe’s Announcements—4.
NEW ADVEKT1SEMENTS.
Wanted—100 Agents.
A Good Business Chance.
For Kent—Wm. H. Jerris.
Knox Stallions, Liglitfoot and Hiram.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Guardian’s Sale ot Keal Estate.
Superior Court.
APRIL CIVIL TERM, 1875—SYMONDS, J.,

gang of skillful burglars
visited our city and committed one of the boldThe
est breaks ever recorded in our city.
W. H.
house Selected was that of the Rev.
Feun, situated on Deering street.
left
A few days since Mr. Fenn and wife
to be gone several
York
New
to
visit
a
on
town
as houseweeks.
They left at home a lady
from New York, bekeeper, and two nephews
The young lady occusides two servant girls.
the first room on the second story, and the

Wednesday night

Main£.— A

in fifty-two barns in the towns of Skowbegan,
Somerset
Fairfield, Canaan and Comville, in
running
and
the
last
gentleman
fall,
county,

tries.

pied
nephews

KNTEUTAINMENT COLUMN.
Second Parish—Grand Spelling Match.
SPECIAL NOTICES
1. O. O. F.—Members of the Order.
3>r. J. Liverpool, Jr.
The Cheapest Way—Cromwell Lino.

Free street and Casco street

in

twelve
of the New England Farmer says that
Hundred bushels of wheat were threshed

Munjoy held no spelling match last evening,
but very interesting “spells” were had at

Plymouth,

THK PBKW

Wheat Chops

MATCHES.

PINE
In lots to
SOUTHERN
close
BOARDS

to

a

my28

consignment

FLOORING
suit

purchasers,

find
lor

STEP
sale low

^ ^ & KELSKy
No. lGICommerclal Street

*

REAL ESTATE.

I Written for the Press.]

For Sale.

Gentle Spring (?),

TITHE two story and a half House No. 4 Neal street,
A with 9 finished rooms, gas throughout, large eemerited cellar, good stable anil yard. Very convenient to horse railroad. Apply to VV. S. LOWELL, at
255 Middle street,__np22dlw*

BY

T. J. K.

am no

DISTILLERY
For sale. This distillery is capable of producing from
5( tlie smallest) to 40 (the largest number) barrels ot
Rum per day. The building is of brick, has good boilers, engine, pumps, &c., &c., ail in good re|xtir and
ready to put in operation immediately. There is a
new biick aud stone fire proof bonded waiehouse,
with a capacity of about 12t'0 barrels on the premises.
Plenty of pure water of the best quali y for distilling,
irnm an artesian well in the Engine Room.
The Distillery is situated on the westerly portion of
Commercial Street, the principal business street ot
the <-ity, contiguous to the Railroads, steamboats and
Shipping The lot contains about 19,000 square feet
of valuable land, title poifcet and guaranteed.
The J. G. True & Co. New England Rum Distill erv will be s51d on moderate Terms, including all the
rights and good will oi this well established house.
HENRY T. CARTER.
Address:
or UPHAM & GARDINER,
Pout land, Me.
apr20dlm

With strict regard for homely truth,
1 hasten straight to undeceive,
And tell each spring-enraptured youth
That she is but a “make-believe.”
What you call spring, it seems to me,
Is some frail maid or fickle miss
•Who promises most royally.
But pays alone with frozen kiss.
She hath hor frosts, her mud and “slush,”
With dismal storming, as a rule;
Her long-liair'd poets in their gush
Make us forget her “April fool.”
Hor
Are

Personal Fulntc.
HEREBY otter at private sale the homestead of
Charles Moxeey, late ot Yarmouth,deceased, consisting of alwiut tvs o acre-* of hind on the westerly side
of Pleasant St., in Yarmouth, lower village, with
Also
house, shops, barn and outbuildings iliereoii.
1-16 of Sell. Casco Lodge; 3-16 of S- h. L. W. Pierce,

We fain

prattling rhymer

says,

forth in March on woody path
To hear the royal ol>>n siug,
And you’ll return in awful wrath
And “howl” about this gentle spring.
Go

and 1-16 of Sloop M. D.

silent, sleeping

Go seek iu May, mid ice-clad nook,
In vain tor flowers beneath the snow;
Sit on the ice by the purling brook,
And feel and hear the breezes blow.

But when she does there is
spring—
For summer reigns in earth and sky,
And this poor fickle, sleepy thing,
We soon forget without a sigh.

FOR SALE
Steam

THElandJay
attached,
will be sold

Yegetine ?

acres

The following unsolicited testimonial from Rev. O.
T. Walker, formerly pastor of Bowdoin Square
Church, Boston, and at present settled in Providence,
li. I must be deemed as reliable evidence. No one
should fail to observe tha; this testimonial is the re
suit of two years* experience with the use of VEGETINE in the Rev. Mr. Walker’s family, who now pro-

ami Neal Streets, with

corner

depth.

The following letter from Rev. E. S. Best, Pastor of
the vi. E. Church, Natick, Mas?., will be read with
interest by manv physicians; also thot?e suffering
from the same disease as afflii ted the son of the Rev.
E. S. Best. No nerson can doubt this testimony, as
there is no doubt about the curative power of VEG-

a

on

Spring Street, and in other parts f the city.
Apply to F. Q. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate,
Williams* Block, second east of City Hall.
on

apl6deodaw
Valuable Real Estate for Sale.

ET1NE.

Natick, Mass., Jan. 1st, 1873.
MR. H.R. STEVENS:

mHE well-known Dear.e property op State street
JL containing aboil' 12000 teet of land, with commodious dwelling house in good repair, is offered for
sale. The house ran be seen every Thursday and
Friday Irom 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM.H. MORSE,
jal5dtf
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.

Dear Sir—We ha*e good reason for regarding your
We
a medicine of the greatest value.
feel assured that it has been tLe means of saving our
sor’s life. He is now seventeen vears of age; for the
last two years he has suffered from necrosis of his
leg, caused by scrofulous affection, and was so far reduced that nearly all who saw him thought his reA council of able physicians
covery impossible.
could give us but the faintest hope of his ever rallving; two of he number declaring that he was beyond
the reach of human remedies, nut even amputation
could not save him, as be had not vigor enough to endure the ojieration. Just then we commenced giving
him VEGETINE and from that time to the present
He has lately
he has b. en continually improving.
resumed studies, thrown away his crutches and cane,
and walks about cheerfully and strong.
Though there is still some discharge from the opening where his limb was lanced, we have the fullest
confidence that in a little time he will be peifectly

VEGET1NE

_

For Sale.
roasona'de terms a Cottage House in Knigbtville, Cape Elizabeth, 6 rooms. A cosy home
J. G. BATES,
for a small family. Apply to
Portland Dry Dock.
marlO*lwtf

PROPOSALS

ANEW

St,_aprl«lm

He has taken about three dozen bottles of VEGEas be declares he is

HOUSE AND STABLE
FOR SALE.

BEST.

with piazza. 9 rooms. Hard
and soft water in the house. Stable. One fourth
acre land.
Apple trees. On Stevens Plains, Deeriug. beside the Horse Railroad, near head Pleasant
street, within half mile Westbrook Seminary, Good
schools, churches and depots. Horse cars pass to and
from Portland every 15 minutes from 6 A. M. to 11
It is one
P. M. Recently occupied by E. A. Joy.
of the prettiest and healthiest places in the Slate.
Brown
Cor.
499
Congress,
Apply to E. A. JOY, Agent,
St., just above Preble House, Portland, Me.

-f £ STORY COTTAGE

six times a week.
Leave Mechanic’s Falls daily, except. Sunday, at 3 30 p m;
Arrive at Canton bv 9 p m;
Leave' Canton daily, except Sunday, at G
a m;
Arrive at Mechanic’s Falls by 11.30 a m.
Bond required with bid, $880.

From Mt. Desert, to Southwest Harbor, 7
miles and back, six times a week.
Leave Mt. Desert daily, except Sunday, at
12.30 p. m.;
Arrive at Southwest Harbor by 2.30 p. m.;
Leave Southwest Harbor daily, except Sunday, at 4|un,;
Arrive at Mt. Desert by 6 p. m.
Bond required with bid, $420.
For laws relating to (be postal service, forms of
bond
and certillcaie, and tor instructions
proposal,
and conditions to be embraced in the contract, see
advertisement of this date in pamphlet form to be
found at the termini of each route or by addressing
tlie Second Asst. P M. General.
Bids should be sent in sealed envelopes, subscribed
“Mail proposals. State of Maine,” and address to tlie
Second Assistant Postmaster General, Washington,
D. C.

Prepared by

H. R. STEVENS, Boston, Mass.

VEGETINE

_d&wlm
Valuable Iron Works

api22
IS SOLD BY

FOR

All Druggists and Dealers

Iron Works known as tbe Portland Machine
This property ocare ottered for sale.
an acre of land on tide water on Com
mereial St., in Portland, and comprises a large
Boiler
Machine Shop, Foundrv and Pattern
There Is a full compleShop and Blacksmith
ment of Towls for heavy work and general Machinery
and a large assortment of patterns.
The concern having been long established lias a
large aud constant ly increasing list of customers in
New England, and Canada, and is now running on
tull time on orders. A more favorable opportunity
for investment is seldom offered. For further particulars apply to the proprietor at the Works.
W. H. FESSENDEN, Proprietor.

THEWorks
about

cupies

„
dim

S'^op.

Shop.

New. For Opening and Closing Schools,
For Note

Valuable Hotel Stand.

THE

VITRIFIED STONE DRAIN PIPE is
acknowledged by all Engineers as tlie standard
and only reliable article for perfect drainage.
We have in stock and offer for sale all hizes, from
2 to 12 inches diameter for Mouse drainage; also 15 to IS inch Pipe for (iorporily and Town Sewers, together with
ntaon,
Ac.

Vols I, II

For

For

Home Entertainment,
Piano at Home. 4 bands.
For

Organ

FACTOK1T,

F.

G.

North End Deering’s Bridge.
Order Box at Fn*«iern

ON

Grand Trunk Railway Co. of Canada, are
prepared to receive Tenders for a large quantity
of old Rails on hand for sale, to be delivered during
the season of navigation, at Sarnia, Fort Erie, Port-

THE

Cheap Instruction Boohs,
Winner’.. IVew
(each 75 cts,) for
Piano.—for Cabinet Organ,—for Melodeon,—for Gui-

Fairbanks’ Scales,
THE WTANHABD OF

con-

NEEDLES,

AND

be

A

THE

fok1 Sale.
two

H.

THEproperty

a MAIUE TERRACE, PORTI.ANO.

FLORENCE

SEWING MACHINE C0„
CEO. N. BRIGGS. Gen. Agt.,
Washington Wt., Boston,

Ha**.

feb8_ood3m
Southern Pine.
anu iour meu

apiodlm

piauK long

anu

remain

mortgage.
of any business day.
Portland, April 6,1875.

afternoon

_nI,7tUf

PARTS,

ROGERS,

wide, for sale low.

J. S ROBERTS,
7 & 9 Center Street.

story house No. 8 Dow street. This
is pleasantly situated having t he sun

Cemented Cellar, good Sewerage, Sebago;
all day
for another
also good well Water. Lot large enough
can
house. A large portion of the purchase money
on the
house
the
at
Apply
on a

supplied with «

also have their machine repaired in a thorough an
every way satisfactory manner at reasonable rateB b
eaving orders witli or addressing

A.

WORLD.

at Paris in 1S67.
Vienna, Montreal, 1873.
Philadelphia, 1874.
THE MOST ACCURATE.

Highest Prizes

;^^THE MOST CONVENIENT.
In every respect worthy of the most implicit confidence
ALSO

1

House for Sale.
of the city,
story bouse in the Western part
nearly new,12 rooms,arranged for twoo iaroiiles,
emeu tea
both
on
floors,
and
water
Sebago
closets,
cellar, house warmed by furnace. Price $1800.
House rents for $512, per annum. Terms $500 cash,
balance on time. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate, Williams Block, second buildap7dtf
ing east of City Hall.

A2J

Houses for Sale.
on Munjoy Hill in a good neighborhood, just completed, 1J vtory house, 7 rooms,
§tiinll

SITUATED
lot 36x100 for

$2,000. Terms $000 cash, balance on
percent.
story bouse, 7 rooms,
$1,800. Terms $800 cash, balance at
story house, 9 rooms, lot 37x105 for
$2,000. Apply to F. G. PAT 1'KkSON,dealer in Real
Estate, Williams Block, second building ease City
Hall.
apr3dtf

mortgage at 6
lot 41x80, price
6 per cent,
ij

make

pay

apr22d&wly!6___

WITT

HOUSP,

first-class Hotel in every respect, arranged especially with a view to the wants
i:«:wof the commercial and pleasure seeking

—

Designed for and adopted by
STATES GOVERNMENT.
—

marl3-dt

Something Nt*w.
send your address to 87 Spring S'., and
have the agent of the Ladies’ Easy Cutting and
Work Table call and show this gem of the work
Patterns cut free Tuesday to test the system.
room.

LADIES

_tf

marlG

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENJSSS,
USE

Wells’ Carbolic

ALSO

the

LNITED

—

Miles’ Patent Alarm Safety
Drawer.

Money

Street Bod.ii.

311 Broadway, New York.
FAIRBANKS

&c

CO.
flQm

GiOA

Tablets,

PUT UP ONLY IN Bi-UK BOXES.
A TRIKDAflII) SURE REMEDY.
SoM by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass.
ma31d4wt

Wanted

mar31|4w

Conn.

Asrmts! Sons! for Circular and TermsEl VINU'i'l ONE’S
Popular Edition.

I.AVI' JOUKN •!'<*!!
Price $2 50.
The story <»f the last seven eventful years of the
Great Traveler’s life as told by himself, anti of his
suflerings ami death, as told by his men. The book
they want. R. W. BLISS & CO., Publishers, Hertford. Conn.
mar3l14vv
to

Agents.

85

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,
N E

W_YO

FOR

W. W.

SAFE

R K.
BV

Whipple & Co.,

PORTLAND, ME.
ap3'13m
SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ICE

Dry Air Refrigerators
In all Styles, Grades ami Sixes.
The Largest, ami Best Assortment in the State,
combining all the latest Improvements, called

THE PEERLESS.
It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Knur of iTIun>
a&rmcut, Durability. Drync»» and Furitf
Air and EfOI'iOiTIV of K'E.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers* Prices.
Chvia,«r Ilian any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buy-

oi'

'ug.
Salesroom

Manufactory,

J. F. NIBR181 Lti.
lOFronw^t.
PORTLAND, HI A INK,.

Fore Nt.,
Hear of No.

may26dtf__
Notices

THE

undersigned respectfully informs the Public

that he has opened an office for the sale or transfer ot Real Estate, and all kinds of merchandise. I
have oil hard now several lots ami houses for sale in
the most desirable location. I have also the finest
sand for building or plastering purposes. Parties|in
iiocd of the same will please call on
K. 1 ONCE,

Boj d Block, Cor. Middle and Exchange.
dfmlwis

aprl3

LOTS

Feed lor Faille,
of feed for
ouuosite
“

erv

novWfm

Cattle and Hogs at Casco Brew
Portland Co.’s Works. Portland,
P. McGLINCHY. Prop.

articles and

new

Family Paper in America, with
two $5.00 Chromos, free.
AM. M’FG CO., 300
Broadway, N. Y.
_mar31t4w
FORTUNE IN IT. Every family buys it
Sold by Agents,
Address, G. S. WALKER,
the best

mar3lt4w

Erie, Pa.

HATE YOU TRIED

JURUBEBA
ARE

Weak, Nervous,

.

YOU

or

Debilitated?

Are yon ho l.angnid that any exertion requires more of an eftort than you feel capable of
maxing?
Then try JTUKl/BHiBA, the wonderful tonic
anti invigorntor, which acts so beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital

forces.
It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, on.y to let the sufferer fall to a lower
depth of misery, hut it ts a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
Bt regulate* il»«* RowtIn, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system a*
to soon make the invalid feel like a new person.
BtM operation in not violent, hut is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually
his troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And silently steal away.”
Thin in no new and untried discovery, hut has
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative knowu”.
Ask your druggist for it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,Boston. Mass.
ai»12t4w

llVtiW

f

Restored*

« NUNN,48I RKOAniVAV.NEW VOKH,
will dinpoMe of low >
and OKOANN
of lirw, 4-fiiMM illiiUr*m inctudin<} ttAH EKA, at
(• X T It ti ll *. I, Y LOW PIStCKA fur riuli,
UIJRIAli Tl!l« MONT «*, or port ranli,
and balance in .mall inonttily payment*

WATERS’ New Scale Pianos.
The touch elastic, and

the bent marie;
fine Musing tone,

are

a

powerful, pure and even.
WATERS Concerto ORGANS.
cannot be excelled in tone cr beauty; they defy
competition. The Concerto Ntop is a fine
Sinitiation of the Human Voice.
Agent*

1 A °t the “IOO Choice .Selections,”
if ready. Price 30 cts. The “Series’*
now contains ONE TIIOFMIVO of the latest
anil best things tor Declamations, Humorous Recitations, Family Readings, etc. Capital for Grange*,
Temperance Societies, and l.vceum*. Also
‘•Excelsior Dialogues,** and “Model Dialogues/* Circulars free. Get of your bookseller, or send price to
P. Garrett & Co., 708 Chestnut St, Phila., Pa.
We
make the celebrated KENN LETTER HOOK
for copying letters without press or water.
Agents
wanted.
aprlfiftw
1,000 A€*J£JVJTa». Teachers. Students, men and
women, wanted to sell CENTENNIAD 4iAZ-

XT41

_

E I' I'LKROP THD II. H.

shows

grand

Consumption.

City marshal's Office,

suffer when

Portland, April 2d, 1875.

fastest selling Bible ever published.
tra terms to Agents.
NATIONAL
CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

our ex

PUBLISHING
aprl5t4w

D' SAMPLE to Agents. l.mlii N f outI?T?
A U iJL* liiualiou Needle Kook, with ChroSend stamp. F P. Gluck, New Bedford,
nios.

aprtUt4w

CENTS. Chang Chang sells at sight. Necessary as soap. Goods free. Chang Chang Mf g

Co., Boston.
aprI0i4w
SHOT-GUNS, RIFLES, PlSTOLSji REVOLVERS,
Of any and every kind. Send at.unn
for Catalogue. AddrraH Grwi» 'iVrstcrn Hun
Mid lMstol Works,
eiTTStiUlUill,

pjl'N
4wt

will

people

use

ot

the

r.fpkr’s

GERMAN SNUFF,
horrid complaint can he
It may not he generally
cured.
known, hut most ot our leading
Physicians arc prescribing this
wonderful remedy, well knowing
that its results are so certain that
by its use the person will be
brought back to perfect health.
Au old Doctor says:
this

__

KEEPER’S

Marshal’s Office,)
I
Portland, April 19, 1875.
Cow kept in the City shall at all times
less
than
of
not
the
wear a strap around
neck,
three inches in width, with the name of the owner
and place of residence legibly painted or printed
thereon, and for every cow found running at large
without a strap, the owner of said cow shall lorfeit

EVERY

ocldtf

perfect cure, and I know of
nothing better for Catarrh.” AnIs a

and pay a sum not less than five dollars nor more
than tj;n dollars, to he recovered by complaint before the Municipal Court, one-lialf for the use of the
complainant and the other half to the cily.
The ab< ve Ordinance will be strictly enforced.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.

othe" well-know n M. D. writes as
follows: “When one complains to
me ol a bad Cold or a Heavy Head.
I at once advise them to procure a
ot

supply

ap20__d6w
Proprietors of Commercial Wharf ask permission to extend their wharf to the Commis-

THE

GERMAN SNUFF.

INGRAHAM, for Proprietors.
Portland, April 14,1875.
On the foregoing petition it is ordered that a hearing he had on Commercial Wharf, on Friday, April
23d. at 4 o’clock P. M., and that notice of the above
petition together with this our order thereon be given
by publication in two daily papers printed in Portfor seven days preceding the hearing.
JACOB McLELLAN, ) Harbor
CoraALBERT
missioners.
C. H. FARLEY,
1875.
aplSdtd
13,
Portland, April

tor in a practice ot near twenty
yeais 1 liave daily been pleased
with its results.” A Ifoetor whose
word is authority on all medical

questions, says: “1 call Hie com*
pound known to the world as

GERMAN SNUFF
blessing to mankind, (or its low
price ot 35 cents places it within
the reach ot all.” We might bring
forward hundreds of testimonials,
but of what avail i Its proud record is enough, and the thousands
of people who have been by the

of Pro-

a

use

ot

BANDER'S

saved as it were from the grave,
are Hying witnesses ot its great virtue. At this seasou ot the year,
w hen people, by undue exposure
and the suddeu changes in the
weather, are liable to catch cold,
we advise them to carry in the

Also an acre of salt marsh lying on the east branch
[>f Cousins’ river, the same conveyed to said Coffin by
Bcza Blanchard, bv deed dated Aug. 29, 1847.
Said farm possesses superior advantages for hay
Situated near the sea-shore, dressing in
raising.
abundance can be had with little or no expense save
Wood enongh to maintain the tire.
the hauling.
House and barn nearly
Land of the best qnatity.

pocket

a

so

To Merchants and Shipmasters.
fcXOU are hereby notified that on and after the first
day of September, 1874, the new regulation
prescribed by the Government of the Republic of
Spain in regard to Consular tees will take effect.
The fees for clearance of vessels are as follows:
Cargo*
Ceititying Manifest. $15.00
BUI of Health.
4.00—$19.0
For Vemeh without Cnrjjo:
Certifying Manifest.. .$7.00
Bill of Health. 4.00—$11.0
THOMAS LOZANO,
se2dtf
Spanish Consul

mamjfactlbebs,

STOIIIGTOI LflE
FOR NEW YORK,
AHEAD

OTHERS.

AT. I,

OF

This is the only iusiilc route Avoiding Point Judith,
Steamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston <ft 1 roviilence K. K. Deoot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stoningtnn with tlie entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stcuingtnn every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York alxrnyn iu ndvnace of all other tine.. Baggag

cliecked through.

Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. I). Little & Co., 49j Exchange St.
B. S. BABCOCK.
L. W. FILKtNS.
President.
Gen. paseuver Ag’t. New Fork.

St^,mX8ns^e^;St.

-robnforWgby

A^n^

A. It. STU.’IBS, Agent
_

It TEHEE’S

GERMAN

■

Only 50 Cents.

Fare

The Superior Sea Going Steamers
FOREHT CITY AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:
Leaving

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Daily, at 7 o’clock P. HI., oud INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, «luily at 7 P. M
(Nun<lay* excepted).
Passengers by this Line are reminded that they procure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston lata
at night.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sou ml Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
octlS74
J. B.€Q¥LE,JIL,General Agent.

"PORTLAND
Alt!)

—

PHILADELPHIA.
of Steamers

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives

and

to anu
direct communication
Portland and all other points in Maine, with
to
and
rates
are
beyond.
Through
given
Philadelphia
Philadelphia and all points reached oy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R>s., and to a
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Fall indormation given by D. D. C. MINK
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
rom

leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

x\o

jn23-lv

or

SNUFF

Samples Furnished*

one

box ol

GERMAN SNUFF.

Passage, apply

For sale

by all Druggists.

full directions accompanying. Agents wanted
Send, for a
md State and County rights lor sale
j. A. LOCKE,
circular.
32
Cortland
York.
New
St.,
apr!6d8w*

Agents and receive

Notice.
requiring work dope please apply to
“Home” or W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
lud family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroidery arid lanty-wofk hi wools,
-\29ti

SMITH, Wholesale Druggists 2G Tremont street,
Bosto*,
6mi8
C28

sippi;

lx

you

arc

remote from
a

box

to

E. B. WA TIPMON, Ak«K,
TO Long Wharf, Boston.

STKAHSI1IP
Four time*

n

I.INE

week.

CIanh Steamship
CRANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.

JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE.

WM.

TUESDAY
BoNton direct every
and SATURDAY.
AND

Providence every WEDNESDAY
and MATl'BDAY.
Freight torwanled from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. anti Tenn. R. It. to all places in
the South, W. M. Chirk, Agent, 94 Washington St.,
Boston.
To all points of North anti South Can .linn, by Seaboard ami Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line.
G. H. Keith, Agent, 76 Washington street, Boston.
Anti to all point* in the West by Baltimore «fc Ohio
R. R., C. A. Cbipley, Agent, 87 Wasnlngtou street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
From

Agents.
Passage $15.00. Excnrsion Tickets $25.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to

the city send 50 cents
l»y return mail, (ienera

to the

BOfidtt

SAMPSON, Agent,

53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence. K. I

VERMONT

JCOPPERAST

BEST QUALITY tilAKAXTEJ’I).
ALWAYS

Agents for the United States, SMITH, DOOLITTLE

—

FOR SALE
BY

—

HOWE & GOODWIN,

&

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

CC25

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS

QUEENSTOWN’

FOR

AND LIVERPOOL,

SATURDAY of each
Sailing from New York
week, from Pier 45, North River.
CITY OF LONDON
CTTY OF ANTWERP
CITY OF LIMERICK,
c TV OF RERUN
CITY OF MONTREAL
CITY OF BRISTOL
CITY OF NEW YORK
CITY OF BROOKLYN
OF PARIS
CITY
CITY OF BRUSSELS
CITY OF RICHMOND
CITY OF CHESTER
fitted
Passengers will find these steamers tastefully
and roomy.
up, while the State-rooms are light, airy
breadth
The saloons are large and well ventilated.the
leas t noise
of the vessel, and situated where there is
Piand motion. Smoking rooms, Ladies Boucl«ir»,
s Shop,
Barber
anofortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms,
on

^Instant communication with the stewards by elec
Company adopt the Southerly
^Tlufsteamers of thisthe
from too anil togs.

danger
Route, thus lessening
to
Rates of Passage— $80 and #100, gold,
all
having
eqnal saloon prmleges.
accommodation,
Round Trip Tickets-# 145 and #175, gold.
mea.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced
JOHN G. DALE, Agent,
15 Broadway, New York.
CKEAGH, A«l. forN. «•»•»«**♦
402 State St., Boston.
apr5d3m

Iff. *.

PROPOSALS.
TO (JOITBACTUBH.

J^jrOTICK

Proposals for Famishing the City of Boston with Granite Paving Blochs.
SEALED PROPOSA LS will be rcceivod at the Office of the Su|ierintendeut of Streets, City Hall, Bos*
TWELVE
ton, until THURSDAY, April 29, 1*J5;
with
o’clock M., fir supplying the City of Boston
-tue
Granite Paving Blocks during the year 1875.
blocks to be of thefoliowlng dimensions:
Width 3}

to

4|

Length G

to

N inches |

iuchc, ;

Depth 7tsS inebea.
All the edges to be sharp and straight, forming
right angles at their intersections both horizontally
and vertically. The faces to be straight split and
free from bunches or depressions.
Proposals to state the price per thousand blocks delivered on such wharves in the ci'y of Boston as may
be designated from time to time by the Superintend-

ent of Streei s. Also the number ot blocks which the
first day of
proposer will deliver per month from the
to the first (la\ of November. A separate prowhen
posal will be received for blocks delivered
required on streets in Roxbury, Dorchester and West

Slay

ThiTljhxks to he in every respect satisfactory to the
of

Committee

Paying and the Supetintendent

on

Strocts.

sample of the blocks must accompany the proposal.
The successful bidder will be equired to furnish
on
A

bonds with sureties satisfactory to the Committee
the faithful performance of the contract.
The right is reserved to reject any or all proposals.
Proposals to be indorsed “Proposals for Pavftig
Blocks,” and addressed to the

Pavinq for

aor!6

CHAIRMAN COMMITTEE ON PAVING.
did

Proposals

TO CONTRACTORS.

for

Furnishing

City of Bos-

the

with Edgestoues,
SEALED PROPOSALS will be received at the office of the Superintendent of Streets. City Hall, Boh
ton, until TH URSDAY April 29, 1875, twelve o’clock
M., for supplying the City of Boston with Granite
Edge stones during the year 1875.
The stones to be seven inches in width on top, not
less than six feet in length and twenty inches in
depth. To be hammered on top, also twelve inches
on each end and three inches on back; to be straight
lined, without wind, and free from bunches or depressions; the ends the entire depth of the stone to
be squared icith the top.
Proposals to state the price per lineal foot, delivered on such streets In the City Proper, South Boston, East Boston, Roxbury, Dorchester, West Roxbury, Brighton and Charleston, as may be designated
from time to time by the Superintendent of Streets.
Separate proposals will be received for stones delivton

ered in each ot the above sections.
'The successful bidder wilt be required to furnish
bond8 with sureties satisfactory to the Committee an
Paving for the faithful performance qf the contract.
The right is reserved to reject any or all proposals.
Proposals to be indorsed “Proposals for Edgestones,” and addressed to the

CHAIRMAN COMMITTEE OF PAVING.

apr!6dtd

^OTICETO

CONTRACTORS.

Proposals for Furnishing
ton with Paviug

the

City

of Boa-

Crick-.

SEALED PROPOSALS will be received at the office ot the Superintendent of Streets, City Hall, Boston, until THURSDAY, April 29,1875, twelve o*clock
M.. for supplying the City of Boston with all the
PAVING BRICKS required by the Paving Department during the year 1875.
The same to be of the fir-1 quality, handstruck.morfar, hnnl-burnt Paving Bricks,
satisfactory in every respect to the Committee on
Paving and ihe Superintendent of Streets.
Proposals to state the price tier thousand bricks,
delivered on such wharves in the City of Boston as
may be designated lrom time to time by the Suj»erin-

apr!6

CHAIRMAN COMMITTEE ON PAVING.
dtd

BUILDERS
proposals

AND CONTRACTORS.
for

the

of

a

Brick

May 1,

Maine,

Specifications may he seen at the store of B. M.
Eastman, 534 Congress street, where all necessary information may be obtained. Tue Committee reserve
the right to reject anv and all proposals.
P. A. SMITH,
1
B. M. EASTMAN,
Building
CHAUNCY BARKETT, 1
Committee.
A. I. PATTENG1LL,
|
D. M. C. DUNN,
H. F. Starbuck, t lie Architect will bo in attendance
Tuesday, April 13th.
»i»72»ltil
Portland, Ap il 12, 1875,
and

Proposals for the Erection of a Chapel
for the Maine Insane Hospital.

THE undersigned

will receive Sealed Proposals

on

and after the 21st dav ot April inst., and until
the 4th day of May next, at 5 o'clock in the afternoon, for fiirni-ldng the materials and erecting, under their direction, on the Hospital grounds at
Augusta, a Chapel tor said Hospital; the materials,
excavations, grading and work, to he in accordance
made by 8'. H. Fassett,
with plans and
Architect, widen may lie fccii at tlic Treasurer’s
after the first data
on
and
Office at the Hospital,
above specified.
the
The Trustees reserve
right to reject any or all

specifications

—

BLACKSTONK.
WM. KENNEDY.
anti McCLELLAN.

E.

Price 35 Cents.

LINE,

INMAN

building
Edifice for Pine Street M. K. church, Portland,
SEALED
1875. Plains
will lie received until

—

purchase

"dOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

TO

Not folk, Baltimore & Washington

From

Jwt28dttklin

on day of sailing.
to J. B. LulB*.,

a. m.

" harf’

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Philatlclphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of

PASSAGE TEX DOLLARS.

Freight

alter 10
freight ^’emi’ved
information apply

Nn
For further

Wharfage.

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,anil South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
For

X’|g^"RETURNlNG
1'

tendent of Streets.
7 he successful bidder will be required to furnish
bond8, with sureties satisfactory to the Committee on
Paving, for the faitnful performance qf the contract.
The right is reserved to reject aoy or all nroposals.
Proposals to be indorsed “Proposals for Paving
Bricks,” and addressed to tho

Fir*t

and rid yournose aed head ot that
Do
which in lime will kill you.
you doubt it 2 Well, suffer away.
Use up three o; lour handkerchiefs
a day ; go round a walking nisiss
of rottenness, with HEAVY HEAD.
Diri.C EYES, BAD BREATH, and
OE
SPIRITS, a
DEPRESSION
curse to yoursclt and a nuisance to
all who conic in cenlac! w itli yon,
if you must be so obstinate as to
not

laWith connections to Priner Edward f
fit.
land, tape Breton and Ml. Joans,
The Steamship “CHASE” will
leave Portland every SATURDAY at 4 p. in. for HAI IFAX,
direct, making connections with
Cie Intercolonial Railway, to**
Pictou,
WindsorTr^ro. New Glasgow and also
at^
pt New
steamer* for Prince Edward Island;
for «»|s*
Glasgow, N S., w th Llvdsey’s Stages
for
St. Johns,
steamers
with
Halifax
at
Bre.on, ami
will leave Halifax on TUE3

J^OTICJK

'FOR BOSTON.

Steamship Line.

and passing to the Snugs and stomach, simply adds that which time
may never remove, lor the system
has become poisoned, and all because the individual did not take
proper rare at the commencement.
Mow often do we lienr pceple say,
“My head is thick and I cannot
think-’* Don’’yon know what is
You have Catarrh ;
the trouble 2
it lias just commenced to take possession of your body. Now, it you
take a few
arc wise, you will
pinches of the

feb26__2a\vF&M3m

PERSONS

jy28ff

PHILADELPHIA

IIEA®,

PA.

£ven tough
Poultry tender,
iuiev, rica and flavo' y; makes splendid bread, increases the weight; saves cost in a mouth. Prices—
< in. by 12 in., bakes 8 lbs., $2; 10x14 bakes 12 11m
852 50; 10x16 bakes 16 lbs.. §2 75; 11x16 bakes 20 11m.,
?3 23; 12x16 bakes 25 lbs., §3.50, Sent expivss paid,
hi receipt ot the cost, to any town east of the Missis-

88 West street. New York.

BOSTON

II THE

[livcsted in Stock Privileges in Wall St.,

IMS SWORE,

J. N, MAGNA, Agent.
Office op the Wharf,
CLARK & SEAMAN,

or

WM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen’l Managers.
anil lv
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

stand

APER HANGING

Merchants and Manufacturers
will please remember that the
rates ot freight by this line arc the
same as by any other direct line,
nb«tlier special or regular
For freight or passage apply to

POISON

at the stable of Lewis J. Brackett, South
Windham, Maine. Terms fifty dollars for the season,
:ash or note at time of service. Messenger Knox
Sire
is ei lit years old, stands 10.3, weighs 1100 lbs.
GScnaral Knox, dam Lady Grey by James Jack’s
Prince, by Lowell Horse by Quimby. Messenger by
Winthrop Messenger; second dam Fanny by Warren’s Eclipse.by Young Eclipse,by American Eclipse;
third dam Annie by Young Eclipse, by American
Eclipse.
In ttie Gr md Stallion race at Oakland Park, 1874.
Messenger Knox won the Gold Medal in straight
beats, 2.32, 2 33$, 2.32$. The best straight heats recorded by any Stallion in Maine.
G. & L. P. WARREN,
Saccarappa. Arpil, 1875.
ap7endd<&wtf

ma26deodly

_9E*ing

Jr.. Portland.

Liam®

For Vcnneln with

Exchange,

Boston <& Maine R. U. Wharf
Portland, every Wednesday and Saturday at 6 P. M.
9
North
Pier
River, New York, every
and leaving
Wednesday and Saturday at 4 P. M.
This line will conm ct at Portland with the principal Railroads and Steamboats for the interior and
the east, and at New-York with Crom web Steamship
line for New Orleans and other principal lines to he
South and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.
Passenger accommdatlons are unsurpassed. Cabin
passage, including state-room and meals, $7.50.
Steerage passage,(meals andberths incln<led),$3.50.
Until further notice the “GEORGECROMWELL”
Leavwill be the only steamer sailing in this line.
ing Portland every Saturday and New York every
M.
P.
Wednesday

Clyde’s Iron Line

when they suddenly take cold
and feel all the organs of the nose
and head stopped up. they can
promptly take a remedy to at once
loosen the mucous, which it allowed to stay becomes

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.

'nailcl free to those desii ing to speculate. Address
ALEX. FBOTHINGHAM & CO.,
Hankers and Brokers,
Opp. N. Y. Stock Exchange. 12 Wall St. N. Y

Steamships, “GEO.
WASHINGTON*’ and “GEO.
CROMWELL,” 1000 tons each,
v£>wil! form a semi-weekly line.leavThe first class

GERMAN SNUFF

CHARLES HUMPHREY, Adm’r.

PHILADELPHIA,

box of

seeder’s

Yarmouth, April 20, 1875.apr21deod&w4w

New York Stock

SNUFF

GERMAN

—

dly

r.erer's

County, I shall sell at
public
previously sold at private sile), on
(if
FRIDAY, the 21st day of Mav, 1875, at two o’clock
P. M., at the dwelling house on the premises, the
homestead farm of Silas A. Coffin, late of Freeport in
said county, deceased,* described as follows, to wit:
58 acres, more or less, with the buildings thereon, lying on the northwest side cf the Marsh road, so
called, leading from Yarmouth to Freeport Corner,
and the same that Thomas Winslow, Marianne Coftin and Amasa Winslow, conveyed to said Coffin by
their deeds dated Aug. 2, 1861, Nov. 28th, 1861, and
Feb. 5, 1866 respectively. The same will be sold subject to a mortgage to Horace B. Soule, to secure the
payment of a note of $400, dated Feb. 7, 1868.
Also 23 acres particularly described in the deed of
Colbv Welch to said Coffin, dated Oct. 17th. 1853. A1-*
bo 27*acres, more or less, lying on the northwest side
of the old mail from Yarmouth to Freeport, and the
same that Cushing Mitchell conveyed to said Coffin
Both of the last deby deed dated April 2, 1860.
scribed pieces will be sold subject to a mortgage to
A. H. Burbank, to secure the payment of a note of
$858, dated Oct. 25, 1873.

AND

—

“GERMAN SNUFF

IIlKINfi PAIV
&&'Si MOiUN’M
Received the Diploma of the American InstiSend for
Moat and
tute. Makes

Mass._

Why
by the

remedy,

TV>0 PERSON, except by the permission of the
Mayor and Alderman, shall climb, break, pull,
cut, deface, either by posting bills of any description,
or otherwise, remove injure, or destroy any of the
trees growing, or which shall hereafter he planted,
on the walks or promenades, or in the streets or
any
public places of the City; and no person shall in sai.l
w ay fasten any horse or other animal to any of
or
under
him
owned
animal
or
allow
by
any
trees,
his control, to stand so near the same that they may
be gnawed or otherwise injured by any horse or other
animal so fastened or permitted to stand.
Any persons violating any of the provisions of tiiis
section shall be liable to a penalty of not less than
five nor more than fifty dollars for each offense.
The above ordinance will be strictly enforced.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.

ijt

AGENTS WANTED

Exchange Street.

SEW YORK.

leads to many ilioiiMnmlN of <lollar» profits.
lomprehensivo explanatory circulars, containing
letailed statements and quotation prices of all slocks
lealt in at the

on

Halifax, Ntrva Scotia,

x

And if yon doubt the tact, look
hack and call to mind how it w as
first a cold, them Catarrh, and last

UNTIL

^Returning wlUleave St." John and Eastport the
“conations made at Kastport for Robblmton,

MAIL LINK TO

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland every MONDAY, THURSDAY and SATURDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River,
New York, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with tine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage to and from New York.
Passage in State Room §5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to ami from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Freight taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers a« early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, K. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

1TIESSENCSEK KNOX.
further notice, Messenger Knox will

-jj,

mar24dtf

Eleanora, Franconia
and Chesapeake

Catarrh killed them.

re-

sults of 100 YBABN FKOGRFON. A whole
JLibrnry. Bouton Globe-— Not a luxury, but a
Inter-Ocean.—Be-t felling book
neecMHify.
published. Good F«y. Want, Gen. Agt. in every
Address. J. D. UlcOliKIG ox
city of 10.000.
DO.. Ehilndelpliia, l*n.
apr15f4w
fit 1 AG FNTV PROFITS per WE EEL
fV7
4
Will
vPV/
it
or
forfeit $500. New
prove
♦jpej
articles just patented. Samples sent free to all. Address W. II. CHID ESTER, 2(»7 Broadway, New York.
aprl5t4w

aprli

Steamers

3JORTxLAjNTr>

new.

t

sc, every

[gtrFreight

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

Wanted.
A liberal riiacount to Teacher*, Ifliui*ter*, Dli lire lie*, School*, Dodge* etc.
Special inducement* to the trade, llliintrated
CaialogAia* mailed.
aprl5t4w

A

BE

Medical.

Judge

a,

Stole

o’clock, p.m.

CO

f AR G. A. CLARK would respectfully inform h
I 9 friends and patrons that he has returned home
and may be consulted professionally at his ofliee, Cor.
Park and Congress Streets.Uffice hours from 2 to 4 p.m.
jal6t.t
Portland. Jan. 15,1876*

license from the

On and after MONDAY, March
the Steamer New Brunswick*
Capt. D. S. Hall, and the Steamer
City of Portland, Cant. S. H.Pike,
.y.n leave Railroad Wharf foot ot
Monday mid Thursday at6.no p. in.,

29,

_

Yes, the medical records show
plainly that in nine eases onl ol
ten the disease known as Catarrh
w as the forerunner ot Consumption, which, when fastened on a
person, is like the grasp ot the
hideous anaconda. There is no
escape until death relieves them
ft om its torture and they are la*d
in ihe grave. Friends may say
they died ot Consumption. ’TIS
FALSE.

5153_

a

ARRANGEMENTS.

TBIPS”PER WEEK !

TWO

YORK.

NEW

TO

hold by dealers

bate for Cumberland
PURSUANT
sale
not

i'nlniM nud St. John, Di.a(by
WiudHornnd Halifax.

SPRING

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

DOOM !

YOUR

A victim of youthful imprudence, causing premature decay, nervous debility, etc., having tiled in
vain every known remedy, lias lound a simple sellcure, which he will send free to his fellow sufferers
Address J. It. BEEVES, 78 Nassau street New York
feb2d&w6m
P. Q, Box

to

a Citizen of the United States.
How to exercise and how to preserve them. A new
book, by Theopbilus Parsons, LL. D. Has no equal
for p pularity and real value. For particulars address, 8. 8. 8CRANTO* & 1 O., Hartford,

A GREAT OFFER

MANUFACTURED BY

WILL

tate.

Of

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
En^tport)

Kentvllle, Ha, da*, N. »■, sue,n.it,
Amherst,•Pietou, Krederickton. of sailing tun *
received on days

DEATH

Administrator’s ^ale of Rcai Es-

rights

..

olis, Windsor,

OR

MARWICK.}
)

Sell

to

vious ilav from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry ami Liverpool. cabin (m.$70
cordlnglo arecniniiiodimiins).
Payable in Gold or its eouivalont.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
II Jb A ALLAN. No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and lor
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts. a'Udy to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street,
Nov.
1874.
15,
Portland,
nol7dtf_

DIRECTI

hind,

THE POLITICAL. PERSONAL AND

PROPERTY

Daily

SNUFF!

sioners’ Line.
C. P.

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

Agents

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

To the linrbor Commissioners of
Portland Harbor:

FOR

NAR.RATIAIV, Cnp«. Aird.
leave this port for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, April !»4. INMIni mediately alter tlie arrival of tbo Train of the pro
Will

4

GERMAN

Co

OF TBB

.granted
The Steamship

_

Monday,

Bangor every

land at 5 o’clock P. M.
Steamer “City of Richmond” connects with stages
at Rockland, and other landings, for neighboring
towns. Connect.-* at Rockland with the Knox and
Lincoln R. r., at Belfast with B. «Jfc M. K. R Bangor with K. & N. A. and other Railroads.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t.
Railroad Wharf, toot of State St., Portland.
dtf
Portland, April 17ih, 1873.

RAEDER’S

City

A

leave

COXTBACT

FOB COXVBYAXCE

Suite. Mail..
Canadian and United
Passengers booked to Londonderry ami Liverpool*
rioketw
Heturn
a' itediiced Kates.

__

will

in

apr3_d3w

LEWISTON, ME.,
Corner Tine and Park Streets,
B. WING, Proprietor
if

Fairbanks’ Postal Package Scales,

first class Real Estate

A House for $3500 !
NEARLY new 1£ story house, in the western
part of the city, eight rooms, gas and sebago,
cemented cellar, sink and waiter closet connected
with sewer, new furnace; gaB fixtures and furnace
go with the house. Sunny location and convenient
to horse cars.
Apply to J^. G. PATTERSON, Dealer
in Ri al Estate, Williams Block, second building cast
ol Lity Hall.__ap8dtf

SEWING MACHINE
can

THE

Estate

house No. 56 Winter street, 12 rooms,
Gas and Sebago.
families.
drainage.
story house in rear, that rents
for ten dollars per month. Lot about 36x120. $2,600
Will be sold low. Apply
can remain on mortgage.
to F. G. PATTERSON, dealer in real estate, Williams Block, second building east of uity Hall.
aprl6
_d2w

FLORENCE
Portland and vicinity

Accordi-

on.—for Clarionet,—for Flute,—and for Flageolet.
Sold by all the principal music dealers. Sent, postpaid, for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. T
(i&wL'w
ap20

St.

21

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.
Montreal, April 13,1875.
ap16d2aw3w

hi

Ptittersoii’s Real
BULLETIN.

splendid

selling onr
AJjJj goods. We have other novelties which
Send stamp for our illustratare as sta1 le as Flour.
ed catalogue.
Address F. P. GLUCK, New Bedford, Mass.
Cl AIV

Hampden.

Returning

<

tYIauhooil

ONDEB

Steamship

Ocean

Wednesday and Friday mornings at 6 o’clock, touching at the above narticd landings, arriving in Port-

..

grandest chance

satisfactory.

2.50.

Terms

Rtor.v
THE
arranged for two
One
Good

venient points on the Company Line of Railway, in
lot of 10U tons and upwards.
Also for sixty old Locomotive Engines of the 5
feet 6 inch gauge, a portion of which are at Portland,
Maine, and the remainder at Montreal, where permission to inspect them will be given by Mr. Herbert
Wallis, tlxe Mechauieal Superintendent of the Company.
Also for 150 old Car Trucks of the 5 feet 6 inch
gauge, which can lie inspected at Montreal.
Tenders to he addressed to the undersigned.

OF

2.50.

Gemsot Strauss.

Sts._oc5dtf
House on Winter St.for sale

TENDERS WANTED

PATRONS

once.

Exchange

to Loan.
Secuiity, in Portisi'd,
taxes paid, &c.., on
collected,
vicinity—Kents
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON. Dealer in Real Estate. Office 3791
Congress St., Williams’ Block, between Myrtle and
Pearl

OF CANADA.

THE

93

or

fcirana Triune naiiway 10.

other

at Home.

SIo»n;y

^_apl9eod:Jm

or

$2.50.

THE

WARE !

land, Montreal, Toronto, Kingston,

$1.00

Orphean.

For Sale.

usual assortment made by u«, and all
slip glazed outside and in. Also C»nrdcn
or Cemetery Vases, Chimney Tops,

Bo* 959.
Express Office.

$1,00.

Hour ol Singing.

and

A 32-page pamplct, containing a treatise on Iron
as a medical agent and other valuable papers, testimonials from distinguished physicians, clergyman
and others, will be sent free to any address. SETH
W. JFOWLK & SONS, Proprietors, 86 Harrison
Avenue. Boston.jalSdood&weowly

ance; Nickel Movements; beautifully engraved Cases;
and is equal in appearance to a Gold Wateli that
costs from 860 to $100. It sells and trades leadfly,
for Pom 825 to $60. If you wish a watch for your
Price $17
own use, or to make money on, try this.
to
only. We will send this watch C3. O. I>., subject
examination, if you send $2 with the order, the balance of $15 von can pay the Express Co. if the watch

New Ed. $30 per 100,
High Schools and Academies,

The last Steamer, CITE OF BICHMOMB.
every
C-npt. €’. Kilby, leaves Railroad \\hart Evefloadny, WetincMlay a ml Eriilay
nings'*, at flO o’clock.
T,
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsjtort, Sandy Point, Bucksport, \V interport

WITH

'' r*

BVR.P” (not Peruvian Bark.)

Selling Imitation Gold Watch in tho
T> T? C<
market. This is a Pure Coin Silver
Hunting Cased Watch. English rolled Gold plate;
sunk Second Dial; mil Jewelled; Expansion Bal-

River of Life,

two story and a half house corner Bramhall
St. and Western promenade, with JO finished
Good stable and
cellar and gas.
cemented
rooms,
plenty of yard room. Very pleasantly located and
convenient to horse railroad. Apply on the premises
or at 64 Commercial St., to J. W. YEATON.
dtf
»r»rl5

The

P. O.

at

Sabbath Schools,

JOHN C. PROCTER,

apr!0d3w

Kaolin. Fire Sard, Ground Clay, €»round
Fire Brick and White Sea Sand in ItbU.

STONE

for

50 cts.

Cheerful Voices.

THE

applied

Headers.

N IK- 'IN

generally.

They sell at sight.
HT A VTP IA Agents for the best selling Prize
f? iViNI JLEamJ packages in the world. Ic contains 15 sfieets paper, 15 envelopes, Pen, Penholder,
Pencil, patent Yard Measure, package of Perfumery,
and a piece of Jewelry. Single package with elegant
prize, post paid, 25 cents.

ATT

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

B^ViWJOr

III. 35c., 50c., 50c.

FAIRBANKS. BROWN Sc CO.

well-known Crocker Farm, situated in Falmouth. 3 miles from Portland, containing about
sixty (6'») acres of land, together with buildings
thereon, consisting of 2J st/ry house, barn, etc., will
be sold at a bargain if
liberal. Apply to

and

WAREHOUSES—3 .Hill!

Farm for Sale !
50.900 No. f I Warranted equal to any Crick
25 000 No. 2) manufactured.
Shapes made to order from any pattern.

Schools,

THE MOST DURABLE.

property of the late Col. Berry, near Buxton
Lower Corner, known and improved as a public house, situated t: ree quarters of a mile from P.
& Rochester Railroad Station, together with 2G acres
of excellent land, aud suitable buildings to accommodate public travel. Connected with this commodious
house are ntables, bowling alleys, well and cisterns of
water, and large orchard. This farm cuts about 20
For
tons hay. has 5 > loads of manure ready for use.
particulars of price and terms apply to UPHAM &
GARDINER, Real Estate Agents, at No. 7 Exchange
St., Portlan 1. The property cau be seen and examined on inquiring at the house.
apr2dlm

now

in

American School Music

^

FOR SALE.
A

Reading

40 cts.

CATARRH

a

BANGOR.

DlOUIli

WjlWB^V

Tho

Ag’t.
STURDIVANT, GcnM
maemi

5, 1875.

PORTLAND”*

* hioai- fi> ■% f• vr Imp a, W« tvoiin
;
t'tct
U.intM'H
morx.
Iii«ln«>w and Kinddrr. Female ComplnintMj Ac.
Thousands Lave been changed by the use of this
surtering creatures, to
from
wtak,
sickly,
remedy
invalids
strong, healthy, happy men ami women; and
to
hesitate
give it a trial
cannot reasonably
ginution.—Be sure von get the “EEREVIAIV
h

PV-fl public.

dtf

)n!2_

I) 1

March

Baliroad Wharf,

Broken-down,

t

return mail.

20 SUPERIOR MUSIC BOORS.

0YKlIS

Portland,

flBBngBBRRiiropH).

address, post paid,
I® H B mos, size 9x11. mounted, on receipt of
81. Sell for $3 in an hour. Try a ChroH|
&
mo ageucy, it is the best paying agency
ifld
out. Everybody loves and buys pictures.
I®
IM m ■ \V e have work and money for all. men
Jra- EJ and women, boys and girls, whole or
Hi spare time, davtiuie or evening, at home
Chromos by
Inclose $1 in a letter.
or travelling.

lawGw

aplG

tar,—for Banjo,—for Cornet,—for Fife,—for

SALE.

up

We will mail to any
ever offered agents.
g^Sk
12 bt-autiful Oil Cliro<H

proves

Tor further^utriiculars inquire at

PorJanu.

«

PERUVIAN
TUB
N VIST I* Vitalizes ami

■

ga

MARSHALL JEWELL,
Postmaster General.

I

EVERYWHERE.

From Mechanic’s Falls, by West Minot.
Fast Hebron. Buck field, Ea«-t Sumner, and
Hartford, to Cmton, 27 J miles and back,

8

No.

story French Ro f House, containing
with all modern improvements, situ-

16 rooms,
ated on Cumberland St., between Green and High
Terms easv.
St. Portland.
Apply to JORDAN
BROTHERS, No. 11 Danfortli

TINE, but lately uses but little,
too well to be taking medicine.

Traps, Branches,

Post Office Department, 1
Washington, March 31, 1875. )
will be receive 1 at the Contract Office ot this Department until 3 o’clock p. m. of
May 31,1875, (to be decided by the 10th ot June,) for
carrying the mails ot the United States from July
1st, 1875, to June 30, 1877, on the following routes in
the State of M;iine, and by tlie schedule of departures and arrivals herein specified, viz:

Housofor Sale.
two

IOC

All

/cave

“’lieUmi'ing

requiring skill and experience.
no2~eodly

Chromos for $1.

£®

ON

cured.

Kt-ud

UNITED STATES MAIL.

Sitlf" u"r’

diseases

Each pair has clasps with 4 hooks,
Each corset is woven In one piece,
trimmed and finished in a uniform manner, corresponding to its quality, and will
prove in use comfortable, stylish
and durable.
When next requiring corsets, fail not
He sure the corset you
to try them.
buy has one of the l abels here printed.
Should your storekeeper not have
them, send measure of waist in inches,
enclosing price, and we will send postpaid, In a neat box, a Comfort fo*
50c., Beauty for 75c., A. A. lor $1,
Fifth Avenue for $1.50.
The Comfort is a plain, firm corset;
16 bones, hemmed selvage. BeautyExtra fine, ribbed breast. 1C bones, thoroughly bound. A. A.—Full ribbed, extra
weight, 22 bones, thoroughly bound and
lace edge. Fifth Avenue—Very fine;
50 bones; a superb corset; thoroughly
bound with heavy, extra lace.

45

Congress
J front of 120 feat
IOT
Congress Street, ami 75 feet
Cumberland Street, 60x100. Lo‘s
Lot
in

IO O’CLOCK .For Rockland,
Isle. Sedgwick, So NV. Harbor ,M.
and Macliiasport, (or
Desert,) Millbridge, Jonesiiort
Maclihisport every Monda,
will
H above, at riviflot-iiinx »< 5 oVIorh. touching coniiccUttg with
ing in Portland same night, usually
lor BosTrains
morning
PuUmatt Train, and early

Hook for

CORSETS

In Brunswick contains 120 acres,
cuts 00 tons of h iy, 2,10 nice graft
■
apple trees, well watered, stone
fences, plenty of wood, two story
house in g od repair.
Apply to
H. JEHIUS, Real Estate Agent.

on

nnr2

The eminently superior quality
of these corsets is being more and more
They have already taken
appreciated.
their place as the most popular
made. They have received the h iKliest. awards over and in competition
with the heretofore best-known makes.
All tlie best dealers keep them.

__

The Best Evidence.

Respectfully

1,000,000.

'Y

apr!9__deod2w*
Choice Building Lots for Sale.

V%’ENINr//AT

book trearing exclusively of NERVOUS AND
MENTAL DISEASES, more than two hundred royil octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, bound n
julstantial muslin, price $2.
Either of the above books are sent by mail to any
part of tlie world, closely sealed, postage paid on receipt of price. Or all three books sent to one address
Here is ofit the same time on receipt of onlv $4.
fered over eight hundred and fifty pages of the ablest
science
and
bound
medical
best
mid
printed
popular
mid literature, on subjects of vital importance to all,
It
to
for
for only $4—barely enough
mailing.
pay
should be borne in mind that these great Medical
Medical
the
are
IVabody
Works
published by
ItiNfiliile, an honored institution, established with
large funds for the sole purpose of doing good.
These are, beyond all comparison, tlie most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the Married or Single of
either sex can either require or wish to know, but
wbat is fully explained, and many matters of the
most important, and interesting character are introduced, to widen no allusion even can be found in any
other works in our language. All the New Discoveries of tlie author, whose experience is such as probably never before foil to the lot of any man, are given
in full. No person should be without these valuable
books. The press throughout tlie country, the clergy
ami the medical faculty generally highly extol these
and usetul works. The most fastidiextraordinary
ous may read them.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4
Bulflnch St. (opposite Revere House), Boston, Mass.
N. B. The author and consulting physicians can be
consulted on all ot the above named diseases, and all

11*011

Good Farm for Sale !

; WM.

!

(Post OlHce Address, Box 4928,)
MEW YORK,
Produce ttftOO Corsets daily, their sales
for l.87i exceeding

of

_mar23dtf

premises.

the

it invaluable:

Providence, R. I., 164 Transit Street.
H. R. STEVENS, Esq:
I feel bound to express with my signature the high
value place upon your VEGET1NE. My family

youre,
E. S. BEST,
Mrs. L.C.F.

UNITED STATES CORSET CO.

I

SJIAKDON, SCAJliJIAN & CO.,
on

____00<15w*

THE

*

rnilE subscribers wishing to relinquish the Baking
business, otter for sale their entire business consisting of their two story Brick Building on Union
Street, with all the Tools, Machines, Horses, Carts.
Steam Engine, etc., in fact everything usually tound
in afirst cla-s bakery. The above property is located
in the business part of the city,and is a very desirable
local ion tor business on account of its easy access to
all the Railroads and Boats from all dire tions. Any
will find
person wishing to engage in Ihe business
I Ids a rare opportunity, as the business is well established. Address or apply to,

EVIDENCE.

In nervous dehave used it for the last two years
bility it Is invaluable, and I recommend it to all who
mav need an invigorating, renovating tonic.
O. T. WALKER,
Formerly Pastor ofBowdoin Square Church,Boston

Mill, with about four

AT

__

For Sale l

pleasant

nounce

AT_JAY BRIDGE.

IVOBCEHTEB, MANS.

apr!2

on which there is a Dwelling
cheap. Said mill is one of the
House,
best mills in this stale, 'l'bc machinery Is ot tlie best
and most approved kind—consisting of a large circular saw, clapboard and shingle machines, planer,
lathe, saw, grist mill, etc., with one of the best engines ever used in this country. Said engine is 100
horse power, nearlv new. and in perfect order. The
of
power is amply sufficient to run all the machinery
the mill, 'i here is no other place on Ihe Androscoggin river considered so safe for booming logs as at
this mill, ror further information inquire of ST1LMAN NOTES, or V. M. RICHARDSON, Jay
feb24deod&w2m
Bridge, Me.

It is a compound extracted from barks, roots and
herbs. It is Nature’s beuiedy. It is perfectly barmless from any bad effect upon tlie system. It is nourishing anil strengthening. It acts directly upon the
It gives you
blood. It quiets the nervous system
good sweet sleep at night. It is a panacea for our
aged fathers and mothers, tor it gives them strength,
quiets their nerves, and gives them Nature’s sweet
sleep—a8 bas been proved by many an aged person.
It is the great Blood Purifier. It is a soothing remedy for our children It bas relieved and cured thouto take; every child likes
sands. It is very
it. It relieves and cures all diseases original ing from
the
Give it a fair
VEGET1NE.
impure blood. Try
trial tor your comp'aiuts; then you v\ ill say to your
and
triend, neighbor
acquaintance, “Try it; it has
cured me.’’

*

fl.l.lll.lltt
X1V[/VJL WJ

ME.

W. 1\ WARREN, General Agent for Maine.

j.artiralartUn^mre^of

Ilf ill

PORTLAND,

STREET,

FACTO BIT

The

WEEK

Keeping. will leave Railroad Wharf, foot ot State St.,
every T H U It M l> A \

new

THREAD CO.,

WARREN
EXCHANGE

6 7

aprfi*3wFalmouth, Foreside.
VaLiaLIa
T (UUIIMll;

with manfuacturers*

made

OF THE STATE,
AI.I. HOODS DEI.iVEB ED FBEE TO ANV PAST

size from 10 to 80 acres, comprising some of the host
land in the countv, which I will sell or exchange for
ctiy property. For further

no

RELIABLE

or

HAVE several farms situate.! in Falmouth, on
Foresi.le road, 3 miles from Portland, varying in

I

No one can tell when she will wake,
With quivering lustre rare and sweet—
With wild perfume in fern and brake,
And joyous song the flowers to greet.

is

previously

contracts

Special

Everybody.
Peabody Institute has also Just, published
A

PER

TRIP

===ALLAN>iNE.'
Montreal

The Steamer LEW I SITON, Cap*. 4’hnrlc*

beautiful French cloth, illustrated, price only $1,
A Book for Every Woman,
Entitled. SEX CAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,
AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated ot Physio logically and Pathologically, in health and disease, from Infancy to Old Aye. 350 pages, bound in
beautiful French cloth. With the very nest prescrip:ions forjprevailing diseases. Price $2.00.

wammtad

Shoe and tors: t Lacings,
Spool Cotton, Tarns, Manufacturer’s Threads, Boot,
in quality and terms.
saliafaction
we
which
on
and
guarantee
which we solicit the trade in Maine,

Farm for Sale, to Let, or Exchange
for City Property.

flowers

From death to their perennial birth.

What

If not

are

and other manufacturing bouses, where only the best of silk
bearing our own name and trade mark upon each spool.
In addition to the silk we continue the manufacture ot

sold I shall otter said properly for sale at public auction, on the above named premises, on Tuesday, June
1st, 1875, at 10 o’clock A. M. PEREZ B. LORING,
Executor of the Will of Charles Moxeey.
Yarmouth, April 20, 1875._

Go, too, and tempt the “April showers,”
Which fall in hail on frozen earth,
To wake the

Sawyer.

2

CARRIAGE.

CLOTHING,

SHOE,

I

believe ’tis he that’s green.

CHEAPEST

THE

IS

and ispiire
Our silk is manufactured from the best quality of Kaw Material, upon improved maebinery
o make special
oi yards to the pound.
dye. which insures the most pci feet thread, andthe largest number

Exn utor’n Mule of Kcnl &

verdant bloom and gentle ways
faith in things we have not seen;

From what her

WHICH

ABBAKGEJ1EST.

MPBIftO

ONE

Nervous ami Physical Debility,
Hypochondria,
LI loom y forebodings. Menial Depression, Loss of Energy. Haggard Countenance, Confusion of Mind and
Loss of Memory. Impure State < t tlie Wood, and all
liseases arising fnjin the errors of YOUTH, or the
indiscretions or excesses of matute years.
It is, indeed, a book for every man, young and
middle-a ed men in particular. .'100 pages, bound in

“Portland Maine New England Rum”

MT. DESERT &MACHIAS.

Hook

JUST

We otter the well-known First Class

Yet when no floral beauties bloom,
But mud and mire and raw spiing-galo,
With their attendant awful gloom,
Pretends the poet’s siting to hail—

THAT

Cl RE

for Every Ulan.
published by the Peabody Medical Institute;
ot
the celebrated medical work ena new eoltion
It treats upon
titled SELF-PRESERVATION.
how
manhood. h<»w lost,
regained and how perpettilted. cause and cure of Exhausted Vitality, 1mpotency, Premature Decline in Man, Spermatorrhoea, or Seminal Losses (nocturnal and diurnal),
A

distillery for sale.

rude iconoclast,
Who, with irreverent hand, would break
One sacred image of the pastjust for cold reason’s simple sake;
I

MANHOOD WOMANHOOD AND
NERVOUS DISEASES.

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

MEDICAL

MEDICAL._

MISCELLANEOUS.

POETRY.

ly

proposals.

A. G. WAKEFIELD,
JOHN T. GILMAN,
K. L. PATTANGALL.
II. A. SHORE Y,
E. W. WOODBURY,
JOHN W. CHASE,
Augusta, Me., April in. 1875.
To

1
I

Tbustees

j

|
|

Maine

) Insane Hospital.
aplOdeixltd

Contractors.

Proposal# for famishing
and erection of the work
SEALED
shops
ui>h Cumberland

the materials
connection

in

County Jail will be received until
the*30iii inst.. 4 P. M., at the otl u* of K. II. Kassett
»Xr Son, Architects, 191 Middle
street, when the

plans and specifications may be examined, and all
necessary explanations will be given. The Commisri«ht t0 r<\ject any or all bids.
Y\ SMALL.
i*iW.\8EM>’)( Commissioner*
WILLIAM
lor
SAMUEL DINOLEY.
) Cumberland County.
1 ortlaml, April 12, 1875.
aplodtd

wi\Wt

S*

For Sale.
Trustees of Pine Street M. E. Church offer for
sale the church building now standing on thier
lot, to be removed on or before the first day of May,
1875. Also organ, carpets, settees, cbab*s furnace,
stove, clocks, etc. Parties (lesiring any of the above
named propt rty can get particulars bv 'enquiring ot
CHAUNCEY BARRETT*.) Committee
lor
N. S. FKRNALJ),
5
A. J. PET rt'MliLL.
) Tiustees.
utf
mar.'U

THE

